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« 
_GHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

we The oeehent era can pe: ice best be callea one of 

specialization. The "“esclentists" of osher centuries have 

yielded pisce to sneuiets; physicists, biologists, and other 

experts in Limited ‘fields of what was formerly considered 

ep tured OP OpOnby « a hy growth of specialization has had many 

ealutary effects. par ay ei progress was made possible ha re- 

eeerok due ta more intensive preparation in @ narrowly restricted 

field of inquiry. Under the motive force supplied by special- 

iste, each branch of science per autonomous, cultivating its 

own subject matter and developing its own language. Becoming 

seli-governing in theirown seresper ios, the specialized sciences 

eoon cast off their bonds of allegiance to each other and to 

philosophy. — the democracy of specialised sciences approached. 

eres The paorese tag degree of specialization caused & 

narrow ing of the. subject matter of each field of investigation 

and a consequent wash Sih Lon $1.0 of the nuwnber of specialized 

sciences. Por exemple, chemistry became organic and inorganic 

cnemtetzy 5 then there were divisions inte euch speéialties as 

electro-chemistry, eolioid chemistry, fooa chemistry, eto. 
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3 

Many of these specialized fielcs of research overlapped; and 

what was left to “general chemistry" was nothing wore than some 

. Widerdtitel’ considerations common to all the fields, and so of 

pedagogic use. _ | 

With the differentiation of “natural philosophy” into its 

various branches, there remained, however, no single clearing 

house for the sciénces similar to the one which "general chem- 

stry" formea for its departmental branches. Some attempts, 

though, were made to introduce drder into what wes rapidly 

becoming chaos, This was one of the purposes, for example, 

of German aturphiloso hie ana of French positivism. Some 

progress in this direction, was made also by the “philosophers 

of science” of the latter half of the nineteenth century, e.g. 

‘Spencer, Haeckel, and Ostwald, Only this last group hac 4 

great deal of influence on scientific work, perhaps because 

only that last group wae made up, for the most part, of men 

‘doing actual scientific research. There was one feature comuon 

to most of the "philosophers of science"; they attempted to 

show one science to be fundamental and then to "reduce* other 

sciences to it. That is to say, the demand for an integration 

in the sciences was to be met by and within the range of some 

ne solende, thi's ‘attitude has been well called ‘scientific 

imperialism.” — cv amaalne | 
Another attempt at integr ting the sciences may be called the 

"technological" or “executive”, Sciences touch broad fields of 

human interest through invention, using this term in a rather 

wide sense. It is not the purpose here to claiu that scientific 
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work must be prag thged in any Leahintin economic sense; put 

it ie apparent that, as sciences devend upon the society in 

waien they are pursued tor their support and furtherance, they 

cannot be entirely unrelated or inimical to the interests of 

those who pay for them. The scientific specialists of the past 

and of ‘the present have not been working om problems divorced 

from human welfare, put on account of their specialization 

they have had little immediate concern with it, Thus it remains 

tor the executive and his helper, the technologist, to épply 

scientific discoveries to the improvement of life, 

As egkotslisation is the prerequisite of the inventor and 

discoverer, 60 & broad general view is demanded of the executive, 

The control and coordination of large vedios of research workers, 

an insight into social needs, and an understanding of the meane 

of eocial control are escential to the integration of the 

detailed works of the seientific researchers into projects for 

social betterment, ; 

It is generaily believed today that in Sowe ways the executive 

has not been altogether successful. The executive has been too 

often himself a specialist -- a specialist in endeavoring to 

satisty his own supposed needs regardiess of the actual neecs of 

the society which, in the final énalysis,supported him also, 

Specialization in acience led to scientific individualism; 

specialization in execution and administration ied to short 

sighted secial planning and ruinous competition, The latter 

specialization has calied for a corrective whica, in some cases, 

government is furnishing. If such policy is justified, it 
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wali be on ‘the basis of the success wi th which government can 

oompr vhend, in 4 generah view, the neede of society and the . 

means ‘of their fuifilment, “whether this ¢an Be done by gevern- 

nent 16 besice the point, but the legitimate demand is that 

‘a ‘couprehensive view of | Sookal needs &nd values replace partial 

and prejudiced views, | 

“Thus: the pure Beiences have made some progress towards inte- 

gration in two @irections; attempts have been made to integrate 

‘them into *‘eystems ef sciences” end into social or technological 

ayotems, Quite summarily it may be said that both the research 

worker end the exécutive are being forced away from an individ- 

‘et ien verging on chaos towards an orderly integration, In 

this integration, the scientific worker's task is to achieve 

special views; and the executive's task to attain and to employ 

a general view of a wide expanse of facts. 

We tiny contrast these two typea of workers under the names 

| Nepecielist® and "synoptist", 

gy What ts meant by "“synoptist"? A synoptist, he whose 

view of the world iz “synoptic”, is one who bees experience whole, 

not like one of the ¢ix blind men who felt only oné part of the 

elephant and eaid, "It is & tree,” or “Lt, is @ rope.’ hat a 

synoptic view (synopsis) ‘Ve cannot be determined preeisedy until 

further in thie work; only @ general preiiminery cheracter= 

izabion can be given here, fs: 

, Supenais: is @ Greek word (007°V(S ="with", "Segether", “at 

the same ) Finer Ae and "view") frequently used to mean a syllabus 
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66k puledary 5° Te “eke “teonntenl senses vol. the word which are 

here under investigation, the Greek cbveous | as it appears in 

Plato's writings was early. tranelated ag gutvey, anc the ad- 

jective. eorresp nding to it was rendered as Gomprekens ive, 

Martineau + in 1852 used the word synoptio in « technical 

“ and Bosancuet Sense to be examined Later, and Pater 

later transliterated oJv°uvls in their studies of Plato. Then 

@till later J, T° Merz * , under the influence primarily of 

Comte id used the term synopsis as meaning a view of things 

“in their fogether", the ‘Greek word having been suggested to 

nim by nh RB, Sorley. Bosanguet then later took it up, verhape 

frou Mors, ana used it in @ technical sense in logic. ° In 

american philosophy the term has been given its present vogue 

Chiefly through Z, 8, Brightman. * 

‘If Mnglish lacks words tor the translation of the Greek, 

| + Janes Wartineéu, “The Unity of “ind in Nature”, Kesays, 
neviews, and Addresses, (4uoncon, 1801) vol. 241, p. 105, 

0180 © ggg eee Pater, Plato and Platonism (London, 1893), p. 161. 
Ld Bernard Bosanduet, A: Gouwpanion kd ‘Piste 's Republic 

(i. ¥., 1695), p. 305. 

sie ‘Primarily in hie ra furoepean | tho ht 2, the 
ans aS Sense, ( (4th inburg and London, ee 

igisatee Gon i ape Philosophiques gur les Sciences 

ot a és Bayan nts 3 MS ge Lo ‘ 

at al shaust, (London * 0) 

isa0,.° : ‘ 
ri 

! kK, G. iiianaice, Introduction to Philosophy, (He ¥., 1926). — 

bir 
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German more than makes up for it, Though the Germans souwe- 

times “use die Synoosie 3, the more usual terms are Sber- 

2 ERA: 5S » nd perhaps Ueoergicht. These echi- 

deutsche words give one a better impression of what is meant 

by symopsia than any short discussion could, for in them the 

interrelations of parts, the integrity of a whole, and the 

attitude of inguiry or inspection are clearly expressed, 

3. It hes been caid by some writers on the problems of 

synopsis ° that the synoptic attitude towards reality is 

identical with the philosophical, In thie they have the 

authgrity of Plato, who seems to have originated the word 

an N ' 

a 
* ea gk. Kant Li oF. ie ORs A O77, W. Burkamp 

@ Sirubtul dex Gengheiten (Ber n, -) "vhe word die 
s@ is us nh iew Testament studies. Incidentally, some 

Of the best descriptions of synopsis as a method can be found 
in discussions of ite use in the N.T. studies. fhe first three 
go@pels ire spoken of ac the “synoptic gospels", seeing the 
same CQllection of events 48 a whole. Ahe term originated in 
Gricebech's Bynopsis Evangeli (1794) , who distinguished 
synoptic studies from studies of the "harmony of the gospels." 
hile studies in harmony “cuf eine Zusexmensteliumg des ge~ 
gauten Stofies der Evangeiien zum Zweck ¢iner wosidglich ohro- 
nologischen Gesichtedarsteilung des Leben Jesu absah, erstrebt 

die Synopse cie fbergichtiicnhe Zusammenordnung des vielfach 
gleichartigen -- zusamenschaubaren — Stoffes der Evangelien 
und verfolgt entweder .exegetische 4wecke oder sie ateht im 
Dienste der Erforschung des Problems des Verwandtschaftever= 
hBltnisses der Evangelien untereinender,” 4 weak Seale 

LL Be Ge» Brightman, +9 PP, AB, 116; Mersey op. cit. 
iid, 192; 2. °F, A. Hoernle, “On the Way to a Synoptic Philo- 

“dn Gontew tery british Philosophy, and series, p. 
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CRO Omnips? is of 1 

i pe Plato referred to the philosopher ae o oO OVOMTI KOS 

Smaenti nd ° 10 From thie, one might reasonably Sxpeet that 

pe pia nel aidan of synopeis would de Wena a _ thoxgugh his- 

Fete oy Consiceretion of | philosophical method as it nas ap< 

peared throughout 4 ite ‘history. in the writings of some 

St iailibers, however, methodology Steels has been considered 

es a Salnien, and it ie from them that one wight expect most 

Light “a the synoptic wet hod, 

bs Plato euys, in the nt el referred to, that the syaoptic 

mind is the dialectical; thus in evudy ing the GIALOPRIAAS 

method 4 it should ‘be possible to find out whet Plato Bene 

by synopsis. ie often nore that we must see individual parte 

iculaz vaings 68 ‘wholes of parte and 2s onsen of wholes, be 

and though he does not apply the term syn opels to these vicws, 

pr have much in comuon with our knowledge of reali. y 2&8 this 

te geinea ‘in ‘dialectic. ta dialectic we are ied beyond the bare 

fe i through the self-development of notions, This is 

Gin, Wr examphe, ia she povhiet, where 1% 10 shown how | 

every idea implicates all the others, This onward-moving of 

the bahay Meeiggige is weli descrived in the Seventh Epistle, 

leacs. on. ' a. * sudden flash’. 8% in: which ali the bjacte of 

the orld 2: are made Pyotr eer by the dislectic which is 

“503 e~b04 a $ Gharmides, 156 ; Phaedrus, 
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the complete synopsis of the world as an organic whole. 

Im ancient science the synoptic procedure seems,to have been 

+3 and aristatie. 14 most highly developea by Hippocrates 

Though neither uses the word synopsis, their emphasis, on 

the necessity of seeing each organ of a bogy in its essential 

relationship to the whole is clearly synoptic in intent., 

Aristotle was particularly concexned to show how # unitary 

thou ht can refer to a4 thing woich is single but not simple. el 
\ 

He clearly sev thet discursive judgment was inecequete to a) 

complete knowledge of the individual, and he indicated tne 

necessity of a kind of imtuition of an indivicuel, + but 

he nowhere developed this notion clearly enough to stand out 

as en important and unambiguous contributor to the delineation 

of synopsis as a method of philosophy. 

Sorley i and Brightman i have referred to Spinoza's 

ecientia intuitiva as synoptical. This intuitive science 

moves from the adequate idea of a formel essence of.. an 

attribute to the thing, and is necessarily true. a Never- 

3 ip Prognostic, ¢c. xxv. (Jones transl, Loeb. library, vol. 

ii, p. 55. Gf. Moon, Hippocrates and His Yuccessors (London, 
1223), pe OTe j 

14 
De Part. An, 6410 14 -17, 645 a 50-357. 

45° yoid.) Ill, 6. Meta., 1023b 12, 105za 15. 

16 weta. , 1036a. 

1? W. R. Sorley, Moral Valves. and the Idea of God (N.Y.j 
1921),p. 255. way 

i 
1g Brightman, op. cit., 28. Ethicig II, prop, xl, schol. 
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Gebes eyOpigara Himself did mot use the word synopgis in- 

reference to this knowledge, but he does insist upon ite 

applionbility to individuals instexd of merely to &betrections. 

im Kent's writings there are two references to what. may 

be considered synopsis in Plate's sense, or perheps in wo, 

wider sense. Brightman and Sorley, in speaking of Spinoza 

as & synoptist, also refer to Kant’s VYernunit os synoptic, 

More admportant dor our stugy, however, is Kent's use of the 

word synopsis, Kant suys, , 

qf each presentation were completely foreign 

ees to every other, stending apert in isolation, no 
euch thing as knowledge would ever arise. For 

Pox knowledge is (essentially) a whole in which 
representations stand compared and connected. 

ca. 6) eR Benee) conteins& a manifold in its intuition 
I aseribe to it a synopsis, But to such synopsis 

auf @ synthesis must always correspond; receptivity 
can make knowledge possible only when combined 

\lcewith spontaneity. Wow this spontaneity is the 
ground of the threefold synthesis which gust 

onecessarily be found in eli knowleuge. ““ . 

Synopsis here appears ap a passive content, & product of 

synthesis, being the presentation of a manifold of Gata 

ima simgle complex content. Im the doctrine of the Analagon 

of Intuition, Kent outlines a synoptic methodology in show- 

ing that for synthetical judgments. in which there can be 

no intuition (i.e. for dialectical judgments), there must 

ote an eae ow 

a Gritioue of Pure Reason , A 87, (Smith translabion) 

Gh il ae 
ze. 

A aa oe tment wh Aaa tam gn! RR 
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pe an  analogon. "This enalogon is the idea of the maximum 

in the division and unification of the knowledge of the 

understanding under one principle." “1. “fhe idea of a 

whole of cognition according to principles must impart to 

our knowledge @ particular kine of unity, that of @ system, 

without which it. is nothing but piecework...."* ag The 

purpose of the analo.,on is the creation of & community of 

ideas in @ whole, afd so it serves the purpose of a synopsis 

now on a dialectical Level. 

Yéher important writers to be sure have dealt with. synopsis 

at least in an indirect way, but without use of the word, 

For the nineteenth century, Merz's history, to whith reference 

hes already been mace, deals with all the writers on synopsis 

ag & problem and indicstes many of its uses in the philo- 

sophical construction of that period. 

Yhis short summary of explicit discussions of synopsis 

by a few important philosophers should serve as an introduction 

to the modern interest in synopsis and synoptic method. It 

is with this modern work on synopsis in. epistemology that 

this study is primarily concernec. 

4a. synopsis has two roles to play in the theory of know- 

i,t o 

ledge. The first is its "regukative® role in establishing 

*.  Ipig.,.A 665,.B 693. 

62 Prolegomena, sect. 56. 
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relationships among fields of knowledge, and in section 1 

some attempts at this kind of synopsis were mentioned. In 

the recent past, however, the greatest interest in synoptic 

method has been within the empirical contents of the various 

fields of the sciences. Modern interest in synopsis is ae- 

yoted, to « large extent, to ite role within the empirical 

methodology which we may call its “constitutive” function, 

fhe wain tendency of contemporary thought is an emphasis 

on cupizical wholes, ana this emphasis is characteristic, 

in one wey or amother, of ali conceptions of synopsis. The 

impor taace of synoptic methodology within the various fields 

of science is easily seen in a survey of some contemporary 

UTenuse 

Thus at the present time there it a psychology of Gestalt 

(Koehler, Koftka, Wertheimer, et al) and of Ganzheit (Felix 

Krueger). . Tectology (Bogdanow) appears as & science of 

organized wholes in all their forms. Stern is formulating 

the principles of a general study of the Person (Personalistik) 

as @ propadeutic to all sciences of man, Personalistics 

subordinates “alles, was Analyse und Synthese erarbeitet 

haben, dem Prinzip der personalen Ganzheitsbezogenheit," 

General J, ¢. Smuts has written: 

. Biological science must ¢ver keep before 

itself the standpoint of the «hole, without and 

183" W stérn, “Studien zur Persoawissenschaft: 1. Teil, 
Personélistik ale Wissenschaft. (Leipzig, 1960). p. 31. 
Note the two types of synopsis in personelistics. 
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apart from which all the details -- #0 far from 
being recognized as being organic to each other 
-= are mere loosé meaningless items, like the esnds 
of the sea shore, utterly useless Zor the under- 

_.. stancing of that " unique upity whkcoh constitutes 
EEO" en organic individual, ” 

Ritter hes taxen ob the thesis for his important ork on 

piclogiczl method tne principle that “The organism in its 

totality is ab! essential tdthe explanation of its elements 

as its elements are 40 on explanation of the organism, * e 

dy 2. pratt has said, *..,Physiological activity is found to 

be pot ‘molecular’ but'moiar', The meaning of this @¢xpression 

ie thet we must regard phyéLology not anelyticaily but 

synoptioaliy; the whole determines the part rather than the 

| reverse; the concept of the ficia must be substituted for 

that of Beparate pushes ana pulis.® "s “iodern ecology", 

says Professor Bews, “realizes that there are many lines of 

approach to the ptudy of living phenomene, 1% siways Keeps 

the necessity of viewing life as a whole well to the fore- 

we? 
frontd* Thomeon- and Geddes say: 

wee of recent years the scientific outlook has 
‘become more synoptic, trying to take account of 

84 3,0. Saute, | folien and Evolution (i. ¥,.°2020)° p,_ 221. 
aba! 

We Boston, 1920 
2 vole, sees pts fos dks of tae Gzzenien (399t0n, 1920). 
ac Fp B. Prete, 

Wy Ler “wphe Present Statue 
of the Mind Body Prob- 

Revicw, xlv, 1936, p. 158. See below, p. 77. 

ar Je Us pel Human Ecology (Oxford, 1935), p. 4d. As we 
shall see later, it ie only in a somewhat peculisr sense that 
ecology secs the organism as a whole. 
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-.. @ll.the orders of facts -- such os mater, life, 
and mind. It seeks to see things whole; in other 

os » words, the analytic scientific outlook is giving 

place to the synthetic and philosophical." 

Burkamp writes: 

Bs ist in der Medizin heute eine Bewegung © 

gugunsten ganzheitlichen Denkens vorhanden. lhren 

drastischen Ausdruck findéet sie in dem Yort; 

_.Bisher sassen im Wartezimmer des Arztes kranke 

Lungen, Magen, Gebarmatter, usw.; wir haben aber 

den ganzen kranken Menschen anzusehen, zu be- 

urteilen und zu heilen. Untersuchen wir den 

_gesundcen Sinn dieser Forderung geneuer, so finden 

wir éine Verflechtung der Synopsis sowohl mit 

Totalkausalitat ale euch mit Partialkausalitat. 
Wir lassen els banal den Sinn der obigen Sentenz 

beiseite, dass Leben unc Gesundheit aes genzen 

Menschen das selbstverst&ndliche Ziel der arzt- 
lichen Behandlung ist und die Erzielung ¢iner 
angemessenen Funktion des einzelnen Organs einzig 

an diesem Ziel zu messen ist, nicht selbst 
voligtiltiges Ziel eines Virtuosensttiekchens 

des Arztes sein darf. Wir haben aber zweitens 

den Sinn, dass der Xranke synoptisch zu betrachten 

ist. Jeder amormele. Zustand, jece anormeie 

Funktion eines Organs, jéde normale Eigenttm- 

lichkeit der Konstitution, der iexktionsweise des 

Kranken kann entscheidenda werden, ftr richtige 

Diagnose, richtige Vorgussege Ges Verisufs und 
Fichtige Behandlung.” °”. 

J. A. Thomson and P, Geddes, Life (4 vols., N. ¥, 

n.d. ) ? vol. Ale p. 1114. 
> Life ‘ a? 9 

#9 Burkemp, ap. cit.. pp. 342-343. *Totalkeusalitat® and 
“Partielxeusalitat" are distinguished ec foliows; “fotel- 
kausalitat kann Bewirkung 488 Zustances eines Ganzen oder 

Bewirkung ¢ ein Ganzes bedeuten, Pertialkausalitat 

kann Bewirkung des Zustandes eines Teiles und bewirkung 

durch einen Teil bedeuten," (Ibid., p. 136.) Gf. also 
Goethe's statement: “Die Medizin besch&ftict den ganzen 

Menschen, weil sie sich mit dem genzen “enschen beschaftigt.” 
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The preceding examples of “organismic" or synoptic methods 

have been tuken from the sciences of Life. There is @ sim- 

ilar movement in otaer fields of inquiry. Ghemistgy long 

ago rejected the netion that even in their work on "*norganic* 

matter they were Gealing with “unorganized” matter. The 

discovery of isomerism over a century ago clearly showed 

the necessity of & distinction between composition end 

constitution. 

In physics, Ghitehead, Bohr, and Planck are moving towards 

en orgenic view of nature. The theory of relativity must be 

regerded as synoptic to the extent that « whole in knowledge 

(frame of reference) is the condition for the actermination 

of the part~events,. uantum mechanics is preeminently a 

science of discrete organization. F. 5. 0. Northrop has said, 

There is something in the realm of atomic 
physics, a8 it bears on the propogation of Light, 
which refuses to be resolved analytically into 
nothing but the microscopic atomic particies 
built up into more complex structures as bricks 
are added together to make « house. Briefly, the 
scan analytic approach to nature hes broken down, 

. The relation of the microscopic atom to Light and 
to ite neighboring particles is as fundamental as 

| the particle itself; the one conditions, and is 
conditioned by the other, Field or macroscopic 

» a8 well as atomic causes are present. 

. The social and the Geiste ‘ten are becoming more 

and more synoptical in their aims and methods. In economics 

the works of Othmar Spann express so extreme a reaction against 
a teh ERS sth Ws p ‘ 

A vc ie 2. Bai Norturop, Betenad nd First Principles (x. ¥., 4 
* an Madigan 

1931) » PR. 138-9,. 
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{nai viduslisu that, while ‘synoptic in aim and sometines in 

nethod, its result is sctually one-sided. He H,. Wheeler is 

seeking to reorient school curricula «long the lines of 

tae general implications of his "organic Logic” or synopsis, 

t. z. Lawrence spake of military strategy us the “synoptic 

regerd* Tox the ends of warfare, "seeing each part relative 

to the whole. * Tactics were regarded by him ws merely 

technical mecns. 

‘i In history and pia tox lagraphy » Paul 4“enzer writes, "...50 

werden | wir, ‘wenn wir den Blick aut die | uns toerschaubere 

Geschichte eines Volkea richten, zu einer noch héher fthren- 

gen Yerwendung des Ganzheitebegriffes geleitet.* In the unity 

of ne ture, of life, oz peyehical experience, and of history, 

*,..sehen wir uns zurtickhverwiesen auf die Anschauung von 

einem Genzen, Gale wut ¢ine intuitiv gewonnene Gesawtechau," a 

Co. agetheticn there is a similar demand for synopsis. If 

is a commonplace: beast a work of art ie w whole, ®en organicm’, 

aud mast be seen ae euch, 99 Vous one daportant role of 

acsthetie synopeis is ite domination in the aesthetic re- 

epunse; put synopsis @iso plays en incressingly important 

role in the me thod of i betel ssenscbs a Adame von 

Benel tens wrote in LUGS ‘thet though sestneticione end 

oh ?..E, Lawrence Seven | Pill are of Yisdom (Gard n city 
1935), pps 291-108,” 

3a; 
P, Ménger, "Die Kategorie der Ganzheit*, Schmollers 

dghrbuch, 60. Bd., 1936, pp. 17-18. 
a3 

This is true at least of western art. 
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historical students were constantly driven to considerations 

of the problems of wholeness ena its appearance in various 

stylhes, they were “not very conscious of it" ana hac no 

| 34 
proper concept of wholeness. The same year, however, 

Friedrich Kainz was secking to make such terms os yhole 

end Geatelt take on a more aefinite weaning in sestietics. 

He broudened the concept of empathy beyond the limits set 

by Lipps so as to make it fit in with an apperception of 

personality in Stern's sense rather than in the Limited 

sence of human personality. This is Sainz's Sconstitutive" 

synopsis in aesthetics. His regulative synopsis, concerned 

not with individual works of art but with aesthetics as a 

acicncée, is to oppose abstract aesthetical theories which 

would Limit the categories of the science to single quelities 

such as pleasure or form. His synopsis agemendea an integration 

of aesthetics in a system of philosophy: 

Nach der analysierenden bifferentiation, cem 

spezialistischen Tatsachensammeln, die noch vor 

»-kurzem alle Wissenschaften ,beherrschten, nacht 

Sich jetzt ein bedlirfnis nach Synthese, Integration, 

und philosophischer Betrachtungsweise geitend, Ler 

Sinn fir das Ganze der Philosophie ist neu erwacht, 

und’ Gementsprechend wird eine neve Verankerung cer. 

Aesthetik im wMutterboden der Philosophie erstrebt. 58 

5, Phato aptly describes the soul of the philosopher as 

“ever Longing after the whohe of things both divine anc 

in ¥. A. Ve. Scheitema, “Ganzheit und Form in der Kunst- 

entwicklung?: \Ganzheit und Form (Berlin, 1938), p. 37. 

$5 #,.Keing, Personalistische Aesthetik (Leipzig, 1932), 

Pp. 5. 
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ai a 
Philosophy does not have to Gators aunt a 

revolution as the sciencés are now ealvarive in order to 

assert and to make good its synoptic claims. Philosophy 

of the recent past, it must be admitted, has had a tendency 

to emphasise the minutiae of logic and history, but to be 

adequate philosophy must also be synoptic and comprehensive 

in its aim. Philosophical synopsis does not exclude these 

more detailed investigations of the fine points of its 

var ioun disciplines; rather it means the integration of all 

methods and results in a single picture of the world. 

Philosophy as the executive and directive endeavor in 

knowledge has as its essential purpose the integration 

and interpretation of more special detsilea views. 

The aynoptic and systematic ideal of philosophy has been 

recognized throughout its history. Recently, jshitehead 

has said, “It is the ideal of speculative philosophy that 

its fundamental notions shall not seem capable of abstraction 

from each other." ©” This is likewise the ideal, as we. 

shall see later, of mathematics and some of the sciences; 

but the philosophical system differs from these others in 

that, in addition to being systematic and logical, it must 

refuse to be abstract. The scientist achieves systematic 

elegance by abstracting from that which refuses to be 

Republic, 486 a. 

3? A.N. Whitehead, Process and Reality (N.Y., 1929), p. 5. 
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exhausted in his two-by-four cate,yories; but this cosy 

expedient is not open to the philosophpr if he is to be — 

anything more than a manipulator: of words. 

» There must be, however, u certain réciprocity between the 

synoptist and the specialist within philosophy iteeif. 

Here again the research workere in the sciences furnish 

soue of the muterinl which the philosopher uses in his 

interpretation of the world. Sut the philosopher.in his 

turn hag an obligation to the specialist: | 

In so far ae philosophy succeeds in reaching 
® conerete conception of a globus intelicotualie 
it has something to offer in return to the 

_ecientist who is seeking for » clearer view of 

the wider bearings of his own results. for 

phis synoptic vision of the whole, if concrete, 
will include the partes, assigning to each of 

r+ the special inquiries its proper place, and 
exhibiting ite more general significance a5 .. 

; Mon teADHS ang to the determination of reality. 

“@. the fundamental Questions of the present essay wey 

be briefly stated as follows: 

“"(G) Wnt wre the essential characteristics of synopsis? 

(a) what methods deserve to be cdlled "synoptic"? 

“4 Sy What are the présup ositions of an aseertion that 

synopeis gives true knowledge? 
“” (4) What is the relation of synopsie to naive exgyericnce, 

oc. i 

(ie Bee Ade Pe a , Studdes, 4m Sgecuietive PatLosophy 
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ee aeseription, eS and synthesis? 

A glance at the Literature cited in this essay will indi- 

cate that & k erent deal has already been done towards form- 

‘ulating: answers to some of the questions which are being 

“guked hare, Many considerations of synopsis, however, have 

been mere by-products of other investigations in philosophy 

and seience, and frecuently, even in some of the most imn- 

portant diseussions, the word synopsis hus not been used. 

“thus fer there has been no verona ateiandes work on the subject of 

‘synopsis | and aynoptic method ae such, 

" in the oresent chapter the current importance of synopsis 

has oeen hea together with some slight references to its 

treatment py earlier philosophers, In the following chapter, 

bk is propased to etudy the psychology of perception and of 

| thought in order to give and to defend a definition of synopsis 

and to ascertain ite varieties. In chapter Iil the meta- 

phyeioal and epistemological presuppositions of the validity 

of synoptic methods will be sought and examined; and in 

chapter iV abstraction, analysis, and synthesis as ways of 

knowing 1 will be examined in their relations to synoptic 

method. 

yne method which is being employed here for the study of 

aynopeis is Ateelf synoptical, since the problem is seen 

as a whole in iteeif, but also as a part of a wider context 

of philosophy in general. To examine synopsis by & synoptic 

method might be calied a hysteron proteron, because it is 

4 
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just that method itself which is sub judice. It would seem 

to be nO more just then to allow & defendant to try his own 

CASEe In the carrying out of the investigations reported 

here, however, it became obvious that synopsis ware pre- 

supposed in whatever method might be used. ” fo eschew 

synopsis here, then, would be not only undesirable but indeed 

imposes ipke. The objection referred to is not peculiar to 

this problem, for every epistemologist must start from some- 

thing he does mot doubt, at least for the time being. If 

wethods Goncern us, as here, we must still huve methods to 

study them, One way tay with Hegel that the distrust of 

methods which masquerades as skeptical wisdom shows itself 

to be no better than ignorance, for both effectively prevent 

aj] beginninge. 

‘Throughout this esesny, 1t should be borne in mind that the 

most immediate concern ie with the problems of synopsis, 

rather than with synopsis as 1% «ppears in any perticuilar 

field of knowLedges In other words, Our aim is episteno- 

legieabjend formal] rather than scientific and material, 

eS, ey 

©" Bee bélow, chapter Iv. 
oe to. 4 
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GHAPTER II 

THER BRATURE OF SYNOPGIS 

A. befinition of synopsis 

“1. The word synopsis has been given many meanings, and 

any other worde have been used which seem to have quite 

the samé meanings. It 1s necescary to @kamine some of these 

mesnings of the word, then to give & critical definition 

of it, and finally to examine some other methods to see if 

they, too, may be called synoptic. 

‘Obviously, most definitions of synopsis center about the 

éonce st whole. Thou.h this concept tay iteelf be indefinable, 

it is sufficient to point out that we use the word to mean 

a thing or a complex of things in certain relations which 

make it..possible that.that thing or complex of things may be 

referred to by & eines, term, Within this general meaning, 

two nore ‘jaregen a+ meanings may be recognizec, though they 

cannot, ‘be ‘sharply sundered. - Wwe apply ‘the word whole to an 

ovject of knowledge when it matiegiea the pendired ori terion 

of ; uholeness quet given, ‘This megning of the word corresponds 

om 

seen yl ete Avge’ 

c. Se 7) ’ A 3 vy fal} 
ty Wenn ae oy Mn ae SaP 5 ae POR My fF r% - 
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to the Greek ov , anu often to the German gas Ganze; it 

appears in such titles as Loeb's The Organism as @ Whole 

and Driesch's Das Ganze und die Summe, The second particu- 

lar weaning of the word whole is not very common in snglish 

-- that is its application to conceptual systems of high, 

integrity. + +t means about the same thing, perhaps, as 

the Greek Axneodoy%, * when the adherents to the coherence 

theory of truth say that the aim of knowledge is organization 

into a whole, a system, or a concrete universal, the term 

whole. has at least the second connotation, if not the first 

too. 

In chapter I “regulative synopsis® was distinguishec from 

“constitutive synopsis". By the farmer was meant the organ- 

igation and survey of fields of knowlecge, and the second, 

the recognition of the wholeness and "togetherness" of objects 

within the several fields of inquiry. liost succinctly it 

may be said that the two meanings of the wora whole correspond 

to these two meanings of the word synopsis: whole means a 

regulative idea with reference to the organization of know- 

. The New English Dictionary, x, pt. ij, recognizes this 

meaning of whole a6 "eompiex unity or system," Severai 

philosophers have usec the word in this sense. Hegel's 

"The truth is the whole (ganze)”, is typical. Ci. Bosanquet, 
Implication and Linear Inference, pp. 7-5. 

2 Plato writes, "... There is an art of poetry ... a8 a whole® 

using the term Stov , however. Jon, 552 0. He is referring 

to poetry &s @ whole of abilities, but also as an art which is 

an object of knowledge. Every science, he s:ys, is a whole. 

Strictly speaking, kxOO/oy is “conerete universal’. 
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‘ledge, and @ eenbvisetiveusecegors wisn reference to the 

organization of objects of knowledge. Both of these meanings 

of*the word must be Kept in wind when syncpsis is to be 

defined, for wholeness of view is necessary, and this whole- 

“ness must refer to sn objec: which is & whole if synopsis 

‘fe to be valid. Without both of these conditions, synopsis 

cannot be distinguished from mere couprehension, anc the 

‘synoptic mind could only be the mind with a large amount of 

‘dnformation, Undoubtedly the synoptist should heve wide 

conpréehension, but the word comprehensive is sufficiently 

‘deseriptive of this qualification. Synoptic refers to 

“something more, 

It must be admitted that the integrity and unity of the 

@bject, which has just been said to be one of the conditions 

os synopsis, may be very low, end even given to the object by 

the subject, Thus Burkamp goes so far as to say, “Intuition, 

‘Synopsis, bedeutet nicht objektiven und objextivierenden 

Abechluse in einem Ganzen, sondern Hineusgehen fiver zu enge, 

zu kieine Ganzhelten, erst recht selbatverst&indiich Uber das 

Elementare. * ‘Wan sich ist 2awar den Sina einer anschaulichen 

synopsie nicht an abgeschlossene Ganze gevunden, jie Mannig- 

fol tigkeit wiserez Umgebung ist ein typisohes Objekt der 

synopsis. i: one may esnokute Si chk this thet, in Surkamp's 

s¥eu @abi 

z 341,,.63. English Dictionary cites 
si Pa ae Anook spas commands a synopsis of 
af ht a at Eb bic around," = etre Highl. Scot., 68. 
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view, any object is, or many objects are, subject to a 

synopsis whether it or they constitute 4 metaphysical whole 

or not. The integrity which the object or objects may have 

is amenable to explanation in terms of the integrity of the 

view in which they are seen, and we have no guarantee of our 

“knowledge” of individuality or wholeness. 2 

Merz sometimes defines synopsis as "seeing things in their 

foge ther," " Though it must be admitted that synopsis does 

this, the implication of the definition is prejudicial against 

any theory of wholes or complex individuality, for it negiects 

or even implicitly denies the discontinuity in the together- 

ness of some things, and this discontinuity is essential to 

the assertion of the reality of finite, discrete wholes, 

It must be admitted that individuelity does not seem to be 

an important category for Merz. R 

Brightman, and in other places Merz alco, define synopsis 

in a way which gives somewhat more prominence to the category 

’ Jd. T. Herz, History of Zuropean Thought in the Nineteenth 
Gentury, iii, 465 n. ana elsewhere. 

5 For exemple, Merz says that "the great feck’ of modern 
biology” is “that the units of life are not the iarge visible 
organisms which were formerly studied by preference, but the 
innumerable infinitesimal living beings called celis." -- Ibid. 
ii, 454-455. Thus Merz praises Darwin's theory of gemmules 
and gays that “Darwin has done more to cultivate the vue @' 
ensemble, the synoptic view of nature ... than any other 
naturalist of recent times." -- Ibid., iii, 60S. More recent 
writers have criticisea Durwin, on the same grounds, as being 
elementaristic (i.e. not synoptical). Thus Jheeler sgys, 
"In biology, Darwin typifies the absurdities of atomism." -- 
R. H. Wheeler, “Organismic Logic in the History of Science", 
Philosophy of Science, III, 1936, p. 42. Gf. also Ritter, 
The Unity of the Yrgenism, ii, pp. 353 ff. 
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of individuality or wholeness within & larger, more inclusive 

context, Brightwan seye that synoyeis "meens the viewing 

of any object or complex of objects as 4 whele.® WY fhe 

thesia of the synoptist is that "nothing is thoroughly under- 

stood unless it is seen as « whole and its parts related to 

its functions and properties as a whole," Merz writes 

that to the synoptic view “every object of contempiation, 

be it large oF swell, physical or mental, is « whole, a 

totality, which, in the actual ‘together’ of its apparent 

parts, reveals to us something which is lost as soon as 

we start to disseet or anulyse it. In the most emphatic 

way this view looke also at nature as a whole," 

Perhaps the imadequaciesa of these definitions are Largely 

verbal, for im carrying out their methods these philosophers 

are vigorously opposed t@ elementariem, the view that wholes 

Gan be accounted for in terms of the parts only. But in 

their definitions the rejection of ciomentarism is not 

clearly indicated, for they do not chow that the part, in its 

turn, must be explained, in some of ite appearances, in terms 

of fis Chet'e: If we know & thing only gua whole, we do not 
ast a ee 4 7 a1 Te bree stud, yf 

Know @ome of its essential feetures; we must know it also as 

Introduc elon to Philosophy, p. 27. 

pale diene, BS AE 0 
© gp. ght. y 441, 612. 

ee bh 
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‘@ part. It is obvious that syuepete is not 2 usthod which 

608 everything merely, or even primarily, as a whole in 

relation to parts; on the conirery, it is just thie which is 

eriticised in elementarism. fhe anatomist examines « gland; 

if he 4s an elementarisct he regards it as a whole and ae an 

@lément idesily explicable in terme of itseif and its parts, 

if he is an organismalist, it is not only a whole to hin, 

‘but 4t Ge more importantly o part of « whole, end it on be 

widerstood only dn both characters, Synopsis not oniy works 

downwards from wholes to parts, but it also works upwarce from 

parts to whole@. a By o&lling every object or compiex of 

objects &@ whole, as Srightman does, we ure forced to 

‘pecognize that what is a whole may also be a pert of another 

whole (whole~3). Though whole-2 of which whole-1 ic & part 

way not be empirically wiven, etiilowhole-1 must be regarded 

as a part aleo unless we have reason to suppose taat it can be 

included in no other whole, 

2, ml the definitions of synopsis agree in saying that 

“Synopgis is @ view. ‘This is, of course, implied in the ety- 

wology of the word, and it hes been emphasised egainst retion- 

alistie attempts to bunish intuition from knowledge. *° Sight 

hee? 

“ae Web. Batter and gy ii. daiieps. *the Organismal Hypothesis, 
ite Place in Sclence and ite Searing on ’hilosephy." Univ. dal. 

Publicetions in Zoology, xxxi, 1958, p. 309. 

10 whether this intuitive moment is escential to all know- 
ledge or is dietinctive of synopsie must be considered in 
detail later. 
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is not necessary in synopsis; but). ag Kant said, there must 

be at least an “analogon of intuition."® Thus sorley says, 

"the philosophical synopsis ic « process in which imegination 

is oalled in to construct & new intuition, based on the facts 

laid bare by analysis, but imitating the togetherness or 

wholeness of peroeption.* 14 

In view of the d@finitions and oriticiems which heve been 

given, 1t.is8 now possible to formulate our own, enc on this 

definition further discussion will depend. 

Synopsie is the wey of knowing which ie she 
coguition of an object essentially as either 

& whols or a part of & yhole or both. 

AS & Giscursive process, synopsis involves Begarding ¢ 

description of an object as adequate only when its wholeness 

and its partishity are taken into account. 

Several comments om this definition ete necessery. Firet, 

4% must be observed that the definition includes the meunings 

already distinguishes a5 “regulative® and "constitutive, 

il “Sorley, Moral Values and The Idea of God, p. 260. 

13 one might say, “if the object is 4 part and a whole,” 
That is to say, synopsis is the recognition of its partiality 

or ite wholeness or both. “Nature as a woole*, the universe, 
or the world are sometimes regarded as synoptic objects though 
ppp rjmnbnnt gt fhe absolutely simple, om the other hand, 
ie not: regarded &s &@ synoptic object. Reasons for this wkil 
appear when we come to discuss the meaning of simple. Uf, page 
Se0iieew 3. Jaa ee 
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The difference between the two Lies in the *regulative® 

and"conetitutive* wholes to which reference is made. A 

‘ey stem of Knowledge serves es 2 regulative whole and thus 

guides 42 regulative synopsis of various fields of knowledge 

or the organization of many ideas and items of knowledge into 

@ systematic unity. . It may iteclf be known as a whole and 

hen studied as an object of a constitutive synoosisa. 

Gecond, it is necessary to emphasise that description it- 

a¢lf way be properly called synoptical. The resulta of the 

“synoptic way of knowing" cannot ve sharply separated from 

their expression in synoptic description. Atomiem in physics, 

the cellular hysothesiea in its extreme forms, anc the theory 

of the gene are not synoptical descriptions, because in 

thensclves they have no way of accounting for the partiality 

of the atom, the o¢ll, or the gene, Though a classical 

physicist may say, "Yee, the atom is a part of the molecule," 

this partiality i158 not regarded by him as &n essential feature 

iof tte matures 24 \ similarly, the mempershio in 2 body of 

a coll de not regarded in the clementaristic theories as 

indispensable to ‘the explanation of the cell, for the ¢elis 

themacives are supposed to be the Geterminers of the tissues. 

mh i A Bd. 3 

any Whitehead, theugh, has argued that membersnip in a body 
of a certain type should be regarded as a causei ground of the 
behavior of an electron. He recognizds that to assert thie and 
%o take it sepiously in research is to surrender mateilalism 
(alementar ie for"the alternative docirine of organism." -- 

a ane the Kodera VQ Lid, {, Vey 1931), pe 416. 
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. In some experiences which ere Largely imtuitive or in 

mediate, the “eynoptic description” may be lacking because 

no symbolic communication is wented, needed, or given. This 

is the case in much cf owrlordinary sensory experience in 

waigh we are not kn ge vi po a, eapecially is it true of 

cestne tic experience. But ‘the aesthetic j judgment that Bes 

certain gbist gtaxt Le eulteble or unsuitable is 4 chort~hand 

statenont Bhat bi. given whole is regarde not merely as a whole 
aA! a 

i also as a part o%: & wider velue-context, Literary skill, 

perhers, tavolves as an essential feature the ability to make 

eynoptie desoriptions ‘of ismediate intuit Lons which defy 

ordinary Seen ve communication. 
2 Fhe 

Pinaily, the word eogentially in the definition requires &. 
lids AK) 

prelisinary explanation, the complete elsboretion of which 

cen be given only as the next chapter, "By eeying that an 
seeps 

object is Tegerced eerenti: why a8 4 whole ox & part or both, 
‘he ti ' 

t mean that in synopsis: on object should not ‘pe torn out of 

its relations to its parts and to wholes of which it is a part, 
Me ea 

To Allustrate, & ‘vee cannot be understood, says the synoptist, 
eG 

if ¥e By not observe it in relation to its swarm (the whole of 

ann it ie 6 pny and ‘to its “oRgans. At different tines 

and for eifterens 3 reusons it wil be regerdec as partial and 

integral. The ecologiot wh gone ider it a oart; the physio- 

Logist is Interested : in it as py whole. The hcg is always both 

whole. end erted & and fo. know be ‘completely or even to know it 

¥ : X sh 44 DO we? MeO aa 
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well, enough to have precticsl dealinge with it, we must 

know it as both. { 

4. 
B, Sensuous Synopsis 

» & 4% is neither possible nor desirable to separate sen- 

suous eaperience. from thought, but for the sake of discussion 

we may emphesize the sensuous elewent or moment in Knowledge 

and negiect, to some extent, the ratiocinutive or formal as- 

pect of knowheage. This we shakbl do in the present section, and 

thus we shali be concerned with constitutive, sensuous syn- 

Opsis,. 4 2 ‘ | Bs 

in sensuous experience, aynopsis is the agrirehension of 

a complex object, lees one which gives 4 stimulus (to a sensing 

subject) made up of many, simultaneous or sucessive “stimulus 

moments", yet one which is cognized as a single thing. 

whether there ie any objective oriterion of individuality and 

hence of & complex object mast , at this stage, be left un- 

determined, and this definition of a complex object must 

suffice ‘for the present. the definition of a complex object 

just given merely asserts thet by Fegercing certain contents 

of mayan ence (corresponcing to stimulus moments) as sub- 

ordinated in ‘signiflosnee to othere, . “complex 0 ovject" is 

Pe ta From this. phenomenological fact of subordination 

we ounnot infer to Ghy metaphysical individuality of the 

so-called complex object; but the couipl ex dbject can be said 

to spear to be one object and 80 to nave en episten logical 
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, 31 
or phenomenal individuality, even if not metaphysical 
or cosmological reality as @ complex whole, 

4 The conflict between the synoptists and the element- 

arists @rises when one asks concerning the nature of the 

processes underlying the cognition of 4 complex object. 

McDougall has formulated what may be regarded as the thesis 

of the Synoptist in the psychology of perception: 

The complex object is thought of as a whole 
or unity comprizing many parts; but the act of 
knowing or thinking the complex whole is a 
Single act, though it may prolong itself through 
successive phases, in the total process the 
various senee-impressions composing the sensory 
pattern play their parts, contributing to the 
total unitary resultent. But the synthetic 
activity does not consist in merely holdins or 
binding together a number of discrete sensory.elements. 
The thinking of the object ia a unitary act, i 
&@ psychic response to a multiplicity of stimuli. 

fhe synoptic act has « unitary complex object. But as the 

object is not simple, in what sense can the act itéelf be 

& single unitary experience? The object which is synoptized 

and seen in the "total unitary resultant" may be extended 

in time (as a melody) or it may be given all at once (as a 

small spatial figure), Bui every experience, even a simple 

sensation, has a certain duration. ‘the sensuous experience 

of the simplest possible type may be almost instantaneous, 

1. W, MeDougeil, Outline of Psychology (N. Y., 1923), pp. 
263-64. Sturt (Principles of Uncerstanding, p. 83) speaks 
Similarly of perception of & complex object as "synoptic, 
echematic, and coactive.” - Gited in ¢G, A. Bennett, A Philo- 
sophical Study of Mysticism (New Haven, 1923), p. 94. 
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extending only just beyond the temporal thresheld of nerve 

excitation; and though the experience may be prolonged, in 

RO far ae its duration is not instrumental to » growing dif- 

ferentiation and integmmtion within the experience of the 

object, ite unity, (by virtue of its having one object) cna 

its continuity ce not eexrn for it the name of synopeis, a 

On the other hend, extension of an act of cognition in 

psychological (not chronometer) time is not neceseary to 

all synopsie. To attribute the unity of the experience of 

a thythm to immediate memory of the just-past 1c to neglect 

the seneuous immediacy and unity of the experience, If change 

were not wileceived in a psychologically present, coexistent 

complex experience, and changes wore only discoverable by 

Somparisen of two discrete states of xeet, it is likely that 

the category of change would never have arisen. 

it is my contention here tbat duration in psychological 

time of an act does, not militate wgainst its singuimeki ty, 

nor lack of extension (through severol psychological presents) 

against its complaity, A temporally extended exoerinence 41 

synoptical if the growing differentiation within its span is — 

a Mere is an,iaportent point. Arietotle says, “An act of 
Sight is thought to be complete at any moment; that is to se ‘ 
it lacks nothing the accession of which subsequently will 
complete its whole nature,*® Thue he denies that Sight ic a 
process, i.@, & Movement. it! icd.,4, iv. Sight is 
here, comparevle to what I mean here mere awareness, as of 
& Sensation; synopsis is not a simple, though extended, awareness. 
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integrated a or within a single complex ine 

8 Regardless of whether the «cy is estendea in peycho- 

logical time, the concept of stimulus-moment ia essential 

to ite synoptic nature, Though McDougall does not use the 

word he ie cleorly dietinguishing, in the citation on page 

Zl, between the stimulue of the object end the stimuli 

which eequaint us with parte of it or cualities of it. it 

ig here that we must seek the fundamental difference between 

the synoptic and the elementaristic account of perception, 

rather then in the nature of the psychological duration 

which ia recognized in perception, ‘he response of an 

ozganiam to © sound is not ® sum of pert-reactions to 4 

gum of part-stimuli, but is & unitary complex response to 

the cound as a single complex object. Physiologically it is 

auite right te speek of a single note in @ symphony cs & 

stimulus, but thie is not in the same sense thet one says 

the symphony wae 2 stimulus for writing a book, studying 

music, or felling in iove. ; 

logy of perception, et least, for the first is etin 

ena the term stimulus should be reserved for the compiex 

fhe proper term in the psycho- 

3 kxverimente have shown that 2 subject conditioned by 

2, sinenh 3 tene doce not react to it if it ie included in a 
whole, but does react to it if it in isolated or 

. inaluéea oe 2. po oro deans retreat J related ogee LLSB » 
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meaningful. whole of the object of naive and synoptic appre~ 

hension. * ‘the etimulue, if taken ae equivalent to @ 

physical clement of nerve stinuletion, is as auch BRGer Le. 

abstraction as @ sensavion ingepenuent of the percep tuck 

field and supposed to be uniquely corrélated with’ the "*stin- 

ulus,® If the aistinction between stimulus and stimuluse- 

moment is neglected, either confusion in description or 4 

@enial of the reality of complexity of the object aust re 

sult, for thesmubjective cvarensems of the complex is then re- 

garded @c & sum’ of “avadreness elements” and “relation clements", 

and ite phenomenal continuity, integratiun, end immediacy 

&re sacrifived for an aggregate of independent elements and 

sensations. | 

The origina. given’ wholLenses ox tugetherness of immediate 

experiences is @ fact with which psychology must reckon, but 

inetead of its being = real problem, it should Ve counted en 

axiom, @' fundamental fact. From it elementary sensitions, 

feelings, otc, sre derived by a process of drawing Cisvinctions 

and making isoletione; it is mot bullt up by an ageregation 

of theee elements, Within the experienced wacle, there le. 

@ normal salience of some parte, a contrast between sone. 

A ot iiretprt ayer’ etre} ae 

& 
me," Been stern, Allgemeine Psychologie (Haag, 1955); 

‘ MEL these grounds fume is Les to deny the reel existence 

of wholes or complex objects. ¢ Scanner on Ratural 

Religion, ix, ihether any phenomena $m Gan escape from 
is be discussed later. 
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complexes and their contexts, « Failure to FreGogtii 26 

Gitld Woemat “ealience exit did *8lover togetherness” of soue 

golds Of contents within the “ore inclusive and pervavive 

sehen lan ‘and walty of the field of dxserience Lends to the 

atidd (grunting an equal phyetoal intensity to all *stiawhi") 

tind ULE tem ard YP-equsl phenomenelegioal importance, 

the ‘fettire to re@ognize, dn uddition to the norwsl gegenugn~ 

Bins ‘of Sipertence ee © whole, the Zuscitesnange 

tid “Gonténts of experience leade so thé fatlure to diotinguteh 

dtinulue ftom vtiemlue-monent, and thence to the inforencs that 

aii” Etah ovjecne ‘are efGle, The assertion that the objects 

Serienée are not merely single but simple is charceters 

detic of etomtem; end if the objeGte aré supposed to be > . 

seiectione, the View 4s eléaéntstictle sehoationion, 

“Phanomenglegicaily, the given imuediate wholeaess of 

experience is’ ‘prier Et igest - temperelzy to" the velewente" 

which on. ¥e fepletod fron it" by “brane inotrusent poy chology." 
comts abt He °vums ot Andupensent simplew, ‘but 

e2: oonbetenbhe st | in’ the prius“sha urtoran she com 
tent whitch may be” tegibentea, ee SGelatang Tyhiiauatie® being 

oe & otdpont tit ous ‘el f-extetonee under the <owe een- 
r Ne Ae 

rire tn donee, Pripokaier of Per gno .y (Male 

HN Cf Various theories to account tor er i ‘will be examined 
: * 
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sation ,. So long as the psychologist recognizes within 

experience recurring similarities and contents and names 

them, his procedure is valid and useful to the epistemo-. 

logist; but he must never neglect the fact that the contents 

he isolates and attends to are normally parts of a more 

inclusive experiential complex whole, and we cannot un- 

eritically argue from what is isolated to what is originally 

given. William James effectively criticised this neglect in 

his analogy of this account of experience to the description 

of a river made up of buckets full of water, but with nothing 

between then, a 

We snould not omit consideration of the elements, however. 

The method of studying them should be that which Dilthey 

Called "descriptive"; 

Ich verstehe unter beschreibender Psycholovie 
Gie Darstcilung der in jedem entwickelten mensch- 
lichen See¢lenleben glieichférmig auftretenden 
Bestandteile und Zusammenhfnge, wie sie in einem 
@inzigen Zugammenhang verbunden sind, dér nicht 
hinzugedacht oder erschlossen, sondern erlebt ist, 
Diese Psychologie ist also Beschreibung und Analysis 
eines Zusammenhangs, welcher urspringlieh und immer 
als das Leben selbst gegeben ist, © 

That which is elementary for this psychology is experienced. 

¥ ‘William James; Principles of Psycholozy (N.¥., 1890), 
vol. i, Pp. 255, 

@ Wilhelm Dilthey, Ideen tober eine beschreibende und 
perglletiernde; Peysba}.eghe, 1504. (Gesammelte Senriften, 
Leipzig and Berlin, » vol. 5, Dp. L5c . 

+. a av) 
wr athe om do Aad 
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th, » Ue Gogensats zur Ausseren Wahrachaung 
beruht die innére Wahrnehmung auf einem tnne- 
wexdéen, einem Erieben, sic ist wnuittelber 
gegeben, Hier ist une in der Empfinding 
odex dem Lustgefthl, Gas sie begleitet, ein 
untéeiilbar Zinfuches gegeben, Cleichvie] wie 
@ie fupfindung einer vieletien Farbe enbtancen 
sein gag, ale inneres Ph&nomen angéeshén ist 
Sie ein Unteiloarea, | “ae 

_, Phe "however 1t may have arisen" in this statement of |. 

biithey's is the key to the whole difficulty concerning 

psychological elements. The violet color is, according to 

the criteria of physiology, acomplex stimulus (or content), 

the domponents of which might be called stimxius xoments, 

Tet since it te exzperientially gimple, this content has en 

Unimpugnable status in descriptive psychology. To deny this, 

as some have done, ic to confuse the categories of psychology 

with thoge of neurology. ~~ 

oe? {Tekh 2:70 , : | 
ae > b OL OB , re ; : ‘ 1 ; 

LO eS toncner ibook of Psychology (N.¥,, 1933 ed.), p. 
135, denies that Fee Pe oketes er of & certain taste- 
blend is 8 new teste-duality’... . It-1e not itself a sen- 
sation." Titchener obviously means something elee by sim- 
plicity asa criterion for elements than Dilthey; Titchener 
used highly artificiai-methods of isolating contents in ex- 
perience, and co was able to call some things complex which, 
for Dil they and for naive experience, are simple, But 
Titchener’s theory of elements is filled with difficulties. 
Wor exemple, eesnations are supposed to be the end-producte 
of amalysis, yet sensstions have four ctéributes, i.e. they 
are analysed into four aspects, and Titchener says thet a 
sensation is nothing but its athributes taken together. Of. 
Garl fabn,*The Relation of Sensation to other Categories in 
nae Peychology," Poyeh, Yonovrapus, xvi, 1915, no, 1. 

pp. | 
Spencer (Pri 63 0 =£YCROLOLY » B6ct. 60), Miinsterberg 

 (*Peychological Atomisam , e, Vil, 1900), dnd Holt 
ine Hew & alism, N. Y., 19st Ge, Shtse8) bare Sthountced 
two facts which Titchener more or less neglected, namely, that 
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__ The denial of the eimplicity of certain contents of 
naive experience is based Oh the pospibiiity of a type of 

inetrospective technique which, 1% is claimed, shows them 

to be complex, the claim for fundementsl importance of 

appearances which are simple in naive experience but allegedly 

sbentien.in more sGphisticated and artificial introspection 

has been most emphasized in the psychology of the Gestalt- 

qualities. | 

Bae The émpliagis on timple qualities based on complex son= 

to have predictive value peyechology must distinguish elements 
which aré correlated with the simplest possible physiological 
procescss, and that the fundamental elements so correlated must 
b¢ all alike or have nothing in common, for having couaon 
features means having ef et least partially comnon physio~ 
dogical condition. they all recognize that there ia no such 
disparity or uniformity in consciousness end consequently 
they admit perhups the reel elements of their psychology 
are not experiential. Thet ts to say, to explain experience 
‘they ¢itst explain it away. Mtiisterverg later recognized the 
fictionel nature of his atomistic scheme. ese limitations 
maxe further epistemological criticism unnecessary here; suf-+ 
fice it to say that the distinction between appearance end 
reality, which is made by other sclences ueing a limited 
number of oategories, cunnct be made in phenomenological 
studies, for in sensing there ic not any difverence between 
waht appears and what is sensed, 
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conditions in sensory experience has come, im recent psycho- 

logy, fram the Graz school, but there are indications of 

the recognition of the fect that there are qualities at- 

teaching to wholes which the parte co not have at least as 

far back és Plato. a z&. G. Boring says: 

Nor must it be thought that orthodcx psycho- 

logy hed ever teken its credo about elements 
any too geriously. It was accustomed to do 
homage to elemente and their ettributes, ée 

it were, om Sunday, and then to play with 
what were actually Gestalten ell the week. 
The, strength of Ge & peychology in this 
tegard war that it asked everyone to do what 
he bad for the most part been Going, end thet 
it wished, therefore, te affirm the psychology, .. 

of ectual reveerch rather than to remake it, pe 

“poring is quite right, ae cen be eesily seen in an objection 

Pitchener makee to & statement of stout's 15 thet "the 

presentation of « form of synthesis is es distinet from 

“¢he presentation of the elements combines, apart from the 

“union, ab the presentation of red is dcistinet from the 

“presentation of green.” Tiechener replies: 

“This betrays a vonfusion of the enalytic and 
genetic points of view. “e cannot generate the 
sounre from lines, or the melody from rhythm and 

ie 2 a 

‘8 gagachetues 203-208. 
13 Fo ey i : G eee tui x kn 7 & a [ i . " 

£.G, Boring, aA History of Experimental Psychology 
(R.¥. and London, lead). 877, 

= 4S g, BF, stows, Analytic Psychology (London, 1909), vol. 
44, p. 48. LY. 
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end, scaie, but neither is that what we try to do. 
The sGuare and the melody are given, as perceptions. 

,Our psychological. tesk is to analyse these given 
perceptions, to discover their elements, and to 
formulate the laws under which elesicntary processes 
combine. That done, we can write for ‘square’ 
and ‘melody,’ ‘these ana those elements conneci¢ed 
in these and those uniform ways,’ and we can go on 
to search for the physiological conditions, . lie 
have solvec our problem in aneiytical terme; we have 
not firet defined the terms anc then put them 
together to produce sgme thing thet was not contained 
in the definition. +* bik: Sikh ’ 

It is very questionable whether Titchener has wet the point. 

i@ may have put four lines together ana have got & square; 

looking at the square as a whole will reveal ite specificity, 

its form—quality. the specificity of the square must be 

given in an acquaintance, in the same way that the specific 

form of @ straight line or an angie wust be experienced, 

No amount-of ratiocination cen move from the peculiar prop- 

erties of four lines and four angles teken severally to 

that of a square, even though the geometrical construction 

is stated. A géestult-quelity way no more be Gescribed than 

any other experientiaily simple quality. lJitchener's shifting 

from itmediate sensory experience to a discursive construction 

is nothing more than” an indicst ion that nothing can be done 

except to point to &n object which arises under “these end 

% HB. B. Titchener, op. cit., Pp. Svs. 
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those uniform conditions. 4 

Gestalt qualities must be recognized as essential in 

agescription if psychology is to deal with experience as it 

is. A gestalt-quality is juet as simple ana legitimate an 

element as the so-céllec simple sensation. In the interests 

of elementarism (the theory that the part is the primary 

re#l and the ground for the explenation of its complexés, 15 ) 

the legitimacy of claiming for gestalt-cualities «- funda- 

mental place ‘in the system of psychological categories 

has been denied) aria the single geetelt-qualities have 

been subjected to negiect and, more often, misclassification. 

Thus Titehener claimed that the peéch-charecter of 2 certain 

teste was not a sensation or a new quelity, but = mere indi- 

ecztion of the way real, legitimate sensatione are erreanged 

or blended. 16 Holt argues that a gestalt=<quality is "ele- 

ments plus organization,” and he draws an analogy between 

peychology and chemistry: “Water is indeed more than oxygen 

and hydrogen, it is these with organization aaded. " Ae 

is It is the view that "the part is primary and qualities 
o. forces are innate in them." <- R.H. iheeler, "PostuLates 
for « Theory of Education,*® Journal of Educetional Research , 
69, 1935, p. 189. 

16 fTitchener, op. cit., p. 135. 

tal EZ. B. Holt, in The New Realism (NH. Y., 1912), p. 340. 
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Such a statement as this, even if it were true, wouid 

be fairly useless for scientific work umiess from what is 

already given (oxygen, hydregen, and “organigation") the 

produet could be predicted by a kind of addition. But 

it cannot, in psychology or in chemistry. Wundt recognized 

this in his theory of creative synthesis, but DHiltney showed 

the effect of this concession of eclementaristic psychology 

hors he wrote, “In dem hasse, als diese Bewegung [towards 

material richness| fortschreitet, muse die erkl&rende und 

konstruktive Psychologie an Kinfluss verlieren." ay 

Holt's etatement, Like Wundt's principle of creative 

synthesis, raises &@ Question concerning the "explanatory" 

‘Vhugticteney of an ¢lementaristic psychology. What is the 

- jgastifieation for dewanfing that the whole be accounted for 

in terms of its parts "with organization added"? 

7. Gan one say, with Holt, that orgenisation is added 

to elemente? To answer this, it is necessary to develop 

more fully @ notion which has already been mentioned, namely 

the priority in experience of an immediacy which is sub- 

jected to division and segmentation. 

The problem is reelly one of the psychological nature of 

relations. Is expericnGe a continuous flux in which parts 

Cll Dilthey, op. cit., De 167, 
maak 
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and relations are discovered or invented, or are relations 

secondary elements between certain independent prior ele- 

ments such as sensations? In cther words, is the stream of 

conselousness the primary fect of experience or is it @ 

derivative frow sensations and relations? In reference to 

Holt's formulation of the question, the probiem is to 

determine whether organization is edded to elements 

which are in themselves uhorgenized, or are organization 

Pie pene reletionality) and elements abetractions from 

experience which isooriginally a whole owning no such 

diremption? 

Before censuous experience appears in the form in which 

it is described by the clementarist, the sentient orgenism 

has @ vague general awareness of the situation including 

itselfZ,. This is undoubtedly the type of sensory experience 

chars teristic of lower orgénisms whose sensoria are not well 

developed and differentiated, if there is sensory experience 

at,all; the content, it seems probable, is simpler, anc there 

is no sharp distinction between the various types of qualities 

which are experienced. Instead.of experience as we know it 

originating through an integration of data and sense from 

many sense orgens, originally the development occurrec by an 

dion adtmecentlt of a disintegration of primitive sensitivity 

into modelities of sence; in a.word, dissociation or a whole 

Tather than association of parts (contents from various sense 
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departments) into @ whole has been characteriziic of cognitive 

evolution. 18 By Skene of this original sensitivity ie of 

various | ccinds 5 ‘the warkaty. of etimukh which affect Simple 

orgunieme, synagstheaia on highes:. ne ny and she deuands 

woich a gonsictent evolutionary theory 15.kes ‘on peycholosy 

require. apa: ‘theory ‘ef | sensory specialization. “That the 

differentiation of the sense modalities ia not complete 

is shown in synacsthesia, inter-modal scnee Qualities, and. 

gaysiognomic perception. »°" 

un. Hd. Bradley writes as follows; 

oe i iA BAA, $4 : ‘ ‘ 

We must get rid of the idea that our mind is 
tae) & train of per ishing. existences, that so long as 

they exist ey have separable being and, so to. 
speak, are cougled up by another sort of thing 
we call relations. If we turn to what is given 
this is not what we find, but rather a continuous 
mage of oresentation in which the separation 
of a single e.iement from all context is mever 
observed, and where, if IL may use the expression, 
no one ever saw a carriage, and still less a 
coupling, divided ¢rom its train, <+ 

2¢ , Zoyenor ote, oh. vie 

sd rae writes Py phys lognomic pérception as followa: 
“Diese wird erst Gort erzeicht, wo Gus @rkannte Ubjekt selbst | 
in seinen icenlebe h wahreenomien wird, Yas ich nun erlebe, © 
an Parbig una Formung, a0 Tongestait und + Alectuse 
ist nich? nur da éle fremdes Ding, sondern ist Auedruck 
Wesensbekundung. ich sehe, ich hére dem Dinge an, wie es ist 
«= weilbvich es némlich nicht lediglich mit meinen Augen, 
meinen Ghren wahrnehme, sondern weil ich mit meiner ganzen 
Person, dureh Vermittlung des optischen bezw. akustischen, 
seine a ae apractytoges entacas,' -- ana: » PD. dedigsie 

a ae 

a el 
eet 

} outie a a. mranéy- Golieated Easaye (a wol.; Oxford, 1938), 
» De 
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Rhet ip immediately experienced, is not‘. 
collection of peliets or a ‘cluster’, as it 
used to be called, of things Like craves, to= 

_, gether with other’ things called relations 
~° Shat serve as a king of stalk to the cluster, 

On the contrery, what at any time is experienced 
“is @ whole’ tith certéiin espects which can be 
Gistinguishec, but, as so Gistinguishec, ore 
“abstractions, °* 

Bredisy takes as his point or dcpar ture the ievel of immed- 

incy found. in feeling, which he regarded as @ mass of 

uncirempted awareness below the Level of relations, There 

are in this, he thought. verietions ig. Gifferences, out 

they were &lwaye fekt within & whole rather than cognized 

rationally &s Gifferences between particulars. Thus he 

says, 
At any ri ell that we puifer, do, and are 

forms one psychical totelity. It is experienced 
altogether 48 & coexisting mass, not perceived as 
parted ‘end formed by -retetions even of coexistence. 
It. conteulns all relesions, gnu cistinctiong, and 
every real object that at the moment exists in 
the soul, It contaiue them, not specially as 
‘such ond with cxclueive empharie on their — 
as prediceted, but directly as they ere end a 
they characterize the psychical ‘that’. oe 

it ies fwom this nen-relational continuum that relations and 

terms arise through « *feleifying analysis." It is Brad- 

“2. -tytd,; ve 11; pe 376. 

23 
io 20h, Pete Bradley, Appearance and Reelity (Sth impression, 

1 35), pe 264, 
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ley*s contention that relations are intrinsically contr- 

dictory and therefore they cannot be characteristic of 

Reality. For this reaeon, he demands a level of immediacy 

in which the unity of experience is not parted by relations. 

If Bradley's critique of relations is justified, we can 

find in his account of immeciacy no support for claiming 

synopsis, ac here defined, to be a valid procedure, for in 

it relations are of paramount importance, But is Bradley's 

criticilem justified? He makes a disjunction between an 

unrelated congeries of independent elements end a non-relational 

continuum of immediacy; and he argues that, since discrim- 

ination would. be impossible in the former, there being no 

continuity, which is eesential for comparison, immediate 

G4perience must be non-relational, This argument is invalid, 

however, for the disjunction ie not exhaustive; it is not 

obvious that the continuum could not be a relational whole, 

Bradley cannot talk about it. consiatently es if it were not, 

ag @ watter of fact, for exemple, there ure coexistences 

and sequences in it, grouping takes place within it, it has 

reference to its.own "satisfaction", and Bradley sometimes 

telks as though it had objects. 64 pradley's rejection of 

this alternative is. based. on the following argument: The 

@4 P, H, Bradley, Essays in Truth and Reality (oxford, 
1214), De 179. ¢ * 
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Absolute is of the nature of immediacy, and it is of thé 

nature of the Absoluce to have no inconsistencies within 

it; but relations involve inconsistencies within themselves 

and are finally wuAateLiigihias ats ray relations oun- 

not obtain within imnectacy. 

This ic not the proper place to discuss Bradley's whole 

theory of relations. Lt may be ‘said, however, that the 

foregoing Xray gga is not valid uniese it can be shown sas 

it is also of the nature of immediacy to be absolute, or 

that : all immediacy is real. Bradley's alleged reductio 

Ba ebsurdum of relations is based on @ suppressed assumption 

that the context of @ dietinguished term or content is a 

congeries of terma and relathons (and the and here is fatal). 

But it is denied that the original given is a congeries, 

and the distinction of a presentation within it does not 

degrade its contents into a mere aggregation of psychical 

atoms. It is impossible to reject the validity of relations 

juet because @ prior’ the validity of the conception of a 

congeries hae already been denied. 

James Ward's famous article on psychology in the Eney~ 

@lopedia Britannice set out to defend the thesis that at 

ite first appearance in psychical life @ presentation is 

really @ partial modification of some preexisting pre- 

écatatLon which thereby becomes, as a whole, more complex 

then it was previously. The growing differentiation, he 

eink meee 8 Bohn etinethion oy pad ey 
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hela, never BOC GO fxr ase to bedome a plurality of dise 

continuous presentations having @ distinctness such as the 

abeamof the physiceél world are supyoced to have. a5 

Boas Even whee most definite what we call a presentation 

is atili @ part of & larger whole. It is not separated 

from other presentations, whether simuldtaneous or suc 

cessive, by something which is not of the nature of pre- 

sentation as one island is separated from another by the 

intervening seu, or one note in & melody from the next by 

an interval of silence." “© } 

Merz takes the original synopsis of the continuum in 

ordinary introspection (Selbstanschauung ) as the gpound 

of conscious life in general, at 

8. ven if our original experience is of a continuous 

flow, and even if all our distinetions and relations are 

embedded in u pervasive continuous whole, still we come to 

distinguish in it, in some way, relatively isolated parts, 

These parts I hove already referred to as "complex objects" 

#5 J, ward, "Bsychology," art., Encyclopedia Britannica, 
llth ed., vol, 32, p. 556, 

26 Jbid., p. 553, 

BT ogy T. Merz, “The Synoptic Aspect of Seality," Proc. 
Durham U. Philos. Soc., vol. 5, 1913, p. 54. In this he 
&grecs with Jiithey, op. cit., pp. 172, L735, 175, ete. 
R, M,. Baton, in agrecing with William James's "Does Con- 
sciousness bxist? » Sescribes our experience of the *streag 
of consciousness” as "from the beginning ... synoptic." -—~- 
Symboliem and Truth (Cambridge, Wase,, 1925), p. 291. 
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and sensations, Oassirer says, "The Guestion here cen: never 

be how we go from the parte to the whole, but how we go 

fromthe whole to the parte,” co: We must now ezamine the 

means ‘by which the distinctions in experience which we 

acknowledge originate. It is necessary to determine whether 

the types of segmentation which are acknowledged have arisen 

through e modification of a blank centinuum, as Bradley 

Olaime, or whether. there is not, from the beginning, some 

relational discontinuity and organi zation. 

An ébject ean be known as ¢)single thing, =s a complex 

whole, only in’eo far ag the stimull from the various parts 

of it are appreciated as factors (stimuius moments) of a. 

Witary complex, distinguished from the stimulus moments of 

ite ground or comtext. This appreciation and differentiation 

from the ground may take place in two ways; the manifold 

of sense may be interpreted and subjectively modified by 

meanings (i.e, by the epistemological subject), or the mani- 

fold may be conditioned to form patterns or gegstalten in 

the sénsory manifold (1.4. modification by the empirical 

organism), According to the Gestalt-theory consciousness 

is never @ continuua, altagether without discontinuity, 

for it holde that the physical stimuli from the environwent 

are dynamically organized by the nervous system before the 

48 grnet dassirer, ‘Substance and Function (Chicago, © 1923), p. 335. 
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the objects are experienced. It is necessary to discuss 

both theories of ‘the se guentation of experience. 

a theory which has heretofore been most popular has 

been the “meaning theory" of discreteness. The ball is 

ef pn as an object, as 4 ot by the baby because 

he sees “and remembers having seen a “complex of sensations 

“Sstick | together" in movement, resisting his touch, etc, 

‘By association he learns that the complex is one thing, 

and parts of it become “uoments* ; they correspond to | 

the stimuli (stimulus monents) which are not themselves 

sufficient stimuli to "play ball", Now if the child had 

never had any interest in this cluster of sensations, had 

not felt the ball and pleyed with it, he would never have 

‘differentiated it from its surroundings, In other words, 

the complex has been separated and organized into ea self- 

existing whole which is not merely an accidental juxta- 

position of sensory properties but is posited as a bearer 

of these qualities, a permanent substance. Suppose, however, 

that the child first sees the ball as the heac of his doll. 

Ball “eeases, according to this theory, to be a whole and 

becomes preeminently & part of some other whole, because a 

whole is that in which the baby ‘is interested, and he is 

interested here not in the doll's head, but in the doll 

itself as a whole, as a complex stimulus to “play doll", 

This theory of organization based on meanings lays the 
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‘entire burden of organization on reproduction, making 

association the only factor in organization. ‘This theory 

is never able to account for the facte that children first 

respond to wholes of some degree of complexity rether than 

$0! setuietons; . that familier forme such as letters 

can be “buried in® unfemiliar gestalten and not found, ‘i 

and that 6 new field is seen as organized on first appearance, 

Wor does the principle of association secount for the facte 

of organization in reproduction, as has been shown by the 

Gestalt psychologists who did not estublish the Aufgebe 

for *automatic” associations, 

- &4n experimental result suffices to show some difficulties 

in the orthodox view, If an animal is shown two squares 

of gray of relative brightness 1 and 2, respectively, and 

is taught to react positively to 2, and then is shown two 

more squares of relétive brightness 2 and 3, respectively, 

he reacts positively to 3, even though he has heretofore 

reacted to the specific brightness 8, In other words, the 

animal is revotin, to the difference in brightness (a 

property of an organized whole) inetead of to an element 

of specific intensity. — 

How are these results to be interpreted? The sensationist, 

S eiteemetinenaiaieal 

nll nn apace sees Theuans of the Shila, 
(new York, 1926 "pe ae 9 

= 

Bi ge oT canabe.) Gastals bevehil ade rset York, 1929), 
vi. 
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whether like Hume or with a theory of a continuum, would 

say thet in the previous experiences there has been, in 

addition to the sensations of specific brightnesses, a 

sensation of difference in brightness, 1% is sensations of 

this “relational” type which preserve the continuity of 

the continuum. James holds, for example, in his radical 

empiricism that there ar@ sensations of "if" and “but® and 

the like; tt presumably the relation "brighter than" would 

be a third content in an experience of the two intensities, 

To this, of course, would have to be added the sensation 

"‘darkér* than,* and soon the sensation becomes unmanageable; 

its simplicity, which was its only virtue, is seen to be 

specious. Nor does the theory account for the strange fact 

that, according to its principles, a relatiLonal sensation 

$e always preferred to a qualitative one in learning. Such 

& theory presupposes an ebstractive power higher than we cen 

expect from animals and young children, 

The Gegant psychologists, to account for this and other 

phenomena which are pugzling if one supposes simple elements 

to be prior to the whole or the whole to be am undifferentiated 

cohtinuum, have developed conceptions of “dynamic orgunize- 

tion” of contents according to the energy conditions of the 

brain, Thus in accounting for the phenomena of choice of 

31 § ioe bie, ' : William James, Jssaye im Radical Empiricism, (New York 
19229, Pp. 95. | | ' 
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of difference in brightness, for example, the Gestalt school 

clains the difference in brightness (intensity) sets up a 

cortical or retinal tension which is effective regardless of 

the specific intensities of the stimulus moments, provided 

only they have a relation of brighter and darker to each other 

which is conformable to the potential differences within the 

physiological tension system. This school of psychologists 

has investigated very thoroughly the conditions underlying 

the orgamization of a senory field and finds that familiarity 

and expectation (“objective S€¢") are very weak Gestalt- 

faktoren in comparison with such factors as "closure," 

nearness, similarity, "common destiny," ete. 

The capacity of the retina and the cortex to respénd as 

@ whole (as is necessary in accounting for these facts and 

others such as Wertheimer’s Phi-Phenomenon) is not characterie— 

tic of a rigid machine structure, but rather of a dynamic 

system of ‘tensions. By interpreting ‘these phenomena quite 

generally, it cam be said that a figure On & ground sets up 

@ diffused retinal stimulation in its inner region and this 

"closes" the gestalt, knitting the pattern closer so that it 

can be seen only as a whole. fo go back to our example, 

we can say that when the infant sees a ball, there is in the 

retina & manifold of stimulus-moments which are organized 

hier at ie aed by the retina and the brain to give the appearance 

of a single round object, though no similar experience may 

have oecurred before. 
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Gestalt paychology hes revolutionized sensory psychology 

and promises to do 8o for other fields. Several cautioning 

words must be said, however) that the Gestalt peychology 

gives @ more accurate agoount of actual phenomena than 

the beneetionist doctrine did is not to be doubted, but there 

ie a question as to whether the categories of Gestalt 

theory are entirely adequate as explanatory principles 

throughout psychology. - We wust ask, does Gestalt psycho- 

logy with its theory of organization suffice to explain 

immediate experience, or must at Least some of the catexories 

of the older “psychology of the continuum" be used to com- 

plete the Gesakt account. 

Tvo attacks on presenteday Gestalt theory mgy be.cited. 

Felix Krueger writes that the Gestalt psychologists 

| ngen bis vor kurgem einseitig isolisrenda, 
ja hypostasierend, So karen sie za dem Irrtun, 
es enstinde hier eine durchaus neue, seibstiindige 
in sich geeschlossene Wissenschaft. Die jeseilis 
Gbergreifende Bander wurden echon bei dex Eriebnis- 
beschreibung vernachléssigt, dann theoretisch 
zerschnitten,. Das betraf insonderheit die zu- 

rigen Sachverhalte von psychischer 
in beiden hier unterschiedenen Bedeutungen des 
fortes [that is, as category and as object] . 
Mit exakten Methoden und im cinzelnen mit schénen 
Brfolgen wurde fast ausschliesslich das h#here 

lal, it iste pe understood that the explanatory sufficiency 
of a category is but a function of its descriptive universality, 
i.e.the gencrality,of its content. Wie are not demanding that 
bain should be “scientific” and explanation “metaphys< 

a ws 
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as not 46 be geatalten at eli. (2). Fae wholeness end 

Anco Stern writes; ‘ + : cgi Edi olpeall . 
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tempts appear in their own constructive work, it is de- 

Birable to make several observations. (1) Using the 

principle of week gestalt, the Gestalt psychologists 

atteupt to account for the phases of experience in which 

Krueger cl&ims they are most inadequate. iihether this 

principle is a "“domestic® one for Gestalt theory is a 

very debatable question, and many phenomene to which the 

Gestalt theorists refer as “gestalten" seem to be so “weak” 

as not to be gestaiten at ali. (8) The wholeness and 

activity of persons, which is Stern's chief concern, is 

virtually denied by Lewin, who, in effect, says that the 

rejection of the independence of elements in the person 

does not, in itseif, force one to essert that there is @ 

single metaphysical individual as the subject, The unity 

of the person, he believes, is iess ultimate than the unity 

of several psychic systems in the person, and the ego seems 

to be just the dominant system. oe 

(3) The Gestalt psychologists are always concerned with 

psychical structure, but they limit this structural picture 

of experience by emphesising that the contents of experience 

cannot be exhaustively analysed into a smali number of ele- 

ments; sensation and atomism by abstraction neglect many 

nuances or even essential features of normal experience. 

‘ ' oy 

56 xurt Lewin, A Dynamic Theory of Personality (New 
York, 1935), pp. 55, 56. 61-62. 
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But the Gestalt psychologists have to defend themselves 

not merely from the charge of elementarism, but from just 

the opposite charge too. 

Gestalt psychology is said by some critics 
to repeat the word ‘whole! continually, to neg~ 
lect the existence of parte and therefore to 
pacrifice that wonderful tool of all scientific 
procedure, analysis. Nothing could be @ more 
misleading statement, as may be jucdgea from the 
fact that we found it necessary to mention 
segreceation whenever we were de@ling with a unit 
Or & Gefinite whole. In dynamical distribution 
e.- the functional "interwovenness' of a field is 
altogether compatible with dynamical segregation. 

' We may even say that in Gestalt analysis we 
find the genuine ‘perte' of the field as segre- 
gated wholes and groups, their genuine ‘parts’ 
again as subordinated wholes and members, where~ 
as the so-called sensations of introspective ana- 
lysis are parts existing only in construction 
and theory. For this reason, analysis as @ state-~ 
ment about reel parts, existing in consequence of 
organisation, is a perfectly legitimate procedure 
in Gestalt psychology, probably much more valuable 
than any analysis into sensations, which oor tasaly 
no one finds segregated in his visual field. © 

9. What is common to the classi q@l school of crganization 

by meaning end the Gestalt school of dynamical organization, 

for our purposés, is this: Any process of analysis presup- 

poses the original unitariness of & complex given. ‘The 

gualities of the whole, compared to the "elements" which 

are anelysed out, constitute one criterion of the analysis. 

- $7. We Koehler, Ges Psychology, pp. 186-183. Of. 
Edna Heidbreder, Seven Psychologies Lites York, 1933), p. 374. 
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Since the complex object may be seen all at once, the 

gestalt or the neaningful whole as & spatial or Seaport 

pattern may be synoptized in a psychological present, 

or if still further extended, in several presents, Syn- 

opsis is the ground for the sensory analysis. 

The point of disagreement between the two schools of 

psychologists who recognize the irreducible validity of 

enl.es in experience is, so far as we are concerned, merely 

in the answer to the question of the origin of experience. 

Bradley recognizes the teleological orgenization within 

& primordial whole of experience; the Gestalt school 

reco: onizes dynamical organi z zakion within & flux which 

may or may not be integral, and holde that this orgénization 

is dynamice. rather than phenomenological , by meaning. 

Perhaps Ward) and Dilthey give accounts of Erieven which 

mediate between these oppositions, recognizing both the 

experience of segmented wholes and the continuity of their 

changes; and theré is no reason to suppose both types of 

organization are not present. 

o There are some phenomenologicel features common to wholes 

constructed by meanings ena those duc only to dynamical 

distribution of sensorium energies, Among the most im~ 

por tant of these is the gradation of saliency and incorp- 

oration. Meaningful wholes as objects are salient,end we 

have seen in the criticisms of Gestalt theory that the 

insufficiency of the eccount given of the imbedded feat ures 
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of the total’ *humor® of experience is a serious inadequacy 

in contemporary Gestalt theory. 

‘Methodologically an important feature of wholes of both 

Kinds is the ambivalence or ambiguity. If some dim lines 

anu vague outlines are shown to subjects, a variety of 

figures will be distinguished, the particular contents 

discovered depending in part upon the interests of the 

subject, Since the possibilities of configuration are 

almost unlimited, some figures which have reference to the 

interests of the subjects are looked for or even invented 

if there is not some "strong gestalt" present in the material. 

For the most part, however, organization by meaniny is second- 

ary to dynamical organi zation, 

ye ut 

cis. These methods of experiencing hakde have been worked 

out in the pesokology both of the continuum and of the 

Gestalt. on the basis of these investigations, it is possible 

to slessity sensory synopses according to the different modes 

of appearance of the whole and the parts in the synoptic 

act. | 

we can dtbeidgus bu three types of synopsis in sensuous 

experience: immediate synopsis of a whole in which parts 

are distinguished subsequently ; constructive synopsis in 

which the parts are given as experientially prior to the 

whole which is constituted by méaning or interést or en- 

hancing dynamical relationship; and mediate synopsis in 
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which the parts distinguished in a whole are reintegreted 

into the whole which is them seen to be more highly dif- 

ferentiated than in the immediate synopsis. An example of 

the first in sensuous experience is the perception of & map 

as @ whole and then searching for parts of it; an example 

of the second would be seeking and constructi@g figures in 

Gloud pictures; an example of the third would be looking 

at a map but not recognizing of what country it is, then 

finding parts, and on the basis of these parts identifying 

the map as a whole, which is now seen to be & complex whole 

with greater differentiation and integration and significance 

then originally was appreciated, Mediate synopsis is 

readily Late to involve and to presuppose the use of the 

other two forms with some modification, and only very rare- 

ly can one say with confidense thet we have only one type 

of synopsis. Generally it requires some subtlety to dis- 

cover the type of synoptic perception present. 38 

$8 The mediate and immediate types of Synopsis here dis~ 
tinguished are similar to some other distinctions in the 
field of sensory psychology. Thus Spearmen distinguishes 
between Cognition of complex things as wholes, and cognition 

at there aré items, which are parts of a whole. (The Nature 
ellizgence'and the Principles of Gognition, London, 

ee +) bine points out that there is a higher 
degree of integrity in "as cognition" than in “that cognition" ,, 
and that they normally occur together; which one predominetes 
depends upon context end interest. (#, Line, The Growth of 
Visusl Perception in Children, dambridge, 1931); pp. 96, 150.) 
Similarly the early Gestalt theorists observed the difference 
between “analytic gestalt apprehension" and "synthetic gestalt 
apprehension," Friedrich Seifert studied the varioue con- 
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0. Smpirice] Methodology of Synopsis 

1l. From the peededing psychological discussion attention 

must now be turned to considerations which are more method- 

ological in content and purpose, Once again it must be 

enphasiged, however, that the division of material is neither 

& hard and fast separation nor merely an arbitrary arrangement. 

Such a separation is mot allowed by the interwovenness of the 

material, and the continuity with which one yvel of the problem 

develops from another makes the arrangement logical and nate 

ural. | 

4& passage from McDougall's description of schematic implicit 

wpperception may Serve ap @ starting polnt of this discussion. 

dice laces | 

The complexity of the conceptual process in 

ditions which affect the relative frecuency of these tro 
types, and found in tachistoscopic exposure of Visual 
gestalten that the apprehension wae anelytic ("as*) in 
more than 84% of the cases, (Friedrich Seifert, “Zur 
Psychologie der Abstraktion und der Gesteltauffassung, " 
schr. £. Pegchol.,, 78, 1917, 55-144, ) 8. J. Beck 
SE oe eee et between the deseriptions given of 

a figure as a whole (instead of fragments of it) and mental 
age, using the Rohrechach symmetrical figures as material; 
Rohrsenach reported that feeble minded subjects gave "part 
answers® instead of “whole answers" in reference to these 
figures. Of, Lewin, Dynamic theory of Personality, ps 21. 
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....,, he developed mind ang the working of &@ highly 
"© “gomplex cognitive disposition may be fillustreted 
ee by the process of Cisuining such an object as a 
Oe" “strange fiower, wita the purpose of clussifying it. 

_ A&A persen having no Dotanical knowledge may acrely 
Peoognite it ak & flower, ma pertuze enjoy ite 

. beauty, But in the mind of tne botanist the 
Me Dtpadeleion "with 48 DeGdaRE ‘hbo “pl ep ‘oy th 

Sight of the flower ic highly complex, a system 
definitely related parts, If, moved by curiosity, 

. ..» d@ proceeds to examine the flower, his attention 
oe ="* @urns from one feature to another, petals, etamens, 

/ Yn 4 Ace a poh etc., until he hes explicitly 
Ay. Ye Ceived ali these parts and thetr relations to”. ’ 

_, one another. In this train of activity, the suc- 
-*-"gegsive acts of perception imply the successive ~ 

> Hat ear edehet conten aes of the perte of 
“"--° the total mental sy*tem built up ey such previous 
ia perception of flowers. The whoie system is excited 
op ‘from the firei; and the “systematic relation of the 

parts governs the orcer of perceptual activity. 
‘The parte may be @ald ta se implicitly apprehended 

ee throughout we mb ah da ete gach part in turn, 
‘~~ Beesemes explicitly apprehendea. Such oo 

a dmplicit apprehension is characteristic o " 
our more inteliigent snc purposeful perception, * 

Several features of this complex proceas are ezpecielly note 

a» 
vi ba 

worthy. “First; there is d perception of 2 complex whole 

(the “immediate synopsis") which is articulated and not 
simple (for thére is an implicit apprehension of ite parts). 

second, there Us°the perteption of the parts explicitiy 

and in thei¢ den nature. This is « temporally extended 

exdmination, and would be didititegrative and mot a ginzie 

act 1f there were not an explicit perception of “all there 

parte in” their relations to one another." “as these parte in 
Pee ere a ae Wis 
Dik Oe ye SEE at wh ie BF kK by Ww 

CORO ‘pr a 

+e Wilbiem BoDougall, Outline of peyonology, p. 259." 
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their relations constitute the whole, together with the 

form-quali ties or emergent properties discovered in the 

first immediate synopsis (in HicDougall's example, the beauty 

of the flower), the explicit perepption of the parte in 

relations is & mediate synopsis. in which a greater ocompleazity 

in unity is acknowledged. 

It is She purpose of the present section to examine synopsis, 

ox ‘thie process wni.on MeDougeall has describea ae Oharacter- 

dabic of our more inteX i iseat pereeption, in its uses in giving 

knowledge of various types of genecay wholes. One type of non- 

sensory whole wiii be considered, too, on account of its 

foxma) similarity to another example. 

‘12. Any mmohine way be analysed into or constructed from 

& number Of pimple machines such ag lever, inclined plane, 

ete. The fect that « complex machine has a form—Quality 

different from thoee of its parte may be neglected Jor the 

present, since it is not the appearance of the machine 

which is of interest now, It is theoretically possibile to 

precict acourately all of the mechanical resultante of a 

cones ténation of simple machines, and it ie possible to 

analyee, without remainder, ahy complex machine into its 

simple mechaniome, By way of illustration, consider an 

automobile. The automotive engineer cen design euch a 

machine and predict ite efficiency im performance. He is 

unable to do this, however, when he considers the automobile 
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as 8 whole only in relations to its parte, because move- 

ment, which is the function of the machine, is character- 

istic not of the automobile as 4 whole but of it as a part 

of @ wider whole which we may call “car and road ved", Linear 

aorentnk is not an emergent property of a complex whole of 

machines having verious rotary and linear movements, for 

it is not a property of 4 whole at ail; gua whole there is 

no movemsnt. It must be connected by means of pent 

simple machine (wheel and plane) to a larger complex within 

which, now 4s @ part, it does move. Its movement does not 

depend exclusively on its own intrinsic nature as a whole 

of parts, but such factors as the coefficient of friction of 

the road must also be considered. 

Here we meet with a fact that will concern us again and 

again, It is this: if in a whole (ArBrc) in which the 

relations z are all homogeneous (ic. are terms in one 

identieal categorial scheme), there must be some rel@tion 

to a broader context (if the whole is not the all-inclusive 

one) which is ant an example of r. If {ArBrG) is related 

to D by x (ArBr¢) is no longer a whole in the categorial 

acheme ggg te zr but is o part of a whole ((arBrc)rp/ 

To ‘be an ‘individual whole there must be some relation or 

property of (ararc) which does not hold of {(arBrg)rD], or 

some relation p such that ((arBrG)pD_ nolds, but not 
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[(arsre)zp] . 

| Let us apply this general principle to our example. 

The automobile may be symbolized as (ArBrc) in which A, 

B, and Q are parts and © is the general type of relation 

considered under nn oe But as the relation with 

the road-bed is also a wechanical relation, it follows that 

[axBrc)zD] is a true proposition, and thus that (ArBro) 

is not a whole in the scheme of mechanical categories. 

Some other relation p must be found in order to assert 

(ArBrc) to be @ real whole. This relation p may, for ex- 

ample, be the relation of the machine to its gestalt-appear- 

one & which we wad & ates laggy. cxaghr ety the automobile is @ 

perceptual wane Or it may we a relet ion to a factory 

in whieh it (but not the road) was made, so that it is a 

histor ical whole. But it is not a mechanical whole because 

all of its intrinsic mechanical ropa are homogeneous 

with its oxtriaste relations which are mechanical. 

‘Physics is unable to deal with individuals in mechanics 

in on empixieal way, though it can construct what may be 

called "practical individuals" (i.e. useful machines). It 

cannot cons truct mechenical individuals just because the 

mechanical categories it uses are so abstract and universal 

that only non-mecheanical cagiegories can determine whatever 

individuals (other then the all-inclusive universe ae a 

machine) are ducounixed. 

Though the physicist can determine the loss of energy in 

@& relatively closed system as well as the permanent effects 
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of a medium (such as a gravitational field) on @ ohysical 

system, and thus close a system conceptusllg, the empirical 

operation corresponding to this closure, i.e. isolation, 

is impossibie. Only if some properties or relations which 

ere not as universal as those under discussion sre assumed 

is it possible to speak of individuals within a context 

homogensous with them in only some respects. 

Spinoza recognized this when he reasoned from the "balance 

of motion and reset" as distinctive of an individual to 

the entire universe considered as an individual. . Leibniz 

distinguished an organism from a machine by saying thet the 

organism is organized even in its smallest parts, whereas 

@ (molar) machine can be analysed only to a certain Limit 

(the simple mechine). In other words, mechanical properties 

were assumed to be emergents. While atoms were regarded as 

Little hard bits of matter such an assumption was unnecessary, 

put after Boscovich's conception of the atom as an intensity— 

point became accepted, beibniz's view was necessary. It re- 

mained necessary in physics until, by a kind of Copernican 

revolution in the nineteenth century, molar phenomena were 

interpreted electro-dynamically, and molar and molecular 

® Spinoza, Ethics, Ill, Lemma vii, Schol. 
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phenomena again seemed homogeneous. “eeently, however, there 

has been less confidence placed in this formal monism in. 

physics, and it is now generally thought that molar and 

molecular, or macroscopic and microscopic, regions are not 

isomorphous. This is shown, for example, in the atomic 

physicists’ impatience with models and with intuition in 

general, and in the interpretation of statistical methods. 

Einstein's influence has been felt here, too, in that a re-. 

lation to ,an observer is included in physical systems, so that 

the inhomogeneity of some physical objects may be atiributed 

im part, at least, to the verious positions of observers, 

oo Thus from time to time, ae fashions in physics change, 

the universality of the mechanicsl categories, which was 

dogmatically asserted: above, is denied or proclaimed, Within 

the extension of any set of relations, however, the principles 

of individuality previously formulated are valid; it is the 

task of the, agiontias to discover what are the homogeneous 

and wheat are the heterogeneous relationships of the objects 

he ie studying. 

13. Logical relations are, however, absolutely ubiquitous. 

There is no object which can be conceived which is not identieal 

with or different from some other. The fact that there can 

be only one concrete logical universal has been stated often 

enough. But it is well to examine the nature of complex 
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subjects which occur in judgment. These may be spoken of 

as pragmatically or psychologically limited concrete uni-~ 

verséls, similar to the subjective intensions of classical 

logic. That is to say, if we are not talking about the 

universe of logic, some not merely logical restriction on 

the terms of « judgment must be mace, In other words, if 

(ArBrc) is the subject of a proposition (i.e., “John (who 

té the son of James)") is the subject of e proposition, some 

relation p must be found such thet (ArBro) can be regarded 

@s a whole in the judgment so that we shall not have to 

say that all the terms and reletions which might logically 

be elicited in this categorial scheme constitute the actual 

subject of the judgment. The relation p is generally, if 

no} always, @ psychological relation of meaning. Cunningham 

has given an excellent illustration of this in the method- 

Oleogy of hie essay on meaning. He says: 

fhe method to be followed fin this essay] 
is partly analytical and partly synoptical. 
The attempt is made first, to analyse the 
me@ning situation into its more obvious com- 
ponents; and, second, to sharpen the analysis 
by refining and enlarging it. I cali this 
second step ‘synoptical', because, as we shall 
see, it necessarily involves an appeal to the 
larger context within which the components of 
the situation severally stand. If such appeal 
is admitted as a step of analysis (as I think 
it generally is, im practice at least), then 
the method may be, called analytical without 
@ualification. 

$ G. W. Gunningham, “On the Meaning Situation,” Gontemp- 

orary Idealism in America (New York, 1952), pp. 69-70. 
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This characterization of his method is a fairly general 

‘one for all logical investigation, Because of the homo~ 

geneity of the "insiges" and the *outsides" of a logical 

subject, the segregation of the subject must be made in 

terms which are not homogeneous in this way. if the subject 

were seen only logically (if that were possible for a finite 

intellect), its segregation 4s this subject would disappear, 

Just as the purely mechanical individual can only be the 

physical universe, or as much of it és is actually mechanical, 

80 the purely logical individual can be only the most general 

realm of discourse, 

14, As another example of a whole in sensory synopsis — 

and ‘the methods of knowing it, reference should be made to some 

emergent property or gestal t~quality. ” Water is often 

meee as @n example. Hydrogen and oxygen, both gases, burn 

together to form water whith is liquid at the temperature at 

which they are gases. No chemist, however wise, could have 

| ‘predicted the properties of water from @ knowledge of the 

elements of the compound by themselves. But once having seen 

the production of water or some similar compound from them, the 

chemist is able to predict whi the procucts of the process 

will bem ay the future, ° 

4 The justification for consideretion. of them together 
is obvious... Fermally the are alike, both being properties 
which are oversummative, 

‘Prediction ean be made of some properties such as 
molecular weight, but only if the valence of the elements 
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» The wetness of water, more properly an emergent property 

than a form quality, is not 60 obviously a datwa of synopsis 

ag @ apatial or temporal pattern with its form-Guality or 

energe@t. This example is chosen, however, to show that the 

two cases are analogous and that the acquaintance with an 

emergent is not methodologicaliy different from that with a 

geetalt—-quality. ‘ 

this similerity has undoubtedly led to some confusion. 

lierg's theory of synopsis involves the thesis. “peculiar to 

the synoptic view" that synopsis reveals more than enalysis 

cam consider. This thesis involves, in its turn, two dogmas; 

me Anwiyeie and synthesis are always incomplete; and b. 

analysis loses, the uniting bond, the Together under which 

sensations are primarily presented to us. 7 

hater it will become necessary to examine both arguments, 

but even here it is necessary to point out the fact that this 

is known, and this cen be found only through studies of 
combinations. It must be admitted that many of the brute 
facts of chemistry can be shown to have &@ rational ground 

and at Least some of them can be predicted before any experi- 
ment with them. For example, knowing certain structures to 
be generally colored, we can predict that an as yet un- 
mae compound having in some of its parts this structure 
will have a certain color. Actually, though, this pre- 
supposes some knowledge of the correlation of color with 
structure, and in this some previous acquaintance with a 
compounc is necessary. 

. Notice that here we are not concerned with the problem 
psychologically. 

‘ J. T, Merz, “On the Synoptic Aspect of Reality," Proc. 
Durham U. Philos. Soc., vol. 5, 1913, pp. 54-57. 
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is not peculiar to synopsis, unless Merz is prepared to call 

any, even the most elementary, sensation & synopsis, be- 

@ause sensation has a peculiar property amenable only .to 

acquaintance and not to description, lost when analysis tears 

it apart, if it is subject to simplification at all. This 

is not péculier to synopsis, but is a general characteristic 

of sensory experience... It is not desirable to degrade the 

word synopsis to the point where 1t loses its cistinotive 

meaning by being used to refer to all acts of sensory im- 

mediacy « 

iy he failure to see the formal oisiierite of an emergent 

to a form—quality is responsible for this statement of Merz's. 

Because the object of a synopsis generally has a gestalt, 

Merz erroneously supvosed its peculiar nature was due to 

its grasping 4 gestalt-quality. But the unanalyzability 

of a gestalt—quality is no more striking than the unanalyzabi- 

lity of a so-called simple sensation, and this cannot fur- 

nish the oriterion for synopsis. 

_ It is not the specificity of «© gestalt-quality which marks 

&@ gestalt an object of synopsis. Discursively, the state- 

ment of conditions for a form-quality (as given by Titchener) 

or for an energent oreperty (as given by a chemist) is analo- 

gous to the statement of condi sions (as given py a neurologist) 

tor She - engendernent of an elementiry sensation, 

15. The emergent properties which must now be considered 
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from a methodological point of view are those concerned 

with lige. At present there is, a school of biologists, 

including Ritter, Goldstein, and perhaps the late J. &. 

Haldane, which may be called the “organismic" school, 

They agree with Hippocrates, Aristotle, and Kent that the 

unit of life, the fundamental category of biology, is the 

orgenism as a whole,. The organism is not regardeu by these 

biologists. as the sum of its parts, but rather its paris 

are thought of as differentiations within it es a whole, 

De, Bary's thesis is typical; "Die Pflanze bildet Zellen, 

nicht die zelle bildet Pflanzen." ® 

Organismic biology has many opponents and has developed in 

conflict. .It may be best understood by comparing it with 

mechanism and vitelism. 

It.is very ciffioult, though, to put one's finger on 

mechanistic biology. Descartes meant quite seriously, with 

his. doctrine of motion as characteristic of spatial objects, 

that animal orgenisms ere simply machines and nothing more, 

It is cuite obvious to everyone now that the organism is not 

& machine in the usual sense .— i.e. a complex of. existent- 

: WW. By Ritter, The Unity of “ne Organism, 4, 158. Cf. 
le Ce B ber hilosephischen pegrifie (3 vols., 
Berlin, “Us | 64: *“Organologisch ist jene auffassung 
welche Dinge und Yorgénge im Sinne des bei den Organismen 
verwirklichten Verh&éltnisses des Ganzen zum Teil betrachtet.*® 
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laliy independent elements each ‘of which is unicuely and 

narrowly restricted in its movement by the condi tions of 

its construction by an external teleological agent, such 

aS “God or an engineer.  Mowever explicable such processes 

as regeneration may be, it is undebatable that it is not | 

characteristic of nahi ne structures. To suppose that the 

organism is a machine, an apparatus which works, is to | 

neglect the fact that its "structural aspect" or permanent 

Guohiner is itself a product of the functioning of the 

ba mlasieuals Anatomy generally has conceived structupe 

in abstraction from function, and only when it becomes de- 

velopmental (as it now is becoming) is the danger of this 

ebstrection seen and avoided. 

It is likely, however, that the wateri ty of professionel 

biologists would call themselves "mechaniste"”, and it is 

incumbent upon us to seek their meaning of the term and to 

investigate their methodology. First, it is to be denied 

that mechaniem is merely determinism, as many Claim. H,. 

G, Warren wrote, "fhe distinctive characteristic of mechanistic 

processes is that the course of events in the sequence is 

rigidly determined. ... Mechanism represents 4 generic type; 

physico-chemical mechanism is a specific type which may or 

may not exhaust the genus.* In the first place, there 

6 @ H, e wire, in D. 8. Robinson, Antholory of Recent 
Philoso (New York, 1929}, pp. 563-563. 
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are theories which are deterministia but which have never, 

so far ae I know, been called mechanistic (e.g., beioniz's); 

and furthemore even if this equation were correct, it would 

not be very informative, since determination and determinism 

themselves are ditficult to.define. Apperently such a broad 

description of mechanism cannot be maintained for long; on 

the following page there seems to be a surreptitious shift 

in the meaning of the term, but it is hard to see just how 

far and in what direction the meening has changed. At any 

ratesthe type of determination which seems to be of interest 

in biology is “physico-chemical mechanism,“ 

+nother thesis presented as distinetivéaly mechanistic 

must be criticised. W. T,. Marvin writes that the mechanist 

affirms (and the vitalist denies) “that in vital phenomena 

each instance of discontinuity [ic se. emergence] and each 

element of every discontinuity is in a one to one correspénd- 

ence with some chemical~physical configuration." 48 One 

may object to the term "configuration" as a proper domestic 

principle of mechanism, but this must be discusgea below; 

it is not apparent that this view can be distinguished from 

organismic theories, which will be deseribed leter. il the 

ei W. T. Marvin, A First Book in Metaphysics (New York, 
1920), p. 349. | 

al Marvin himself seems to realize this, but he does not 
see ite effect on his system of categories. Thus he says that 
the mechanist can deny that there is & funcamental difference 
between organism and machine not by denying teleology but 

by attributing discontinuities and teleology to machines. 
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distinguishing feature of mechanism is a methodological 

ones it is illustrated (in a particular problem) by 2 

citation Loeb gives from gachs: ",.,. Differences in the 

forms of organs are avcompanied by differences in their > 

chemical composition, and ... according to the orinciples 

of science, we have to derive the former from the latter." 18 

Some implieatiom: of this for ®* ) methodology are auite 

apparent, Thus the categories of chemistry and physics, rather 

than those of classical mechanics, must replace categories 

supposed to be unicue to an autonomous biology. "Biology 

will be scientific only to the extent, that it succeeds in 

13 
reducing life phenomena to quantitative laws, * ad Woodger 

points out three theses of mechanism in biology: (1) The 

organism exhibits no change unless some change first occurs 

in something else which is not a part of the organism; 

(2) The parts of organisms are organised in such a way that 

if certain changes are begun in them certain other changes 

usually follow; (3) The changes mentioned under (2) are 

amenable to description as taking place in accordance with 

the “Laws of mechanics" (or physies and chemistry) to a 

Day Rae Ot Oe LD Ay 
Jacques Loeb, The eee Ea Gonception of Life, 

(Ghicago, 1913), De 104. Italics my own. . 

1% 2) Loeb, The Organism as a Hhole (N.Y¥., 1916), p. 12. 

POOL AS Woodger, “Some Problems of Biological Method- 
ology," Proc. Aristo. Sog., n.8., 29, 1989, pp. 341-342, 
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close asyree of approximation, 

im these implications there are several pointe of interest 

to the synoptist, First, the sbstractness of the view 

Goes fot make ite success indicutive of its general volidity, 

for it is quite dikeiy that biology will become more and 

more "scientific", but ite growing ecienti to by accumuleting 

quantitative data does not show it te be any more valid as 

@ field of conceptions. fhe fact that a quantitative account 

of eli biological facts might be given does not show that 

the quantitative approach is most veiid oy that its theses 

nd implic@tions as + sadidabel (out rejected in part) by 

HOodser are “trud. It would be most ¢xtraordinery if 

physical anda veainion’ processes had not been found in 

Living organisms, vut the success of physico-chemical re~ 

search does not create & presumption that the organism is 

just & "Chemical engine"; for to make such -. supposition 

dt is again necessary to show that such a conception can be 

med@e intelligible if the processes produce their own con- 

(Gitions, 

} A still more ihe sand point is to be found in the fact 

that mecheniem cleims to be merely elementaristic, i.e. 

‘the direction @f its inferences is from part to whole, Yet 

‘the phpsiesiistic bacie which it takes is not an eleuentar- 

istic one; tais was anticipated Aa. the xeference to Marvin's 

use of: the word h, Soont Lanna tem * It. is characteristic of 

Se ae 

oa Cf. R. G. Harris, “Hathematics in Biology,* Seientific 
Wonthly, 40, 3935, pPe 504-511. 
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modern physics end cosmology in general to emphasize gestalt 

Organizetbeon., The scxp buble hae often been used ae an 

exemple in physics of 4 gestalt with dependent moments, | 

instesd of being « whole posterior to ite parts. se cannot 

res.son from the pert to the whole unless we are prepared 

to acknowledge that the parts ere oviginally found only. 

through en upd yeis' vt a whole or en organism; and in 

this we are recognizing the configuration of the parte in 

the, whole us one of thecomditions of the perte’ being what 

they are» . thus the organizer is distributed throucshout 

the eniuel kingdom, but it is effective only in certain 

places, LG its ghemical identity throughout nature is less 

importent then the role it plaga in . whole. In chapter I 

referenos WES MEUE to Pratt's statement that physiclogy must 

besue synoptic, useing the conception of ficid inatecc. of 

pg@parate pushes. Biology com be mechenistio using this 

conception, perhaps, but it cannot be elementaristic end 

éaiploy waiehine=theory"in any narrow sense. ~’ 

ede Abn 3 aside: Sa sha Last orn Hoven, 1838), ope 39 

Vig! 

t a ur fieLa: ite a ieee of order such that the position 
tuken Up DR unstable entities in one portion of the system 
bears definite relation to the position taken up by 
unstable entities in other positions. It is, in fac, 
their e:wilibrium yostsions which together constitute | 
the field effeat," ,108, A machine is @ field in 
which the positions o ties bear linear relations one 
to another and in manage their instability. a. restricted to 
cae Ago ef freedom. | : 
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Actually, 4t is very doubtful if there hae been in 

recent years a thoroughgoing mechanist, who would hold 

‘Strictly to a machine theory, instead of to en snalogy of 

‘the organism to 4 machine, Those who do fellow "mechaniam* 

do not mean by it machine-theory in any narrow sense, but a 

theory of fields or of general forms of organisus which are 

not restricted to "life". If the “mechanist" is one who 

holds physico-chemical explanation to be the only valid 

form in biology, he is not merely a physicalist in biology, 

put an organismalist in regard to physics. 7° 

actually extended mechanistic or rather elementaristic 

He has not 

methods into blology, but synoptic methods or organismic 

methods into physics. 

Vitaliom differs from mechanism in that it asserts the 

inadequacy of mere physico-chemical explanation of Life 

processes; anda it adds to these factors (which it admits 

um This seeme to me to be characteristic of Needhamts 
organicism, which he distinguishes from the “obstructionist* 
or "dogmatic*® orgenicism of J. 3, Haldane, &..%, Russell, 
and J, Gray. This *legitimate*® organicisn holde to the 
functional dependence of parts on whole, the reducibility 
of life to some chemicel organizations, and the universal 
Validity of causation, . Neecham's entire notion of bid 
logical rymenpaed seems to me to be vitiated by an in- 
defensible ambi ty in the words re aut and summation as 
he uses them. Ree ab Life, p. -) Supposing vital 
properties to be tent’ ete matter, ready to be elicited 
when “cosmic conditions permit*® (p. "167) “organizing re- 
lations" (p. 164) must be presupposed. This last concept 
seems to be utterly without meaning and, what is more, to 
be Without epplicetion unless there is organization, which 
is just the point at issue. Sf, also Ritter, The Unity of of 
the Organism, vol. ii, p. 204 for an amusing criticis 
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- ab Wecessiry but not sufficient conditions for life) some 
a oy ee wW 

nofi-physiczl, non-chemical fector to explain organic regula- 

tion and restitution, which are stumbling blocks for mechaniem. 

The vitelist pays a high price for his “explanation of these 

functions, though, because while remaining elementeristic 

(the organism is the product of its parts, or at least the 

direction of inference is still from part to whole only) 

he restricts the ueusl method of elementaristic investigation 

which i¢ chemical] anelysis by saying thet some perts which 

mist be ‘conbidered are not sméenébie to’ this investigetion, 

* Phe vitelist seeks the explanation of organic reguiation 

in « factor £ (entelechy) or mind; und one suspects he 

determines ite biologic¢wd function by subtracting all thet 

Gan be accounted for in physico-chemioul terms from the titel 

observed complexity of the organism, then attributing the | 

‘discrepangy between the two te the mysterious workingre of 8, 

The moré we know of the physico-chemical nature of the organism 

the smaller this Giscrepsency will be, and EB is stripped of 

moxye and more of ite functions. 19 the vitelist says thet 

this organiem is the aggrigate reewlt of ite partes, one of 

Which is entelechy; the mechanist, generally, ‘Saye the same 

but without including the enteléchy.*"rme vitalist may be 
ue Ee Wes 

19 ‘For @Ciample, the discovery of the axial gradient and 
Spemann's organizer has rendered entelechy otiose in experi- 
méntel tmbryology, where it wae first used. 

29) Note that the mechanist cannot hold the organism to 
be a physico-chemical individual, for these relations are 
internally and externaliy homogencows.: Of. pope c3dand 34. 
Ou AR tHe x AG. Gil 4 pea en ER 
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correst in saying that not «ll processes can be accounted 

for in mechanistic terms, but he is certainly incorrect in 

abetragting conditions from effects and attributing the 

Giserepancy to another elementary condition supposed to be 

different in kind from all the others. The mechanists make the 

subtraction, but it serves them as 2 guide for the further 

investigation; for the vitalist, if taken seriously, it is 

a limit to investigation, 

The chemical and the so-called vital causes should be 

regarded not as parts of an organism but as abstractions from 

it which have been hypostatized, To say that the whole is the 

were resultant of the parts, or can be considered oniy in 

this way, is to fail to do justice to the actual methods of 

research which the vitalist and the mechanist alike use -- 

& movement Irom the whole to the part und then the reverse, a1 

This way of looking at organic conditions is characteristic 

of all biologieal work which achieves any succecs at all, 

but the wethodology has been given « clear-cut expression 

ana foundation only through recent work by the orgunismalisis. 

Let it be conceded that ectensekee regulation and restitution 

are mysteries with which machine-theory and perhaps any 

mephanien is unable to desl; the organismalist will not 

attribute these mysterics to the workings of another mystery 

b, Causality itself, or whatever kind, involves *mysteries* 

1 Thus it is not completely true to say, ae many have 
that all biologists are mechenistse in their laboratories, They 
may @ll be physicalists, but they are not elementarists; 
and in the field they are perhaps neither, 
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amd the cuusal. relation of part to part is no more clearly | 

explicable than causation between e whole and @ part. For 

thig reason, orgenismic theories are no more mysterious than 

Vitalletiec theories or mechanistic theories; indeed, they 

seom iese so, for instead of attributing “aeehenical mysteries * 

to an alieged “non-mechanical mystery" such as EB, they deny 

the tinal eufficiency of any elementaristic explanation of 

the processes of life, and aceredit the mysteries there are 

to the visible empirical whole organism. “ 

.» Blological elementarism is failure to recognize that "unity 

and integration is not & problem of biology, but an axiom, 

& master fact to which we must relate all other facts aBout 

the organism, * 23 We co not find purposive entelechies 

oF minds in mechanical bodies, but rather purposive organi ems 

or wholes, within which (im one ease only) we oan find a 

mind or « will. 

| Urganismic biology may be seen in its essential features 

by comparing it with "cytologiem"., ‘The cellular theory may 

a3 in thie I disagree with Professor MeDougall's eriticien 
of Haldane. Cf, "The Philosophy of J, S, Haidane,* £bilesophy, 
mi, 1936, pp. 426-427, | | ~r 

43 &, &, Russell, "fhe Limitations of analysiv in Biology, * 
ohoee Aryl ei) ey 1836-33, pe 155. Orgeniciam which thus 

8 to the “insorutability” of biological organization is 
dogmatic or obstructioniset, according to Needham, (ORs git. 
DP. 15-19.) This theory of "biological biology" (woouger 
holding to the autonomy of biological concepts is generally 
thought of as & form of vitalism, since it coes not acknowledge 
the complete adequacy of physico-chemical explanation. The 
methodology of ‘the two organiciems, however,seems to be quite 
the shme, Hoye. | | » 
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be either sephanistio: or vitalistic, wut it. often represents 

a peculiar emphasis on. ‘elementasion which is netesventiel 

to either, y Geil 

erties, that fo originators of the geli theory, 

recognized two: possible modes of ut ological explanation 

-- the organismic and the elementarist£e. His influence 

was all om the side of seeing the whole as the derivative 

phenomenon of the parts, but be eaid that the cause of some 

organic phenomena such 46 growth “resides in the totelity 

ef ths organicm.* “4 But, sehwenn's followers, whom we 

may ceil the "cytologismic echvel*®, only regarded the organiem 

ae secondey to the cells and explained it by the eageregation 

Of cells. Memy cytologists (not cytologiamists) now recogn- 

mise the inacequacy of this principle ef aggregation in 

gevelopment and treat the cell ee a differentiction within 

@ whole, xrether than the whole ea a product or aggrega:e 

of indepencent parts. a6 

» Modern criticism of cytologism goes on the Aristotelian 

thesiec, "The whole is prior to the part," 

One of the securest napecte of the cell theory 
was Freached when the conception organism was ap 
plied to it, Both historically and logically, 

: e g ne eee a oer oe 
i | nh modern cell theory, is due im large measure 

whatever a = eonrn lis" gage 

quotes in Ritter ae i, 8 Of. Kerz, History 
of Bie : 0 434, , sopean Thought ete., 

86 This seems to have started with Sidgwick and de Bary, 
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But the conception organism wee well established 
long before the conception cell was.’ Henee the 
Justification of the statement that historicaily 
the organiem interprets the cell. aa 
an idea ie prior and contributory to 68 an 
idea, That Logically also the cell is partly 
interpreted by the organiew is seen in the fact 
thet observers agree in aseribing to the cell 
the most distinotive feetures of the organiam: 
namely those of .wetaboliem, reproduction, response 
to stimuli." °° 

Thies short coneideration of organismle method suffices to 

show its synoptic nature. The organism is Looked upon not 

&8 & swe of the type &(%) or even Bt = (Pa), but rether as 

& whole in which parts may be distinguished, but cannot be 

said to be separable and independent, or even thoroughly 

Gigtinct from one another, Though we generally say the lungs 

. breathe, it ils also true to say that the cells breathe, ani 

that the orgeniom breathes, To draw an analogy between 

biological theory and wathematical notation, which is at 

beet somewhat rough but suggestive, let it be supposed 

~~ @nd it is natural to suppose it -- that the organism is 

am internally differmantiated continuum, life being a feature 

Of the whole and not a sum of disorete life events. In 

this continuum there will be certain gestalten of well defined 

functions such as respiration, alimentation, and reproduction. 

These geetsiten are knit together by dynamical interdependence 

among oertein perts of the continuum which are not by themselves 

isolated or salient in the stream of life, This accounts well 

enough for the anatomic features of the organism, The physic 

86 Ritter, Spe Git., i, 156. 
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Logical processes are generally not, as we ‘have seen, loc- 

alized in any single organ or tissue, and we must stipulate 

the limits of the weanin, of any term which refers to a BrO~ 

cess. oneal | , 

Ta ‘other words, the organic ‘continuum Like the supposed 

psychic ‘continuum le subject ‘to methodological differentiation 

into parte with other parts, any of which may be called wholes; 

but we Gannot say that the organies is the agEregate ot any 

parts, whatever their nature ye relations, because it is 

not a resul tant of ony process ‘of addition, concretion, or 

inteeretion of independent elements, Rather one must say 

ioe ap » a which Pp is & part or progese, w is the whole 

‘orgenicn, R Pn velation of meaning or intension or convention, 

and @/dp is “the derivative with Oya to our purposes or 

mosnings, ‘ eto." 

le. ven orgeniemic biology, however, does not represent 

the acme of synoptic method in investigation, How far the. 

charge is justified thet the organismalist neglects environ= 

mental factors and regerds the organism as a closed system 

a7 Hes ne biolo, toa theor phenomeng y as nibidende in his Phe ~ 
g ona & dioloe mG4@, 2G wOll &e in hie earlier works 

on %¢ rs 3 osophy rez nat Ure, eeem to be very remarkable anti- 
Pn ne along these seme lines, of orgamiemic theory. ¢f. 
enomenoloy Longe * ce ete, PRs 300-301, BIS BOG 5 Enzyki., 
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is hard to tell. But it may be admitted that some organi- 

cists, at least, start out from the continuum of the organism 

as a whole, and suppose in some way that intra-organic 

‘relations which are the abjects of physiologics] explanation 

are essentially different from and perhaps more important 

than inter-organic or emvironmental relations. 28% 

“correct this view is the purpose of Umweltforschung and modern 

“ecology. 48 

 beology may be divided into two types, experimental and 

natural. Expepimental ecology involves the construction 

of avtificial enviponments in which factors such as moisture, 

temperaure, illumination, etc. cm be varied at will, and 

the molar and physiological responses of the organism can 

be observed, In the final analysis, all experimental 

biology must be regarded as ecological) because every 

‘experimental situatiog is an environment to which the 

plant or animal responds. Natural ecology is the observation 

of animal or plant life in its own natural habitat and in- 

volves primariby the discovery of natural histories; natural 

ecology méey be said to be almost the eQuivelent of the old 

expression, *natural history", The epistemological principles 

are similar in each. In every ecological investigation we 

lhe Mechanism, of course, denies this. 

#2 of. Ww. P. Taylor, “What is Ecology and What Good is 
It", Ecology, 17, 1936, pp. 335-346, 
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concerned not with the organism as an isolated whole but 

as @ part of a wider complex whole in which the environ- 

ment and the organism may be distinguished, but act sepa- 

rated and treated in isolation. “A constituent process 

of a living thing stends in much the szme relation to the 

-orgenism as & whole asthe organism stands to its immediate 

erganic environment.*® ~ . The environment cm be under- 

stood biologically only as the environment of some organism 

(including the orgenism investigating it), and the organism 

is to be understood only in its #nvironmsent, 

But can it be said that the organism in its environment 

is merely < biologicad complex in a physical, geographical 

situation? Undoubtedly the organism is a physical body 

bikes whole with physico-chemical characteristics, but to 

suppose that thie is all itis is to be guilty of the 

fallacy ihitehead calls "misplaced concreteness", w 

for the physical world is am abstraction or an extrapolation 

from the common features of psychological or experiential 

worlds. ‘"ethodologically, the world is physical to a physical 

object, biological to “ Living being. This is the meming of 

the "distortion" which the physical world is said to undergo 

when it becomes a “biological world"; but a more accurate 

“i ‘F, 8. ¢, Northrop, Science and First Principies, p.1%5. 

“lL 4. M. Whitehead, Science and the Modern World, p. 85. 
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way of stating 1% is to say that. the physical world is « 

simplification of the biologicel. Thus Lewin says, ior 

Gxsmple, thet thowgh the homogeneity between organism and 

environment is a valid insight, “Der Mangel der Loebschen 

Tropismentheorie bg@ruht im wesentlichen darauf, dese Urseache 

und Richtung der angesetzten Krdfte rein physikelisch. 

bestimm® sind und nicht gemiss der psychobiologischen Umn- 

welt, die fir die verschiedenen Arten und Individcuen in 

ihrem jeweiligen Zustande bestchen," 4 

~ She organiem embraces the environment, and together they 

form biological complex. .fhe environment, so considered, is 

"biotic", nt The biotic environment or organismic world 

may, be, in part, consciously epprecicted, and as such it has 

‘been called the. psychological. world, 

. If we know. only the internal: physiology of 2 man or a higher 

m@iimal we know but little of him;.*How little he knows of 

England who only “ngland knows!* Stern says, 

Man. koumt dem esen einer Person alo nicht nehe, 
wenn man nicht ihre Sinnbeziehung zu Gott und welt, 
zu Gemeinschaft und Nebenmenschen, zu geistigen und 
materiellen M&chten erfasst; aber man wird ihr als 
Person, erst dann gerecht, wenn man sie nicht in 
solchen Bedeutungen aufgelhnen l&sst oder diese 
schematiech addiert, sondern die einzigartige Total 
isierung und Individualisierung aller Einzelbedeutungen 
in der Singgstruxtur eben.dieser *ersémiichkeit 
erkennt. 

"Der Richtungsbegriff.in der Psychologie,* 
ise Forschung, 18, 1932, p. 261. Of. also K, 

» Principles of Gestalt Psychology (N. Y., 1935), ch. i. 

(53. oz, Hugh liiller, "The Relations of Physics and Biology 
toEpistemology," Jour. of Phil.; 23, 1935, 628-640. . 

S54) W, Stern, Personalistik als Wissenschaft, 61. 

53 kK, Lewin 
yon 
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17. Synootic wethod serves not mexely in etructurelL 

but also in systematic biology (though one depends upon, 

the other, of course). In taxonowy both organiswic and 

ecological methods are ureed. | 

Taxonomic schemes are of two types —- systematic and 

synoptic. Linnseus, who dictinguiches these tro, says, 

“Synopsis tradit Divisiones arbitraries, longiores aut 

breviores, plures cut pauciores; » Botanicis in genere 

Hon agnoscenda, “ynopsia est dichotomia arbitraria, 

@Quae instar vise ad BZotanicem ducit, Limites autem non 

@eterminat, Clevis classiun synoptica est ex artis lege, 

née confundatur distinguenda. (Zet autem necessaria et 

tivoni et magistro, ut facilius characteres inveniantur.) 

gee Thanue praestat system: synopri.,* 3 By sycten 

bimnacus meane a set of inclusions, such as variety-spscies- 

‘genus, and it is based on some principle of division (in 

his botany, on the number of the sexual organs) which is 

imple and essy to apply. “fhe netural orders,* by which 

Re means the synoptic classificatiom, "teach us the nature 

@f plants, the ertificial ordere teach us to recognize plants. 

The naturel orders, without a key, do not constitute « 

method; the method ought to Pecee*nan te without & master.4 36 

| a ‘Carl Linne, eid it cosets st 1808. Bie y be taboo 
154, Lbo. Fisan in part by berz. . 

Wa tvs Linne Gene za Plantarum, i764. Quoted in Merz 
“of European 7 ete., 11, 220-221. Of. Ritter, ne 

ce oe Of Dever iption, Definition, and Classification in 

"Philesopaical Biology," Seientific Monthly, Nov., 1916. - 
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Cuvier préised the des Jussieus tir their contribution 

to botany, which was a Classification baned on the principle 

of "subordination of organs" (clearly an Organismic principle). 

*... Ils ont les premiers remarqué avec Soin, qué tous les 

organes, tous les points de vue s0us Lesqueis on peut les 

considerer, ni ony pas un égal degre d'importance, ai de 

permancace, que quelques-uns gemblent, pour ainsi dire, 

dominer Les autres; de sort qu'en établissant la classification 

dtabord sur ces organes prédominans, puie les divisions 

secondaires sur ceux qui ont un moindre degré d'intérét, 

on est, conduit 4 imiter le plus possible l'ordre de la 

nature dens celui de la classification," 3? 

The subordinat_iom of characters may be and generally 

has been morphological, but it may involve synopses of 

more complex objects than the organism itsélf. The more 

natural the texonomy, the more ecological the synopsis, 

Within the organiem in its environment, there may ve « 

subordination of parts. <A regard for these subordinations 

ig, as a matter of facet, involved in actual research, A 

biologist who is studying a colonial organism first has 

Isami me eect tT 

5? guvier, Rapoport Historique sur les Progres des 
Sciences Haturelies , axis. Taio. “Quoted in Merz, History 
ete, 4&2, mm. Guvier cluims for himself tue analggous 
contribution to zoology. He opposes artificial classifications 
because orgénisms cannot be arranged in a linear fashion. 
The organismic principle wae characteristic of his whole work; 
“Un €tre.organisé.est untout unique, un ensemble de parties 
qui réagissent les unes sur les autres pour produire un effet 
Commun. Nulle ce ses parties ne peut done Stre modifié 
wesentiellement sans Que toutes les autres ne s'en 
Pisa tied wRARSR Hashoriques, ii, #79, Gitecd in Merz, 
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to distinguish the anatomical limits of the colony; then 

to determine within the complex mass whet are the rele tively 

independent viable parte, and within these to study the 

subordination of argans. 

i The last two procedures go hand in eth for in 4 colony in 

simone Labs is distributed, that which may be a whole in one 

senee is essentially « part in another. In these cases 

symbiosis must be recognized to be @ fundamental feature of 

life, perhaps phylogenetically more basic than organic 

differentiation, ot 

18, In peycholory ae in physiology, synopsis is of grea 

importance. In studies of the human being we find all the 

types of synopsis which have been membhioned, together with 

én emphasie which ie not usual in other fields of knowledge 

on an intultive grasp, an immeciate synopsis, which precedes, 

adoompenies , and develops along with other methods, It is 

whated only to point out that in the stucy of the richness 

and oomphexs ty of human personality, discursive deseription 

requires @ asynopsis,a pre-interpretative understanding, 

This is unevoidsble, since our concepts are not adapted to 

expressing the ambivalent, fluid, ambiguous, pathematic, 

- finely nuenced features of personality. Synoptic inter- 

pretation relates salient phenomene., which can be described, 

to the imbedded eharacteristies of the whole which defy 

“88 oe, 3, 9. Huxley, The Indivigusl in the Animal Kingsom 
ian eee 1912.). See slso a statement of Koehler's that 
the isolated chimpanzee is not a true chimpanzee¢, 
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description; in characterology ® pre~interpretstive *heal thy 

know,edge of wen* is essential ig cescriptions are to ve 

significent and mesningful. stern says, *has ideal 

symptometologiecher Arbeit besteht in einem elastischen 

WeehselnkSnnen zwischen intultivem Verstehen und Ciskursivem 

Deuten, * 3? the additive list lot character traits/ must 

be trensformec into an ectual joint survey (Zusemmenschaw) re 

end every item on the liet into a personal component of thie 

properly focussed totel picture. Reel wnderstanding is 

not postible without an inceseant ehifting of view from the 

totality of cherecter to the fingle feature end beck to the 

totality." 40. 

19. the method by which ®, complex whole is recognized 

in its moze complex. context has been called hypostatic 

by Stern (and he has, in conversation, called hypostatic 

, He guys, “Far jedes wissenschaftliches 

Winzelgebiet wird neven der Anwendung der alien Methoden 

der Analyse und Synthese, ja ihnen vorgeordnet, eine dritte 

au fordern sein, die ‘Hypostase', wie wir sie nennen werden. 

ena 

=a a2 De The : ae 
WwW. @term, “The rendiey F ond Structure of Gharucter,* 

otex zone er son i, 1935, p. 474, Thies represents 
aoe + & fron the position Prof, Stern took in 

fo . ‘nolo: 

ai he Bier, Personalise 

40 

@ : e (1911) where he presented 
ae es a Ee ‘ is was criticised by James 

z @lementeristic.. of. Peycholoioul Principles, 
idge, 1920), p. 433. 
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| 92 
Sie hat die aufgabe, fbr die Phitnomene des betreffencen “” 

Gebiets dic ihnen zu Grunde' liegenden Yeohten' Individuen ’ 

korrekt ebzugrenzen,# * . | 

Tt is the purpose of hypostatic nethod to distinguish 

Within & context the "real individusls"® and to apprehend’ 

them us united in a systematic unity. But as real individuals, 

the subordination of parte to 4 whole cannot ve altogether 

Continuous, for if it were there could be only one individ- 

unl. stern eye lever; 

psind Sekioy wh die auaigtiedbe mosheds, (acne 
aie Person ist tindivicibei’); sie verkntpft 
auch nicht ursprtmglich Getrenntes wie die syn- 

oe thetieche Methods (denn das Ganze ist frhher. . 
als die Téile); sondern sie Samcemar Taal unter= — 
legt dem uneigentlichen Sein das eigentiiche sb 
Sein, Dies bedeutet ein Soppeltes; die hypo- 
Statische Methode oranet einer Vielheit von 
erfahrungsgegebenen Momenten die zugehbrige 

.. Sins zheit wu; und sie holt umgexenrt aus 
der zheit die Bedqutung alles gu ihr gehérigen 
Bingelnen heraus. : tom of ra ark Bt 

This lest indioates the objections which synoptists have 

reised against clementarism. The synoptist is not opposed 

to analysis und synthesis, bui oniy to the mispiacec con- 

eretenese of views which take that which ie simple ae the 

sole condition of that which is complex, so thai “organization" 

is a derivetive, rather than « fundamental, fect for meta- 

physics and ecience,, at any stage of scientific inquiry. 

0 ¥, Stern, Person und Seche, vol. 1 (4nd ed., Leipzig, 
1933), me 128, = 

42 pid., vol. 114 (let ed., Leipzig, 1984), pp. 70-71. 
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both the simple unanalyzed elements and their superordinate 

wholes end orgenization must be admitted both by synoptists 

and by elementurists; the relative explanatory value at— 

tributed to them makes the distinction between the two views. 

This ‘distinction is somewhat vague when the two views are 

held in their best and most productive, i.e. not most 

extreme and one-sided, forms. 

D. Synopsis and the Organization of Knowledge 

20, One of the chief characteristics of an intelligent 

effort to understand is that the mind is not satisfied by 

Chance observations, but demands that its contents be in- 

corporatied into structures of explanation; and the more this 

is possible the more confident the ooserver ie that his 

observation is accurate. In chapter I the integration 

of facts and fields of knowledge was spoken of as "regulative" 

synopsis, end now we turn to examine in some detail this 

aspect of knowledge. 

A distinction has been drawn also between "regulative" 

and constitutive wholes in knowledge, the first ( RKGBAOV ) 

being a whole of knowledge and the second (4/0v ) being a 

whole in knowledge. Heretofore our examination has been 

largely devoted to the latter, put it is significant that 

the Bnglisn language does not verbally distinguish between 
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the two meanings, for this leads ua to. expect what the two 

wholes may. be fundementelly alike, Though we exe, concerned 

owith the whole in ite regulative function, our, e@eLing with 

/&t makes it eppear ae en object in knowledge and so algo 

® Conbtitutive whole. It is obvious, of course, thet the 

owbole of knowledge: does, not eppese ag an object in another 

knowlecge~situation, but from the parte of it which may be 

(@xemined) in a knowledge-situation ac object, it should be 

poreibie. to find ite formal characters and to point out the 

y way in which the system of knowledge ae a whole functions in 

warious epistemologiesl procedures, 

) It de meceseary to juetify our epeeking ef the formal 

i ptructure of knowledge as eynoptie, for synopeie etymologically 

» means @ kind of wiew, anc. in the etructural a@genize.ion of » 

yiknowLedge eeQqvuaintence may play only = very mmall role. 

i “gp be ad iited that writere mare uged. the word synopsis 

| in ‘@pplicetion to know? eage which is ‘not perceptive, and they 

“ase, nstureily, use each expressions as "to see a system of 

ge eae ae & whole. Taie ‘figurative use of "nee" is 

“Gulte csmicesble, cad the ‘use ‘of ‘the word g gmnopeis, in euch: 

contents ehould not be ‘interpreted in any *ayetical” or si 

i “*intuitive® sense. “> Re hérzis has ‘puggerted “the: wore 

HEnoels 28 en Elternative to some of Kant's usee of the 

Hesis, out it ceems algo useful as 2 substitute for 

Synoysis.if one euanbenis the a pdt ore tip 08 sou word to. 
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intellectual constructions, Morris sity: "A direct’ appre- 

hension or intuition over and above en apprehension of a 

concent of a subject might give us the kind of «xnowledge 

Kent colle ¢ Synthetig, but be Lt ie not alwdyé true (Kant 

acmites) that we have a a connection, « Srépdsition 

mo king such « report is better called gynenotic, since — 

there ic &m apprehention of togetherness but not ¢« putting 

together, + 

thts word should bea ypeeful her-comer to philosophical 

yooabulary, eusplying the deficiencies of both synthesis 

and ‘synopsis in the senser indicted, 

The essential feature of synopcia in the sense in which 1t 

is @pplied ‘to systems of knowledge and to the formal aspects 

of knowledge in general is net the intuitive moment ("-epsis®) 

but the moment of complexity in unity (*syn~#)) * 

Be in the same way that sensuous experience was seen not 

to have heen made up from the ageregetion of independent sen- 

eatbions, eo it can be seen that thought is not originully 

concatenated from independent judgments, but is « whole or 

& complex of wholes which later differentiates into judgments 

end argunents. In primitive thought and in the thought of 

a B+Relorrbs, idealistic Loxie (London, 1933), p. 95n, 

* It has already been indicated, amd will be fully fi 
ha ‘that synopsis of constitutive wholes cannot appeal to 

pred, yal in any unique sense; this is another justification 
rit the use of the word synopsis here, 
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of the child there is a type of thinking which Stern has 

ealled *pre-categorial"*., He says, 

Die Urbeziehung, welche gedecht wird, ist also 
gar nicht die Zweierbeziehung (vie sie Ursache und 
Wirkung, Mittel umd dweck, die zwei Glieder einer 
"ASehnlichkeit' usw. verbindet), sondern cine All- 
beziehung, cine Miteinsnder-zu-tun-haben von Jedem 
mit Jedem =- oder besser: ein noch gar nicht véllig 
Abgesondertsein des einzeinen Gegenetendces aye Ger 
unbestimuten Ganzheit der peresonalen iielt. 

#ith the development of clear-cut conceptual thought, due 

to the necessity for making some contents precise and con=- 

stant in reference, but integrating them together after they 

have been enalyzec out of the original continuum, categorial 

thoughtappears. Mystical, intuitive, or aesthetical thought 

is that in which the pre-categorial total-relation is 

emphasised. The embivalence of thie thought and its imbedded- 

ness in the feeling-continuum of personality give it an 

emotional character. Intuition in philosophizing is frankly 

of this nature, because the philosopher is explicit in his 

Statements thet philosophy must be a function of the whole 

r Ww, Stern benneneane Psychologie, p. 403. df. Lotze, 
yetaphysic (s LA. transl., axfora” 1887), vol. i, pp. 18- 

"Tt was emphatically not as instances of a universal 
rule but as parts of a whole that men first conceived things: 
as relxted to each other not primarily by permanent laws 
but by the unchangeable purport of a plan, of which the 

Pealizeation required from the several elements not always 
and everywhere an identical procedure, but a changeable one. 
In this convketion oviginated the dazzling forms of the 
idealistic constructions of the universe.” Of. also Piaget, 
The Language and Thought of the Ghild, pp. 131 ff. 
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wan, ond that "dead inteliectuslion® ie no more satisfactory 

than eestatic emotionaiiem, Bradley, to whom metoohysias 

W248 & process of giving bad reagons for what we belteve 

by, instinet, says, dor example, that the absolute is = diole 

which “must be immediate, like feeling, but not, Like © 

fesling, immediate at a Level below distinetion and relation, 

The absolute ie immeciate am holdingand transcending these 

aifgzerences.* $ And Stern, again, says: 

RFic< 
bie waZuscendsten Denksystene, die die ensal 

tha. heit, dberhaupt herte, die der ‘helten-9 = 
echauungen' im witesten Sime, sind ceshalb 

ut oo @ynthesen beider benkweisen |oategorial and 
precategorial |, Mythen, Religionen, kimst- 
ierische Weltbilder und -~ auf wiesenscheftiicher 
Stuce -— metaphysische Systeme sind aus den beicen 

inye gQuellen des genzheitlich-totalen und des — 
sKbstirakt-kategorialen Beziehungsadenkens gespeist 

MnG@ Freichen dadurch sowohl in den #urzelboden der 
personelen Existenz wig in die Hbéhen der 

» Spekulation hinein. 

22. It has a been anid that philosophy is the 

attempt to interpret reality synoptically, end ‘that the 

sciences, on the other hand, are pecessarily abstract. 

This is. ‘true if "the shoke of reality" de meant as the object | 

of synopsis, and in thfie sense the seiences cannot be eynoptic, 
RARER Wal 4 ; 

there are, however, many formal features of the special sciences 
tad 

* F. H, Bradley, Apgeszance ong 2 Pe 248. Of, 159, 
> W. Stern, ELkgomeine Peychologie, pe 45. 
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which deserve the neme synoptic, and some empirical synoptic 

movements in science have already been discussed. Wow it 

is vroposed to show that synopsis is not 4a method peculiar 

to philosophical construction, but, in 4 somewhat more limited 

way to be sure, is true of all intelligent effort to under 

stand. Philosophical synopsis differs from that in science 

in that it has a more complex object and makes fewer abstractions 

from it. Ina preliminary way, the similarity between scient- 

ific and philosophical method is indicated in the statement 

that all intellectual endeavor aims, in its formal presentation, 

at logical consistency. 

The examination will take the following form: first we shall 

investigate the general nature of systems and their construction, 

and then examine some features of the formal nature of the 

sciences, 

23. Une of *ant's most important services to logic was 

his demonstration that all synthetic judgments involve a 

superordination of principles. it is a prerequisite of 

synthetical judgment that terms be subaitted to an intensional 

context whose principles are categories or rules for inference. 

Modern writers who reject the metaphysical aspects of Kant's 

theory still use this principle, though instead of referring 

#o the ruies as categories they call them "syntactical rules", 

Kant's error was that he sharply sunderea aneiytic from synthetic 
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Ae apapenela he did mot see, or at Least he did not emphasise, 

the fect that even an analytic jucgment requires a eet order 

of categories or ‘syntactical rules which furnishes the i 

Remus betwoen eny two terms or judguents, even in soncalled 

imnediate inference. ‘Unless certain general ‘principles 

defining « logical region are assumed, it is nov true that 

A is either B or not B. This fect has been most clearly 

brought to attention in recent years by the cons truction 

of so-calleé artificial logics in which the syntactical 

rifles are not ivouorphous with those of Aristotelian Logie. © 

It ie only eosatiee of this presence of general rules within | 

a realm of discourse thet one wen be cure that analytical 

propositions will be consistent with the total body of 

prepostttenh' — At ‘hecones apparent, indeed, that no sharp 

dichotony of judgment e as analytic and dyn thetic con be made, 

Every judgment in its legitimation involves a relatively 

wide system of meanings, rules of judgment, rules of evicenee, 

etc. vhen e & judgment is formed with the ereatest rigor, : 

Soeanguss is quite correct in naintaining that the choice 

involved between it and its opposite is a judgment that 

iethas this proposition is true or else the entire categoriel 

scheme is false. 7 We do not have facts -~ vrute, self- 
Lj rae 

6 og, G. I Lewic, “Alternative “ystems of Logic," The 
4st, xlii, 481-507; 0O.L. Reiser, *Non-Aristotelian Logics, * 
pe xiv, L00=117, 

Bernard bosenduet, Implicetion and Linear Inference, p. 3. 
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existent data --.on the one hend by themselves and on the 

other a pure & priori categorial structure so thet if there 

ais @ "conflict" we must dhdose between "fact" and “system™; 

Tather, the fact is always 4 moment in a system of some kind 

Ain the most orimitive edse, cerhaps, a system of mere 

credulity, whose syntactical rule is : "Seeing is believing"), 

end if the ‘Zact" is inconsistent with an alreapy explicitly 

adopted sy stem or realm of facts, there arises the necessity 

of & Ghoice between systems and the discovery of 4 realm 

‘of discourse shines wila include both rags This discovery 

is PROUEARASY made thmough an ad hog alteration of the more 

comprehensive system, Take the case of & ballooa rising in 

‘the air. The uneducated think thet nere is an “infraction” 

of the law of gtavity which seys that all booies attract 

each otter. the physicist dic not abandon this law because 

two visible vodies Gid not attract Gach other so that the 

balloon approached the earth, nor dic he deny the evidende 

oF bis senses, Rather, he investigated tae system “balloon 

ta air" and saw that this system ag a@ whole is subject to 

‘the general -finciple of ravi bats oi, Hallucinations and 

theis eomsetlan are @Aampies of a similar process; the 

item heliucinated is not denied as a "fact of experience", — 

but the system of whieh it is part is sublated in a iexcger 

whole of experience, and the inconsistencies which would 

appear in tne whole are avoided by calling some of the 
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contents illusory. 

Sometimes this is not possible, though, and an entirely 

new Gate gorial scheme must be found. A famous case in which 

_ this was true was the over-throw of the entire classical 

physics through the Michelson-Morley experiment. 

24. Science advances by lucky guesses or hypotheses. 

In going beyond the immediate data with which he is dealing, 

the scientist is presupposing the reality of systematic 

comnections beyond the range af facts in which he has’ 

already discovered them. This is the reqi meaning in Zant's 

transcendental method, it secme to me. Any judgment pre- 

supposes the sovereignty of ao particuléir se&% of categories 

and a judgment (hypothesis) which extrapoletes beyond & number 

ef given facts to others which are not yet given does > 

Guite obviously. The intuitive understanding, which wés Sant's 

regulative ground for prediction, was 2 principle expressing 

the fundamental thesis of all rationalism: That which is thought 

in the most rizorous and comprehensive possible system of 

judgments must be thought to be actual in the reelm of the 

total extension of possible experience. 

A hypothesis, then, is @ whole system applied to the making 

of oregictions thet can be tested, concerning dedpeiwen facts 

beyond the present bounde of the system. ve do not finally 

judge or hypothesize that te, is b*, but, ae Bradley ssic, 
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“the world is such that @ is be? In making hy potheses 

"4 are emplgying Woonstructive synopsis", going beyond the 

given +0 the whole which comprehends it and more, 

meas baviiest © techhical use of the word synoptic in 

English ocoure in Jemes ortineau's description 6f this’””~ 

aspect of scientific method; and in his etatement, this 

foundation of science is seen to be cuite like Kant's 

regulative principle. He says: 

Intellectual and moral culture so effects the 
attitude of the human facuities towards nature, 
as to render the faith inevitable that eil her 
parts constitute 2 perfect whole; and whatever 
way be the direction whkbh culture predominantly 
takes — whether metaphysical as in Greece or 
physical as in modern surope - the mind's in- 
stinctive demand for unity will make itself felt, 
and compel the universe to respond. Wat once 
was but an incipient point of clearness rising 

from the sea of the unknown, reflects ever more 
light,.txom a, surface gaining breadth ang grandeaur, 
no sooner does it open a habitable abode to settled 
thei ght, than subsidiary, spote emerge around and 
group themselves invitingly to the explorer end 
exe long to, the colonmist; and a« the islend, of 
knowledge is multiplied into the archipelago, so 

is the archipelago blendec into the continent; 

till reason can every way pass to and fro over its 
world and find. it @ thing of spheriform perfection. 
Without this synoptic process, the occupation of 
the. intellect would be, gone;,and the) faith which 

attends it, - faith in the unity of nature, ~ while 
finding support from the contents.of ali science Ss, 

is contingent on the special discovertes of none; 

and caunet be properly treated as the exclusive oF 
characteristic revelation of natural philosophy. 

° According to fhe New English Dictionary. 

James Mertineau,*The Unity of Mind in Nature," (1852), 

Essays, Reviews, and Adresses (London, 1891), iii, p. 105. 
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| si experience can be organized into a whole indicstes 

thet, on the rationalistic principle previously formulated, 

there ‘is a metaphysical object which Geserves the name whole, 

2 universe, Toat there is seeme to be indicated vy the 

euceess with which science arranges ite date in & postertors | 

systems and then uses theee as a priori basee for the successful 

prodiction end anticipation of experience, ‘The tvo roles of _ 

the whole are agpeote of one fundamental thesis given expression 

py Kent, maxely, the object of knowledge in general is a wole, 

and to the extent that thie formal whéle is not evidenced, 

our knowledge ic inadequate, By comparison with its own 

standard of serf@ection, @ unitary, consistent, and compre- 

hehe ive whole, the degree of integrity attained in knowledge 

is to be evaluated. 

Bo. the. purpose of Lachelier's fomous Du Tomdoment ge 

Liluduction was to c&amine the presuppositions of induction 

end hypothesis in generale He found it ne Geasemy to 

reoognl 20 & “hori zontel * ip a "vertical" obuer in nature. 

de says, Len conception des lois de ke natura, a Lexception 

d'un petit nowbre ae Lois siduentelres, beable gone fondse 

sur deux princes, aistinetsas, Lun eh. vertu guguel ies 

padnowenes torment. des séries, Guns Lestueiles ‘L'exietence 

wu précééent agvermine celle du suivant, Liaubre en vertu 

duguel ces sériss forment 2 leur tour des systémes, dans 
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lesquels l'idée du tout détermine i'existence des parties." 10 

The firet is @ stetement of necessary connection in experience 

of sequences; the second affirms the stability of a whole 

euch that similar conditions may recur among the parts. 

Recurring.constellations of conditions are essential if 

the knowledge of sequences is to be & knowleage of regularities 

Without these orde:iy groups of conditions, the stability 

ef the whole, there would be mo grounc for regerding sequences 

as regularities, and then there would be mo grounc Zor 

asserting the uniformity of nature which is essential for 

induction; the large number of conditions which must concur 

in the production of an effect allows of guch great variations 

in their combination that. a serial elementerism, showing 

itself only in statements of (very low degrees of) probability 

would render induction virtually impossibie. 

Similarly, CVaesirer writes, 

‘fhe individual cannot be experienced save in 

Sonnection with other spatial amd temporal, near 

or remote elements; end this kind of connection 

presupposcs &@ system of spataéal ana temporal 

positions, as well as a unitery whole of esusal 

Goordinatione. The fact a is only accessible to 

ws in & functionel form es f(a), ¢ (a), “(e), in 

which £, 6, ¥, Fepresent the diiferent forms of 

spetiel, temporal, end causal connection. The 

Logical act of ‘integration’ which enters inte 

every truly inductive judgment thus eontainge no 

paradox and no inner difficulty; the advance from 

' -19-ge1e0 Lenkalhen Du Fon ement de 1 {induction (Paris 

1998), pp. 11-12. of. ie me 5-79 for equation of the two 
orders with efficient and final causes, — 
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“orl @he individuel to the wacle involved here 
possible because the reference to the af ge is 
from the first not excluced but retained, ana 
only needs to be brought separately into con- 
eeptual prominence, 

¢ficient causality or any other linear connection supposed 

to hold between two independent entities must be regarded 

ae an abetreetion from & whole, & non-ingependent level 

in « hierarchy of conditions. The whole set of conditions 

ie tlways presuoposed, and to show ite systematic relationships 

within ite broacer extension is the purpose of induction, 

This hierarchy mey be regarded cs an existential eyetem, and 

in ite formal cymbolization, a syctem without qualification, 

26. A Syetem te « manifold of items seen under some one 

aspect er condition which defines ite content or its order 

or both. It 1s possible to classify systema in two groups: 

abatractive and relational. 1¢ we aoneider firet the abe trative 

system. 

Uf the aspect taken to define and to determine the contents 

of a manifold ie some property of a plurolity of itewe, every 

meubes of the manifold muet, by definition, show thisproperty. 

The system whieh resulte is an abstract univereal, a clases 

and «a concept of an abstraction. The particular items may 

= are Ganetrer, ‘suuatanca and Funetion (Ghieago, 1923), 

- This re are is edopted, with a few miner changee 

frow a, Beyee, oom Meats Oat Gangzheit und cGie Kantische 
2 ae cee aka. ( ch, / @ 
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tjerticipete in the ideatiin varying degrees, anc vy crranging 

«the @ate in cuantitative orders we have ouch ebstractive 

eye vovio "G6. tables cor ‘phpubationy of -cheutoakzelgates Of oh 

eteller magnitudes, and the Like. 

© Tp such a syetem, the exietent items to which s universal . 

refers are not taken in their entirety, and. the process of 

forming euch a system ie not 2 synopsis ef eny single element. 

eee, * ceetenn ti za Shon is a mode of comprehension, ond it 

eould be Sonel dered synoptic only in the sense that “¢he 

q un & Be a 

f mee mombere of the went fold are seen in their togetherness 

| af participants : in a series « or 68 nani fectetLons of & cingle cu 
CRs Bee RS wy 

) peayerest. - ‘The imnediate quality of ‘the élements 18 

. Py ak on the process of abstraction; for example, in such a 

; goneiaeration of colors one ‘does not see blueness or The Blue. 

The quel ttative property of a gingle datum ig replaced by a 

p nlge or by an “orithnetic constant which” exprdsese ites relation 

2 other thinge which Likewise varticivate, Thus the feeling 

of. vernth 0: of fe body gives place to 2 numbe
r “expressing s ‘volume 

of werousy, and a aunber expreesing a
 ‘speeific eravity is 

» Oey 24 €e fi. e 

“eupesituted 2 Sd save Annes te ‘foeling of ‘muscular strain. 

Roe every ease, an Anmediate yor ity is replaced 
by i e name or 

5 a ae wR CR ee 

by a quantity, bee &. ; mane; and a an item 2 onkginel ly given bd be 

' “33. " py pat ste 5 only in ‘he sense “that thing: are 

‘geen "in their’ té geth ness*; it is not a synopsis in the sense 

re or the Fr elation * of a partiqusat to Se 

on Pataki se ie ation, 8 8 | 
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pe ain and numbered in =e aifterent ways. | 

, “In t the pbesanctiee system he objects oonorenended — 

my be very diffe rant a ali gave one yospect, but it is thie 

ane property which ic of interest and shion determines the 

context in which the object is considered, “Any abject, though, 

has & variety OF properties and Cen, a8 4 on eens. be 

considered in aany contexte or perepectives. 

ip 8%. the second aype of system ia one whose principle of 

selection end order of members is nob a Comion property of, 

things but 4 type of relation smong things or taciz properties. 

It de possible to divide relational systems, ae tucse axe galled, 

into two sub-types, the former of which (material aystem) _. 

ie Concerned with relations between given terms saving 2LOD= 

erties, and the latter of which (formai system) is. concerned 

with re.iations whose terme are only pieds-u-torze fox the 

Yala tions. 

\ The relational systema differ from tae abetractiive eystem 

in that the aim of the latter ie to attach one pEoulcste 

to & plurality of subjects, whereas tue gorwer seexe to. 

attach many (homogeneous) relations to. single compiex 

objecte. ‘the dormer concerns itself primarily with lntvensions, 

the latter with extenshons., the relational system regards 

Felations as the constituents of the real content ana os the. 

structure of the objecia, anu the material system consluers 

xelations between things to be were dexivetives of coxistential 
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ye pe properties of terms and not as of eentral ark 

ance. This is obviously the case where an abstraction is 

Guaatif<ied, though the fact that a quentitative schema intro 

duces an order in the manifold of items ectualiy makes it 

Quite arbitrary whether one considers these quantisied 

class groupe ae examples of meverie) or abstractive systems, 

| lt has already been pointed out that an absireactive system 

is not a synopsis of an object. The single object can be 

known more nearly completely, however, when universeis are 

séen as parteproperties of it, that s, when many abstractions 

axe made from it and related pack to it. Yo be known fully, 

any object must be surveyed from meny “orp peotives. A act 

ef behavior, for ezample, can be understood only when it is 

oun from the perspectives of & psychologist, a physiologist, 

& moraiist, ama still others. The shift from one perspective 

to another requires @ change of contexts and categories, for 

the physiologist (qua paysiolog ist, of course) sees only 

physiclogicel conditions and the psychologist, only the 

peychological. | A tethboa which integrates the views from many 

perspectives sani & Ful)" view of am object may be called 

“perspective. synopsis"; the object in its .erger compiex is 

a part of a waterial system wade up of many ebdstract universals 

related to each athe. The single object in & complex system 

is a complex one, and this synopsis is the reverse process of 
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di sours i 
te? ais 

the elmplification ‘that the knowLecge at ‘the object has “und
er- 

cous in" sbetractions severally cathe from it. 
are tact Bi tiue 

Perspeotival integration, as the enpirieal agp} jcetion of 

a ae terial systen, is characteristic of our knowh edge of many 

things "we ‘Go not “yagard as ; objects of sensuoue synopsis at 

ail; in fact, it is character letic of some methods which 
mi 
4 § 

involve only the minimus of soquaintanes. Goid is aifferent 

for the econoist, the chemist, and the connoisseur, These 

differences in weaning arise from the abstractness of these 

particular interests, and « we cam know gola adequately from 

these and other view points taken collectively. But as gold | 

fer the chemist hes no proper ties % which it has for She econo= 

mist, how can one speak of these varying interes $e as being 

shahenes to one odject, a0 that these sex spectives ome’ ly 

ei may be 6é id to be pedeppotives of “the game thing? 

The integration of abetractive systems or the ‘focussing of 

tau 
perspeotives is expreseed déisoursively as a desoription, and at 

ies plese by virtue of the fact that both the cheniat anh, 

tue. $nsn0n let can point to the sane: sensuous ‘wbiect and say 

thet be {stalking of that. 

the full complexity. of the object ie never: ettathed 4x 

iibapesing these perspeotives, because in generalizing aad 

conceptuslizing, “the “Ymmediacy is neglected and only what is 

common to mote than ohe object felis 40° be considered. The 

! Uniouenses of the partiouler object pointea to is’ never. given 

} 
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discursively; an indication of individuality gan never be 

given symbolically beceuse no matter how many universais 

are taken and related in waique ways, they still define a 

class of entities which satisfy the conditions 8 ctipulated, 

Abstractions only play around the object, and the converge 

towards it when a large number of them become integrated, 

but the object as this particular thing escupes being com— 

pletely enclosed in. a set of abstractions. rT there remains 

what dey se 15 has Galled the *hyletfe kexneL"® which consists 

of those adjectives of terms not subjected to ebetraction and © 

not correlated with relations to other things. Thus in a system 

of taxonomy, which Heyse takes as an exampice of & material 

system, @ number of abstractions cen be integrated into a 

statement that an animal has features a, b, C,ctc., bul there 

ig a “hyletic xernel" which is inciucea in an evipirical syn- 

opsis of a single animel but not in & materia. system of 

taxonomy --perhaps the color of the eyes, the Length of 

whiskers, of even the size of en animal will: be neglected be- 

cause of their irrelevence to systematization. 

— 4 mn 2 = 

14 ge. Bergson, introduction to Metaphysics . (u.¥.7 1912), 

pp. i3, ole ) Mi 

16 Heyse, Qype elie, pe is. 

cil Here we have been concerned with abstractive systems and 

their integration into material systems as phases of a syngnosis 

of objects and collections. in chapter IV abstraction and 

synthesis will be studie@ nore in detail in their own right. 
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@8. Im the formal system, the items are of interest only 

ae they are mesting pointe of relations; but since ali of 

the relations are not considered at amy one time, some of 

the relations will appear es indigenous properties (adjectives) 

constituting, in their togetherness, supposititious things 

to which other relations are attached. 

The distinguishing characteristios of formal ecysteme are 

best seen in pure mm thematics, +f One of the clearest ex= 

amples of the purely relational nature of mathematical objects 

is given by Russell: “Numbers, in fact, must satisfy. the 

formulae of arithmetic; any indubiteble set of objects fulfill- 

ing this requirement may be called numbers, " hed 

1? Many writers oh the theory of systems negiect:, it seems 

to me, the degres of empiricism involvea in mathena~r.cal cen- 

struction, We may leave aside the difficult questions con- 
gerning mathemtics and sensucus experience; in pure methe~ 

matics, though, there is a process of Gedankenexperinent almost 

unequalLied in difiiculty. it is Gésizaole to prove cer iain 

theorems for which come mathematical use has been Bound, 

and there begins a search for a set of anxious which meke dt 

end other theorems alrea@y known possible.Finally the axiom 
system takes the form about to be usscribed, but ito speak of 
‘a mathematical system merely as a formal system of relations 
defining terms is to pess over the reat task of the mathe- 

maticien, which may be thought of es the development, of a 

sysien to comprchend particularc.e The mathematician ie like 

any other acientiet, except that bis data are particularly 
weid adapted to bis mebhods, being, in fact, Jegtm. | 

rie he * hii Ci : 
“™~ "'B. Russell, Our Knowl ees # the kxtermel word. heb 

&. Field for Scientific Sead in Pitioea gee Ghicago, 1515), 
Dp.’ 205, 1 must confess I do not understand Russell\'s statement 
on pe 188 that counting " hee no meaning unless the menbers’ 
reached in counting have some significance indepenadnt of the 

process by which they ere reached.” Unless the significance’ 

is reached in some process of numeral definition, this seems 
plainly ‘false; and numeral definigion is another mathematical 

process. ea, : . | 

ve 
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Gassirer and Merz Wave very well iilustrated tle systematic 

Btn 2h Burke iv inatiGgn fec Inteyrysretation. 3 More 6) 
Nature of mathematical elements. VJassirer says that the 

% ct Se Sa be ‘ ‘ 7 xs a ' ; ' s oe y 

essential character of all mathematical objects is "that no 

Tyo bt Wee Chee | ee nee ce: a hig ‘ j 

one of them means anything in itself alone, put thet each indi-~ 

vidual is to be understood only in thoroughzoing conneotion 

ith sll the others." nine 

oF Wie hh & wt . & <1 ‘ re 5 oa 

- R £1 J A ; ee i % 

“i E, Gassirer, Substance anc Function, p. ive. Several 
illustrations may be given. Grassmann's Ausdehnungsiehre is 
based on @ "pure perticular”; ite only prope.ty is conceptual 

agifference from others, end it has no particuiar specific ». 
content; it is different absolutely and without positive refer- 
ence to what it a@iffers from, but its uses define it, and it 
becomes a2 determinate comething. (Ibid., 7-99.) In reference 

to the Dedekind cut, Cassirer says that though it originally 
presupposes some numbers): "Nonetheless, the process is finally 
yeversed, foT Wiis production “[of the cut. by the numbers] 
comes to be the necessery and sufficient condition for our 

speaking, ax, the existence of number at all. The elewent can- 
not ve separsted from the reletional, compleay, fox it means, 

nething asige From the complex, which it brings. to exoression, 
ag, it were, AR. gontracted, form.” (Zpia., Sl-63s), i | 
., conrad Knopp uses @ method of Intorvaiischechtelung for. 

the aeterminetion of numbers, perticurerly clearly, cor the 
determination of irrationals; dn it, © nusber is, determined 
by inclusion within a certain, series. of intervals determined 

im & certain way, Thus, “Wenn fiberlaupt eine Gehl 5 alien 
Intervellen, einer Schachtelung ungehsrt, so giot.ce neven ihr 
keine 2weite, sie ist vielmehr curch aie Sehachtelung ein- 

deutig erfasst.”. .,.Diese, Schachtelung ... beetinmt den 

‘wanren', nur eoen mit Hilfe der rationalen Zahlon nicht 
bezeichenbaren ‘Wert von{S ' for any other irrational] , sie 
epanne unzveldeutig diese Zahl ein, also’ schliesslich> *sie 
get ein heupeechaffenés Zéichen ftir diese Zahl\* oder kurz: 
"sie sel diese Zahi selbst.” - Knapp, ‘fheorie und Anwendung 
der’ wherdlichen’ Reinen {2nd et., Berlin, 1/64,, pp. <6, =&. 

The entire value of the method of nested’ intervals ie Lost 
i7° Yhe’ ist claude’ Le" tot taken quite liveraliy, for te sup- 

pose thet the number is something in ‘ant for itesif, not de~ 
termined exclusively ‘by this and eimitar processes is to render 

wethewatical determination and definition of its data or facta 

6" 
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| Synopsis is clearly involved in mathematics] systems, 

both in thetr origination and interpretation. Lambert showed 

that a general mathewtiaticel principle is not an abstreétion 

from less general cases, but is the comprehension of all 

of them, Thus, for example, an equation of the second order 

ie not @n expression merely of what is common to aii conics, 

but with ite parameters it is an exhaustive statement of what 

all of them are.*9 Wilhelm Burkamp writes: “such das streng 

ordnungetheoretiesche Denken bedarf Ciner Synopsis Ger Genzheiten 

‘eines Ordnungegebietes und mehr noch einer Synopsis aer 

Axiomensystems, dex Grundbegriffe, cer deduktiven gusammen- 

hinge. Schon der Beweis der Widerspruchsfreibeit unc der 

dmpossibie. Le . ns 7 

See Merz, aa ef Zuropean Thought etc., vol. i, pp, 441 
ff, vol. iv, p. 435 n., for discussions of intuition in math~ 

ematice (geometry) as a movement towards the yue d*ensemble. 
Steiner's theory of mathematical Géstalten is important | 

in this regard, but more recent mathematics hae been opposed 

to intultionism and to any synopsis cf a sensuous figure. 

Cassirer praises Hilbert's pmre geowetry as a “pure theory 

‘of relations? with no figures. Op. git., p. 94.) Synopéis 

is not necessarily sensuous, though, and in system construction 

the interplay between the parts and the wholes is @ nec- 

essary psychological and logical fact. 

20 gaseirer, 9p. Git, pp. 19-20, Of. also p. 2863 
“Only of ‘presentations’ can it be said that the more general 

they become the more they lose their intuitional charpnescs 

and clarity, until they are fineliy reduced to mere schemes 

without significence for reality. Judgments, on the contrary, 

determine the individu) the more exactly the wider the 

sphere of comparison. and correiction to which they relate it. 

Increase of extension is here pareiiel with determination of 

content." 
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Unabhaéngigkeit bedarf einer Umfassung des Ganzen, die ohne 

Synopsis nicht gut durehauféhren pare al | | 

mn Applied mathematics is the eaet ahatrant of ail empirical 

Studies, yet pure wathemat ios is, in a certain sense, more 

concrete than other sciences, 1£ it, deserves to be called a 

science &t all. Mathematics ane apphied refers only to 

the most abstroct ane universal properties of objects (quan- 

tity and formal structure), though its structure may be con- 

crete. Pure mathematics does not even pay attention to these 

empirical properties; intoxzlcated with its own autonomy, it 

builds worlas of its own, A acience is advanced, says Kant, 

according to the amiount of mathematics it involves. If today 

we should agree with him it would be because of our knowledge 

that science, in Supplementing ite partias abstractions, must 

becone formally like mathematics, since system, with a wide 

comprehension of details, is a goal of science; this is more 

nearly universally characteristic of the sciences than their 

search for quantitative relations, tor which they often do not 

have the proper and sufficient formal conceptual structure 

necessary for Significant interpretation, Perhaps this is the 

gase with sociology and psychology. 2% 

aa | ve Pa Ay 
W. Burkemp, Die Struktur der Ganzheiten, p. $50. Uf. 

&, Macbane, "analysis of Mathematical structure,” The wonist, 
40, 1935, pp. 118-130, Of. also H, Poincare, The Foundations 

of Science (N.¥., 1929) on the impossibility of aefining unity. 

aa For what is called the “analytic ideal” (syetemstic 

ideal) of science, in which all propositions are trexted as 

analytical, see 6. I, Lewis, Mind and The World Order (N.Y¥., 1929) 
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89. In ‘chapter T'4t wae pointed out that the single 

fields of science are not content to remain within their 

nuturel limits, but strive to extend their provinces far 

beyond the regions in which actual research is performed by 

‘the science in question. The limitation of & science within — 

the fiela of knowledge in general is due to the particular means 

which must be adopted to solve serticular probleme; a selence 

if defined by ite problems, not by ite subject matter. Gross 

@natomy and pertraiture both concern the humen body, but with 

‘@ifferent purposes and probleme. | 

Scientific methods end concepts are often applied far beyond 

the fieic in which they had their original application and , 

meaning, The extension of methods parallel to the extension 

of application of concepts insurer some (operational) meaning 

for the extended concept; and if methods cannot be adapted to 

the new sphere of application of the concept, the concept may 

become scientifically meaningless. But if, on the other hand, 

the particular method corresponding to a single concept is 

exclusively employed beyond the previous apparent limite of 

the science, the concent gains no new connotation by being 

“extended, and the complexity of the sphere of its new eppli- 

@ation is negiected. 

If the coneepts and sethods of one sclence claim universal 

application in the world of objects, this claim is called 

“eoientific imperialism’, If the problems of one science are 
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egorics; the formal structure of, anyAmpersalistic selence 

is supposed to approach a formal relational system, Jomte. . 

almost seems to identify synopsis with this homogeneity of 

Categories, for he gays, “Never since this period Ltne thee- 

logical] did the esprit dtonsemble manifest, itself to the eame 
extent, ana it can never be realized except by the direct 

Gone truetion of the positive philosophy. fhe primary cause 

of this absolute systematization doubtless iay in tae homo — . 

geneity ot es conceptions, then uniformly theological, 7 

| ae The most impor tent philosopbical movement in the imperiale 

toric direction at the present tine is neo-posi tiviam,: having 

much in common with Jombiem. Ernest. lagel seys, The funda 

mental thesis of neo-pogitiviem is thet sil the sciences form 

& unity, since propositions in any science. can always be trans- 

lated into the universel language of physice,* ot The uni- : 

versal janguege of physics must be understood quite riveraily; 

the theory of operations is beyond. the scope of disousaion 

here, but the point must be ¢mphasiZed. that the neoepositivists 

are assuming the possibility of isomorphous methods japplidable 

to aii subject matters, 

fhe broadening of a field of investigation ie undoubtedky\ a 

sign of scientific progress; for example, the extvehsion ef the 

concepts of physiology may “he've’ caused’ the disuppeprange of the 

by GS ty@ ee Bas 
reer ert fab a ligne hy weeks 

a3 Ae Gomte, & i Positive Polity (eng traval., 
@ SOnEAOSS tions London , ead a v, Dp. quoted from th 

de ode DY ah ee of 1448, 

24 %, Nagel, “Impressions ana Aporeieale of the Anaafpse 
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‘phenouene away from zoology and put it into chemistry than it 

17 ao 

si¢ience of phrenology, But what justification is there 

tor the ‘claim of any science to veduce the problems of another 

setence te its own? Let it be granted that. every body in the 

world nav physical properties and thus can be a proper subject 

matter for physice, $ti11 it cannot be shown that bedies are 

only physieal, “Ritter ona j for oxaaple, that elenentarists 

pay win orgenic process is "transferred" from zoology into the 

field of chemistry when @ chemieel cause hae been found for it; 

but he ans: ers, "Nothing can any more take the study of animal 

ean ‘teke bread-making away from the baker's ert and put it 

into chemistry and physics. ... What anelysis actually does 

in thece cases is to extend the bounds of physico-chemical 

forces and laws into zoology, morphology, ete., amd to prove 

thet LF zoological, morphological, and physiological under~ 

tekings are to move into ever greater fullness, aid from 

physics and chemistry is indispensable, * a And aguinet the 

Glaim of a physicist who revuces the fall of a cat to the 

lawe of physics, and “thinks that he has done something, * 

A. Keyer writes, 

Philosophy #m Europe." Journal of Philosophy, 1, 1956, 

_ =p. 587. 

: is W. E, Ritter, The Unity of the Qreaniem, vol. ii, p. 
09. 
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11s) 
Holite min aber behaupten, dass eben die in 

Frage kommende Kombination beider physikalischen 
Gespetze die gesuchte physixalische *AbDleitung* 
deratelle, dann muse ich einem solchen Verfahren 
éilerdings vorwerfen, eine petitio principii 
zu begehen, Denn das ist je keine 'Avleit#ng' 
wehr, sondern cine glatte smathematisehe Beschreibung — 
@ines rein biclogischen Sachverhalts gegen die 
auch yom vitelistiechen Standpunkt nicht das 
geringste einzuwenden wire; ist sie doch vollkommen 
verginber mit dem Postulat einer Autonomie der i 

_ blologischen Forschung gegenfiber der physikalischen, 4 

ae 

SPORE GOs takin 8 os 

ia any métaphysios or science, though, there i« undoubtedly 

& process vi taatag a ounces which has a fairly aefinite 

“meaning and extending thie meaning to cover facte previously 

Gongidgered under other eategories. The concept acduires a 

new meaning in its varioue apsiiedkions, and the wider use 6f 

the name of & concept taxen from some single seience often 

i@ads to confusion, Here it is seen agein that the so-called 

law of laverse variation of extension and intension does not 

hold; the greater the field of denotation of a concept, at east 

sometimes the greater its connotat ton éliso, This is the normal 

course of the development of categories , which take on, in 

acggdition to their specific meaning, and "“anslogical" meaning, 

rich in suggestions but laden with ambiguities. "It is indeed 

the property or eech netaphysical system to widen a category 

of thought far beyond ite original meening and to make it 

into one which comprehends the whole world. ® a 

ae A, Weyer, “Die Idee des Holismus,* Scientia, 58, p. 22. 

a? W, Stern, “The Metaphysical Foundations of Critical 
Personalism,” The Personalist, 17, 1936, p. 245, 
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from the object. Previously perspeotival -synopsigshss been 

diseussed; now it ean be seen that, as imperiaitem, a formal 

system of sciences, is not yet attained, there might. still 

be a materiel system cf sciences. thatever unity the sciences 

have in thie system will come from the contents, the objects 

of the various sciences. How it is necessary to consider 

the strueture of the perepectivesc of objects. 

There are systeme of very general types of categories end 

“Judgments, such as a logical system, which underly more 

special realuns of ghenwense: For example, the orinciole of 

sufficient reason ie strictly én Upkatesorie or 4 *ore-regional 

principles ad which may be specified in verious régicne 

euch as Logic (ground), paysies (functional condition or 

cause), and bielogy (stimulus and situation), These stipu- 

letione of the ore-regional principles or primitive cete- 

gories may be called *oarametere", end through thea there is 

some continuity in the construction of coneeptions in the 

‘warious eciences. 

: Besides these perameters, as grounds of abstractive or 

“forwal wiity, the soiences are also integrated in that they 

are peranectives of the same things. Thus several parameters 

may refer to the same (seme in naive acougintance}) object; 

Hane He Sp. She» distinguishes reine ketezorie 
eb: Ke. ni jie 6 regioneie Logik. 
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‘physiology and psychology sre related im being etucies ef > ~ 

difgerent perspectivesiiof the same thing, end insights 42 

ome sglence give suggestions in the other. For « gonerete 

gpimphey Noududtth welle wds pices Moy be Ll lastetted 

yy) rele re aie i a, ean ee aod tt. RelLéeane. te 

& chimpanzee, let us say, jolne together two 
when bo @#ieksed vamboo aiid uses te jointed took for.) 

reaching & benane, This is 4 psychologiosl de~- 

ee © eriptien; wuch more ana finde vetets migat pe. 

added and the deecriotion still remain at the 

Dey lolopeyehologieak Level. How the phys lologies masy 

de Nos undertuke to describe this same series of events, 

ae bo in terms of the action of ditfevent musecies, of < 

Vs separate muscle fibersy synapses in Localized 

io oro perve wenters and sd on, fe would be describing 
the same process =~ not 2 '‘naraliel* process «- 

Diets \ (but his deseription would empley dizgierent cons 

:  @epts and would, in general, be very different 

“topo Ufgow cbhe peyenoiegiet 's descriptiony 2% woulae 05 

Ab be much nore minute than the oaycholog Lat 's 

oul. te degeription, but not mecessuriiy eny truer. it 

woubhd not include the relationships observed by : 

he octhecpsyetolegiet, ana would not be: so useful fori’ (2 

ourposes of prediction and control, if we wished | 

the oooo*o knew what the chimpanzee would gQan se given | 

| situation. ~~ | 
ban: fit | vali ate ales eh ipa Sy ars aS 1 Oe LOL (aNePaiiry 

 ) Weewworth Were raises some real problems when be speaas of 

eBhe some preeess an various vexspevtivea ana the  relavion 

‘ofethe ‘truth of one desgeription to vhat of mnothery «ma ois, 

| Gagsirer is guite right in saying that im orcer to scvances 

“From abetract tyses to & representation of a real process, 

m ly ; ees et n 
‘ah : 
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ee Ry - a ane é | lke ee a Re eB a baal 

AAS tent el malady Pome \o9 rie eae ac mae we vine ay # iG ? a te é 

nee 302: 8. Woodworth, "Dynamic Peycholegy," Psychologies of 

sess, (Worcester, 1936), DP. 149. ., 
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4", thorough mediation is needed, so that ali these diferent - 

fields again become members of an inclusive system," ob 

’ystems ney be arganged in two orders; verticelly and 

horivonteliy. The vertical exrrangement moy be illustréted 

by. mefanenne to the works of the late J, 8. Haldane, in 

whieh he held that the physicsi and the physiclogics! worlds 

were existentially the same, but that the phyeical unc the 

pheyiologicel pictures of the common world absiract from 

it to « different degree, eo that the phyelological picture 

is more adecuate or "higher® than the physical. _ keys 

has expressed the correletion of regions <8 » function of 

“depth” ( Tiefen:z me) sO that one syetem may ve & moment 

AEs) 
_gubleted in « higher, @e geography in higiory. 

One science can be said to be more auequate then another in 

the sense in which Yoodworth and Haldane indicate, in addition 

to the cowerehensiveness of 4 16 gh tye {e eriterion generally 

aiffioult or impossible to apply), there is the pragma tLe 

element of satisfaction of needs of cnowledge of eertain 

types; the first is Haldane's, the second “oodworth's emphasis. 

“6 z, Gassirer, Op. Git., p. 180, 

63° G¢, Haldane, The Philosophy of a | 
Boe 64-65, . 

oloxist (Gxford, 1935) 

$3 wens Heyse, O94 Sit. » De a 
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Without regerG for this pregmutid element, and if the criterion 

of comprehensiveness cannot be epplied (or if there ie no. 

gitierence in the compreheneiveness of the various eystens), 

the soienoes uppeax to be erranged “heriwonteiiy". Tous, 

abstractly, we Gannot tcii whether economica oF chemistry 

is a more adequate stuay of gold; it is 4& question whe ther 

the word “adequacy” even has a weening here, in any con- 

orete situation, though, this herizgontsi arrangement 

is changed into @ vertical one by virtue of the aotuel inter- 

este which initiate the investigation. Oniy if one explanation 

inciudes enother oun 4% be seid that one is absolutely 

‘More adequate than another; and it is just tis whiob is 

Gleimed by imperialism wnu recuctionicm, of 

3h. the highest form of organization of knowledge is in 

@ philosophical world syetem, if the criterion is compre- 

hensiveness of a wide range of facts. Philosophy, eccording 

to Spencer,is completely unified knowledge; out philosophy 

RNR ARICA ARE eR TOE ERR Aa ON EE, 

H, A. Wyere, fhe Timely ana tae gyaoptic wee oh 9. 

Ketavhyeics, Manet ene, tee bas aealt wit BES of 

arrangement ef perspectives as the synopvtie element of asta- 

ghysics, while the contents of the various perspectives which 

muy Vary according to the historical period, are called the 

timely clemcnts. He eubstitutes the synopsis of serspeotives 

for the doctrine of a seale of perfection of types of Knowledge. 

(This work is not evailabie to the sublic; I em indebted to 

to Ur, Myers for an abstract of it.) 
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GHAPTER III 

THE PRESUPPOSITIONS OF 3YNOPSIS 

1. Heretofore the discussion of the problems of synopsis 

has Lion limited, so far as possible, to psychological and 

methodological questions. It is necessary now to turn to 

the metaphysical cheracter of the subject and object in 

the synoptic knowledge situation, . 

In the preceding chapter synopsis has been defined and 

several varieties distinguished: immeciate synopsis, mediate 

synopsis, constructive synopsis, and pergpectival synopsis. 

A dual meaning of the word whole was pointed out, and by refer- 

ence to these two meanings synopses were classified most 

generally as constitutive or reguiative. A double role of 

some objects as both parts and wholes has been discussed, 

and it was argued that every act of synopsis is a knowledge 

of an object as a part or as a whole or as both. As such an 

act is not @ simple awareness of an undifferenticted object, 

it involves in its very nature an acknowledgment of civersity 
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in unity. 

a Previously questions congerning the ‘getabiiesteal object 

have hed to be dealt with because, within the field of know- 

Ledge , the essential characteristics of the objects cannes 

be sharply separated from the essential characteristics of 

knowledge of it. Any Geseription of the act passes necessarily 

to 6 characterization of the object, and so an attempt to 

aifferentiate synopsis from other acts involves & distinguishing 

of the "synoptie object" from others, 

In this chapter, the general problems concerned in” the 

disvire of the part-whole relation will be discussed first. 

Then the individuality of the subject ane the wholeness of 

the object as known wili ve investigated; and finally the 

problew of the velation of soquaintance to synopsis will be 

considered in greater detail than was possibie in the pre= 
a if yl 

geding chapter. 

Ae General Theory of Wholes and Parts 

+3. To begin with, some important concepts must be made 

clear, though some of them perhups cannot be defined, 

By &@ whohe in the most general sense is meant = manifold 

of. entities eonsidered mot in their plurality and disconnected- 

nese Sua many, but ae a single PEL ETE object, group, oF 

weaning of & baneules- noun. This eorresponds to the Greek 

GAOY | and is the only sense in which the word whole will be 
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used in this chapter, there is intended, the 

word system or Concrete universal wili be used. 

| A part is an entity in a manifold considered in relation 

to it as a whole, of which it is said to be & part. Hhole 

and part are used in 4 mutually implicative sense. hole 

implicates the having of parts, and part implicates a whole 

to which it belongs. i 

An glement is an entity considered not in relation to some 

whole of which it may be « part, or some entity that is not 

sotually & part of a whole, 

An element which is not a whole is am atom or 4 simplex, 

The world is full of a number of things, and whether it 

has anything more than &@ grammatical unity is irrelevant at 

the moment. It consists of many things which are, at least 

nominally, ites parte. It is necessary to inquire, in what 

PRBAAE » if any, these things are not merely parts of the 

world put are themselves wholes. Thies is necessary according 

to the conception of synopsis defended here, because the 

synoptist believes that to understand an wi, see it is nec- 

eseary to go upwards to superordinate wholes (if there are 

such) and downwards to included parts vie there are euch). 

a * Bertrand Russell, fhe Saanean of Mathematics (Cam 
bridge, 1903), vol. i, De 13 
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08, The most universal type of whole ieca)gum. Any two. 

elgments can, through being related by the conjunction “anc", 

be regerded as parts of « whole. The manifold of terms and 

erent yens is raging algae or ‘summed. into a, single complex 

thing which is @ whole; and in some cases 8 singular verb 

may apply to it. The sum as a type of whole is peouliar ‘in 

thet ‘it is logically and ¢ gramaatioally singuler, while cate 

entielly the plurality of elements is unaffected. The elemente, 

a pziort, are existentially equivalent to parte. In other | 

eee @ sum is, as plural, an ens zeale , » but as a whole, ine. 

as singular, it is merely an ens rationis. | ee | 

A sum consists of parts, but itself may be & part. what 

is distinctive about the part~whole duality of the sum, how- 

ever, is that in the seme existential context a sum can be 

both & part and a whole. Previously it hae been seen how this 

de possible in wholes such as & wachinefoonsicered only 

mechanicutly. “It was pointea aut Am the previous discussion 

that an individual whole must have some relations between itself 

and other things which Go not obtain among its parte. in 

gums, whose parts arefoanected only by and, there is no in- 

homogeneity between *part and part" and “eum and sum"; the | 

pervasiveness of the relation of conjunetion prevents the eum 

txom having anything objective in ite nature a8 6 indivicual 

wholes The only principle of Anaividuel ity which wight ape 

ply “wr sume, which is @ gape of inhomogeneity between intra= 
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‘and extra-relations, lies in the assertion by a subject of _ 

Just this much and no more"; ‘thus the sum as a whole is 

“a ene Zethonia, 

om There are not, howeWer, any finite physical sums as 

wholes. iverything in the world ia related to every other 

thing by the relation ang, and in distinguishing one eAistent 

whole from another we need to find some relations among 

elewents which do not obtain among all elemente, The elements 

having these relations will be parts of a whole, and this 

whole will be existentially distinct from lts context. 

wttiay 9 Y physical object most nearly approaching the sum in 

Simplicity is the agerecate, which is « whole of parts selected 

on any grounds whatsoever, and having & certain order as a 

result of this ground. Most often, the ground 1s space and 

the order is one of contiguity in space. a If we have four 

@raine of sand, 4,b,c0,d, their sum is atbtc+d or brd+cra, or 

any other “arrangement"; but to call them a gum is to ab- 

stract from their real collective wholeness, for they are 

2 The reletion taken as the ground of selection might be 
one of Similarity, aifference, or identity. In these cases, 
there would be some relation other than £0 that we should 
not be dealing with 4 mere sum, though perhape the whole 
would be an rationis in some causes. Yet it is not properly 
an aggregate, for there is no order resulting from the ground 
of the selection. Perhaps « claes is a logical whole which is 
Still another type, irreducible to any other, In aggregates 
the relations are considered to be ompiriceliy given with the 
parts, — 
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really an aggregate which has some (spatial) order so that 

&@.b.c.0. is not the same as b.c.d.a, for in any relation 

such as location the order of the terms is important. 4nd 

expresses no order at all, even if there is order in the 

objects to which it refers. 

It should be observed that the first type of whole may be 

regarded as an abstraction from the second, Every aggregate 

or any other kind of whole is a sum, but not all sums are 

examplee of other types of wholeness. 

5. The mode of attributing to sums (and to some aggregates) 

wad bey nature is ins.rumental. A thing is called a2 whole, 

any things are united under a single name applicable to a 

group, on account of the use which cen be made of it as 4 

whole , or because of the appearance of the collection as one 

thing. Because our modes of perception have evolved to fit 

us better to our environment , it) is not unreasonable to 

htop ss that the two grounds are originally one. Universeliy 

our recognition of sums, and generally of aggregates, is 

due to the pragmatic interest. we take in some complexes. All 

objects are related by and, and perhaps ail of them are re- 

hated in some other ways, t00, 80 that they can be referred to 

ag a whole. But whet plurality of entities is asserted to be 

an aggregate is not determined only by what is an aggregate 

pert Se. 

The pragwatic determination of wholes plays a role also 
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where there is a metaphysical character of individuality 

due to an inhomogeneity between intrinsic and extrinsic.» 

relations. Thus aggregates, as metaphysical wholes, are 

chosen for considerations on some grounds other. than their 

metaphysical nature. 

The choice of some aggregateg from)the total aggregate of 

the world is based on a choice of principles which are ex- 

pressions of the fact that we can deal with sone things 

peveraliy and collectively in variuus: contésee at different 

times, U. A, Gopeland, writing.on the part-whole relation 

in its reference to the principle of identity, says, "what 

is, identical for one purpose may for other purposes need to 

be differentiated. The question as to whether the whole be Se 

be icentigal with its parts, or with its parte in some 

specifica set of relations to each other, becomes a question 

a6 to the purposes for which this Soares is to be aseerted.@ © 

org.) In ehnotas Ir a general ‘principle: of indiwiduslity was 

formulated. Here it can be applied to determine the difference 

between a sum whteh is more than, or other ‘than merely, a 

‘sum. ig ént chante can be bestkvereabae andon part in one « 

‘ gontext (i.e. under one batagergey suchas quantity), it 

wholeness is to be icrouniad in some other context; if the 

; element has this dual role in. every category except that 

S M, A. Gopeland, "Instrumental View of Whole-Part Relation," 
gour. of Ebi los. 24, L937, De 97. 
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in which it is asserted to be a whole (i.e. the category 

of meaning for the subject), its wholeness is an ens rationis. 

Individual wholes as objective have the property of being 

wholes and parts in different objective contexts. + 

To illustrate, in ten pounds of sand I may attend to two 

pounds and cali them “this amount". But "this amount" is 

inhedded in &@ context which does not respect the individuality 

I have attributed to it. I can gO beyond these two pounds 

(plural, now) amd speak of three pounds as “that amount *, 

of which “this amount" is a part. But I am still speaking of 

Some limitation on this thesis must be mace. (1) If the 
sum is the totality of all elements in the universe, or say 
ell possible Logical terms, it may be that we are dealing with 
@ Sum incapable of being "imbedded" in the same context which 
it furnishes to its parts. This is one exception whether all] 
existing ¢lements" and "all logical terms" are parts of any 
type of whole other than aggregates and sums or not. (2) In 
other cases, such es "all x's in the universe”®, it is obvious 
that there is some reldion (e.g. similarity or identity) 
other than mere conjunction between the parts. Besides that, 
there is at iéast a formal reference to the denial of the 
possibility of there being cases of x not included in this 
whole, and this denial may constitute a pagticular type of 
inhomogeneity. (Gf. above, p. 129 n. 

Previously I have indicated the use of this principle in 
logic and in cosmology. ‘it seems to me to be a fundamental 
principle for distinguishing universals (concrete) and indi- 
viduals in experience. ‘ince formulating this principle of 
"a shift in categories", I have come across Whitehead's use 
ef the principle of “all or none" as & criterion for indi-~ 
viduation, and I believe it has much in common with this 
principle, and also the dati opi Mme splay oy of individuality 
which will be given later. Cf. Symbolism. Its Meanins and 
Effect, (New York, 1927), p. 28. 
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binge same sand pile and still “vere in terms of one cate~ 

gory, namely, quantity. Since all things in the world are 

amenable te subsumption under this category, it follows that 

every whole must have some sumuative properties. | 

"To illustrate the discontinuous nature of the wheleapert 

duality when the whole is an objective individual, one need 

only refer to the hunan being te see that the principle of 

individuality is not in the category of meaning alone, and 

hence the wholeness of & human being is not supposititious. 

Eigkcugh it may be true that the environment is as closely 

related to the organism ac the whole organism is to its parts, 

yet it is not true to say of all the vaiatifen that they are 

of a . homogeneous context (as perhaps mechanists do), The 

anatomist begins his study with the skin and goes inward 

Githcwe eek of concepts and methods; the ecologist begins 

with the skin and goes outward with another. The body is a 

whole anatomically, but ecologically it is a part. Until 

ecology and anatomy can be shown to be isomorphous, 3.§- 

reducible one to another, these relationships must be re=- 

garded as heterogeneous and the body as a real whole . 

7. The relation of a thing to its medium mast be discussed 

an connection with the problem of wholes which are not 

continuous with mre surroundings. If the parts are organized 

iw a way which does ‘not appreciably affect _ whole of which. 

oe ene be regarded as a part, anc if this whole is so per~ 
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vasive in its influence upon all its parts that its effects 

are not discovered by differential studies within the context 

of the parts of the manifold, then the relation is more prop- 

erly speaking not one of parts to whole but of mere inclusion 

in ¥ or of thing to medium, © The relation of part to element 

is not a sharp distinction, for everything is in some medium, 

and medium cannot be sharply cifferentiatea from whole. In 

any case it ig mecessary to determine empirically whether a 

situation is a medium for a thing or a whole of which it is 

a part. * 

To illustrate this relation, consider the organization of 

human society and the solar system. The various forms of 

human society have no effect on the solar system, and the 

organization of the solar system exerts identical influences 

on all forms of society and all members of the mundane menigold 

which includes societies. Since its effects on these entities 

| B&B yurt Lewitt, "“Gesetz und Experiment in der Psychologie,* 
Symposion, Heft 5, 1927, p. 413. 

S pyrite Heider, "Ding und Medium," Symposion, Heft 7, 1927, 

a Heider seems to me to go too far in some of the distinge’ . 

tions he draws, For example, the medium in a perceptive 

situation is the "Aufgezwungene", without continuity or unity, 

lacking internal self~dependence, and receiving its meaning 
only chketgh reference to the “Zinzelvorgénge" of a thing. (P. 
120) The inter-dependence of a complex thing (pp. 143~-la4, 

135, etc.) does not seem to me to be determinate enough to 
make any sharp distinction vaiid. 
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is not differential but pervasive, for the processes of know- 

ledge it is looked upon as merely one of the permanent con- 

citions. Although logically and metaphysicalliy I am a part 

of. the solar system, that is, a thing whit. oe goes around the 

sun, it is methodologically more reasonable to say that 1 am 

im the solar system, Similarly, elerkedns pe in me but not 

perts of me; my organs, whoee structure determines my whole 

being and whose structures are affected by me as @ whole, are 

hot merely in me but are parts of me. 

6. then we Leave the level of aggregates whose unitariness 

éxprensce not simplicity but oneness as an object of know- 

iedge, we come to over-summative wholes which are not homogeneous 

inwardly and outwardly. 

It is true that every whole has summative properties; 

chemical compounds with emergent properties have weights 

which ave resultants. It is here that *appearance" has its 

peor piace as tn indicator of integrity. "Ve ean regard & square 

ie & confused mess of lines only as @ whole and not pri- 

marily as an aggregate of four lines with no innate unity. 

It hac an unambiguous wholeness in itself, and 4 similarly 

Clear relation of being in (not a part of) its field. We 

are not justified, however, in moving from this appearance 

of wholeness to the assertion that the object in itself, 

whetever that may mean for te, has emergent properties as 

& whole, and that its appearance means it is a whole; it may 
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be justifiable, but it is at least a debatable question, If 

the object is exhausted geometrically, i.e. it is only @ 

figure, then the particular gestalt-quality is, as the school 

of Gestaltqualitht held, attributed to it by the mind; its 

unity depends upon its exciting « cynamically integrated tic 

cess of pergeption which is not «roused vy four lines placed 

at random. It seems obvious that four lines forming « squaré 

constitute & different type of gestalt eon the one which four 

bar magnets form when piaced.at random but with freedom to. 

move. Four lines arranged in a square look like 4 whole 

but physicaily they are not capable of arranging themselves in 

this form or resisting change in the same way that four bar 

Magnets are, Gan we say that the unity of the four lines in a 

whole is merely subjective in a sense which "dynamical" com- 

plexes are not?. Ie the ground of unity in one ine the sub- 

ject, anc in the other the object? If there is this difference 

in the two gases, there are two question which must be an- 

oGRetess,, 
(1) In whet sense does the subject give unity to its 

presentations? . : 

42) Granting thet not all wholes are entia xetiones, what 

re the ground for claiming for some wholes, but not all, an 

objective nature which is metaphysicaliy significant, i.s. 

“not due to our ignorance or wethods, and likely to disappear 

with the advance of knowledge? : 

The two following sections will be devoted to these 

questions. 
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8, The Wheleness of the Subject 

9, The psychologioal &Gt Of synopsis is & complex process 

with differentiations within it, yet it 1s not disrupted into 

& plurality by its internal complexity and multiplicity. As 

taking place within a psychological present, it may extend 

beyond. the temporal threshold of sensitivity, but because of 

its reference to a single complex object it will still be one 

act. Now if the act of synopsis has ae ite object a sum or 

en ageregate, both of which, as distinguished from an environ 

ment or a context, are entia rationgs, there must be some 

integration by the subject which constitutes it a whole even 

in this sense, 

‘If, furthermore, ithe object is supposed in itself to be 

& complex one, whose wholeness is real, then the subject's 

individuality as the ground of integration of the euseessive 

etages in the cognition of the object is still « necessary 

¢ondition for the cognition of the object as a whole. In the 

latter case, however, this is not the sufficient condition for 

the object's being given in knowledge in its true nature as 

&@ real whole, In 4 word, the continuity and wholeness of an 

object in knowledge presupposes sometimes @ kind of wholeness 

thy? the object itself, but always at least the wholeness and 

continuity of the subject that knows. 

Let ue see how this ic so, The organization of a stream of 
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of. pxperienoes into wholes end parse presupposes & want Sy 

ana segregeting subjegs aS & necessary condition, or at 

least as a Popnomernn, to which phenomenal ng epee 

are given; but as the subject is always present, yot dees not 

invariably unity contents into wholes, gone grounds of unity 

ane of separation unas % be sought eleevnere than in the mere 

presence of the subject as an & 

“90, Tne denial of any valid ground of organization of ¢x- 

perience, end the pragwatic acceptance of the organi zations 

‘within it ae mere “matters of fect is the essence of the 

Humedn phenowenalism, If experience is orderly, though, 

there must be some continuity in it, and for this sowe priaciple 

not given along with the-other contents, &8 one thing among 

many things, t# necessary; for ca eleucnt just given along 

with the others aust remain externally related to thea, unable 

to xc@uce them to @ unity or 4 continuity, Hume wrote, “ALL, 

ay ‘hopes vanish when I come to explain the principles that | 

unite our Successive perceptions in our thought and conscious, 

ness, ... Did our perceptions cither inhere in something simple 

of individual, or did the mind perceive some real connection 

among them, there would be no difficulty in the cese,." : ill, 

in his eriticiem of Hamilton, has shown the difficulty in all 

such views: “If, therefore, we speak of the mind oe a series 

os 
Ne em rien 

iL one of these conditions of course may be the subject as 

psychologically active. 

Tzeutise of Humen Eoture (Everyman's ed.), Li, 317. 
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ef feelings, we &re obliged to complete the statement by calli- 

ing it 4 series of feelings which is aware of itself as 

past and future; and we are reduced to the alternative of 

believing that the mind, or the Ego, is something different 

from any series of feelings, or of possibilities of them, 

bed of accepting the paradox, that something which 2% bypothess 

is but & series of feelings can be aware of itself as a 

series.* % 

ladies. ‘eupizicists and empirie—criticists have accepted | 

the paradox, embraced the "final inexplicability", and asserted 

that it is of the nature of experience to be integrated as 

it is. Tuo non-positivistic attempts to answer the questiocne 

Yaised may be mentioned, 

7 (1) The sowl or the person is the transcendent condition 

of the activity which relates successive experiences, the 

beeen 80 produced is founa witeie Sei t~COmsCLONARNS Sy 

These theories take Hume's first alternative and held that 

our perceptions «++ tnhere in something simple or individual.* 

(2) Some gaat philosophers teake experience ae the meta 

physics] prius, but hold that the second alternative, there 

is some: Teal connection perceived, should not be excluded, 

ne | Wi, Hamilton's Philoso 
tne ae ie from Hume are token tae 

Kill, Exemi 
pp. ee, This anc 
Brightwan, Introduction to Fhilosophy. 
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Rather, experience is taken as the fundamental metaphysical 

category, and self-consciousness is supposed +0 be working 

out its own organic and architectonic structure. This is 

Hegel's answer to the question, and though it is not fully 

accepted by many philosophers, it has been influential in 

forming conceptions of individuality in recent times. All 

theories of incdivicuality which have been deeply influenced 

by Hegel's philosophy say (1) thet it is of the fundamental 

nature of experience, and hence of the wotld which is in ex- 

perience, to be orgamized; and (ii) that this organization 

is no mystery when approwched properly. It was mysterious 

to Hume begause he started out with an abstract and artificial 

isolation of independent items, and he wes never able to work 

back to real, living experience. | 

Thus synopsis is not some thing shat mysteriously super venes 

upon disereteness, but is itself the fundament and material 

for whatever abstraction and isolution is actually or ideally 

performed, To this view, both those who give the first answer 

and those who give the second wouid agree. 

ll. Original synopsis is the basis of all experience, 

whether of individual consciousness or any otherwise con- 

ceived. J. T. Merz wrote, 

The totality or *“together*of inner experience, 
~ éie wae bic 7 is more, and something 
else, than the sum of its differentiated or specially 
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noted and rémémbered parts or incidents, ... I i 
laintein that such a synopsis is the prius of 
all conscious Life and that thie is developed 
Or resolved only by the acquired processes of 
differentieting, of enelysis and subsecuent 
synthesia, The initial synopsis is what we 
term the *I' or Ego, the unity of the sensory 
continuua, ee 

"Self-psychology”, en Americen brand of personalistic vsychoe 

logy, takes this continuity as a fundamental fact. 

What is called self-psychelogy, or person- 
alistic psychology, ... i8 based on the fuct 
that conscious states or.processes belong to- 
gether in & wnigue way. | 

To say that the self is organic means that 
every phase ind experience of the self is so 
interconnected with every other in the self 
as & whole that no single experience cen be 
understood until 1% 1s interpreted in the 
light of its membership in the whole self. 

_ The organic nature of the self. is, indeed, 
the most widely agreed on trait of the self 

_emong idealists in general. It obviously .., 
conforms to the cardinal princigle of ideslisu, 
namely that of er Logic, 

esethe temporal structure of mind as con~ 
scious experience is that of a system or organic 
whole, in which the parts (the successive events) 
derive their meening from the ghole (the time~ 
tranecendiny act of the mind 

i es erst: era, Ope Gite, Pros. Durham U. Philos. WOG~, 5, 

De ° dhe eh 

© 8. S, Brightman, Introduction to Philosophy, p. 190. 

&, S, Brightman, “The Finite Self," Contemporary J si 

PTR DD om cma Tecan ema I ag 2 Ce mn 

7 grightmen, Ibid., p. 193. 
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Subjective individuality is essential if experience ic to 

hang together, ae it does, so that passage from part to part 

within it is possible. The theories to account for this passage 

are at ome in emohasiging the continuity inherent in ex- 

periente as the grouni of whatever empiricel unities are found, 

but it is just thie phenomenologieal continuity which tence 

to be neglected by atomiom ana agsociationica. 

‘The choice among the possible theories to account for the | 

facts of subjective integrity cannot be made on the sole 

basis of & methodelogiee) discuesion, and the general meté= 

physicel diroussion prerecuichte for & reasoned choice — 

is not suitable in this esazy. %e can conclude, quite generally, 

that some recognition must be mede of the eetual continuity” 

and integrity of experience if synopéie is to be regerdec as 

poséible and valid, and thet some individusl metephysical 

being not given st least in the particular momentary experience 

thet it is seid at any one time.to have and to integrsete, is 

assumed ss. the, REO Hs of this integrity. This metaphysical being, 

ag “h.ving* end "holding", together the diversities of experience 

ia the subject. in expericnce, and is sbeolutely essentizl to 

tbe poseibility ef any synopsis, 

G. The *holeness of the Ubjeot in synopsis 

, da. whet nas been suid above soncerns the lndivicuality 

of the experient ae presupposed 1 in the wholeness and integrity 
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of experience. If the experience of complexity in unity, i.e. 
— 

of individuality, is not a faisification, then wholeness 

must be a character of at least some real objects. The 

unity of the mind is not a sufficient condition for the 

constitution of finite wholes within its content, because 

the unity belonging to parts of a field of experience is 

not solely due to their being apprehended by one mind, for 

this unity pervades all the data of am experient, and we are 

_ deft only at the level of simplices in @ medium, 

To determine the real meening of individuality ana to de- 

texmine what objects are individuals we must seek some 

eriterion for attributing integrity to objects, but this cri- 

terion must not be pased on some subjective condition such 

that our criterion does not distinguish between real and phe- 

nowenal individuality. 

Oe a a 

4 It should be remembered that the distinction ovetween 

whole and mediwa was not set up as metaphysically final, but 

was found useful in method, Also it is important to exphagize 

that a “belonging together" may be attributed by “the unity 

of mind" to some objects more then to others, namely to ge- 

stalten. But the orgemization of gestaiten and the cone- 

tive determination of some meaningful wholes does not rest 

merely upon the fact that they are in one field of experience, 

but presupposes a certcin affinity among the (elementary) ob- 

jects. . 

’ The subjectivist would, of course, teke exception to this 

end deny that such a condition could be fulfilled, because 

the self-preservetion of structure, which is taken as the 

criterion of individuality as real, may be attributed to pseudo 

individuals in @ way similar to the alieged subjective legis- 

lation of the lawe for physics. If this objection obteins, 

themnwe can speak only of inter-subjective individuality, 

without reference to a supposed thing-in-iteeif. If this 
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13. That is an individual which preservee itself, assertin, 

its individuality. Like a machine it functions as a whole; 

unlike a machine, it functions for itself. In it, in Kent's 

worcs, @very part is reciprocally end and means. Not only 

joes the whole have properties which the parts Go not have, 

but in it the functioning of the parts must be regarded as 

the means to the preservation of the whole. The parts, as a 

consequence, show emergent processes, acting differently from 

the way they would sect as elements. > 

‘Thie is « dogmatic definition of individuelity, but it is 

very easy to show how it is related to the critical principle 

of individuality which can be seen throughout this essay. 

We cannot assert any ground for the determination of the 

objectivity of an individual if an individual which is a 

mere ens rationis can satisfy it. * 
ee ok 

point is an odjection to our procedure, it depends entirely | 
on the adecuacy of subjectivism to differentiate solely with- 
4n and on the basis of the experiential continuusm between 
wholes as real and as ideal. I contend that subjectivism has 
no grounds for such a distinction, 

| ff Cf. Hegel, se Hee of eee (Engl. tranel., London, 
L9il), Pp. #860; Stern, Ferson G gache @, 1, 166-165; 4, Ff, Hal- 
lett, " agternitas (Oxford, CED) pp. Tol, "205. 

‘ Gf. f.n. 1, pe 145. For the subjectivist, the seerch 
for a principle must appear illusory end misguided. Sui the 
principle given here will determ'’ne for the subjectivist 
what individual appearances willimost nearly fulfi] any 
workable definition of individuality. 
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Activity may be « mere phenomenon, @m eppearance created 

in us; but if the activity is réefisxively related to whet 

seems to be its source, the activity must surely be as 

objective, though neers eu, as that which appears to be 

its generator and its beneficiary. Now, granting that much 

objectivity to activity and to its reflexive agent, it foli-~ 

lows that the prineiple of individuation which has been ex- 

pounded here applies without exception to these reflexive 

agents. by definition the refiexive agent refers to itself 

in activity, setting itself off from its euvironment. where 

there is thie self-reference and intrinsic goal-—cirectedness 

in self-ectivity, there must ipso facto be an inhomogeneity 

between intra~individual relations and contextual relations, 

though not all relations will be exclusively on one side or 

the other. This inhomogeneity will show itself in a nec- 

essity of « shift in categories of explanation when a move= 

ment is made from the world to the individual. 

14, In recent years the view that the activity and nature 

of the part is dependent upon the whole, which is essential 

to thie theory of individuality, has been subjected to a 

logical criticism by Professor Ralph Barton Perry. ° A 

thorough exemination of this criticism is ealled for. Professor 

R,.B. Perry, "A Realistic Theory of Independence," In 
the New Realism (few York, 1912), pp. 99-151. Particularly 
pp. LO6- ne” 
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Perry reaches the conclusion (pe 151) that shee is sti 

“a special type ef relatioust hip in which the dependent 

contains, implies, or is exclusively caused or inphies oy 

thet on which it is “dependent,* 1 this, of course, is no defini- 

tion, put simply an “enunerationpt | the types of relations ja 

he veliaves hae hae shown to be relesions of dependence. | 

bet us grant to ‘Professor Perry the validity of naa, argu- 

peat that ‘the whole is ‘dependent upon the oarts; ie contains 

the pa rts and without them it is nothing. Now to show Shas 

“the | part is not Gependent ‘upon the whole, he attempts to 

reduce the proposition which states that the part Gepencs on 

the whole to a form of whole~part dependence, A thing, hd is 

argued, cannot be & part witnout presupposing & whole of 

which it is a , part. "Tua, Professor Perry infers, she | 

"yelationship of part io whole" depends upon ite terus fe 

ouse of wha) emers dependence), one of which terws is whole. 

fherefore, he concludes, the relationchip of part bo whole ie 

an CxGnpie of the dependence of whole on parte ‘ : 

this, however, is not qudvaient to noner ting tae dependence 

of the whole on the part in the Gase admitted above, He oan 

@gree that the complex relationship part-whole is en example 

of whole-part dependence, bus this ie irrelevant bo. the 

Question ef to whether part gua purt of the whole to which it 

ic related in, thie, complex releiionship of part-whole is. 

dependent. upon. the whole in this complex,zeletionship, That 
i at an b tree eu 
i © Wete Pata & 

Brn eee Ta 
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is to say, let it be granted that "part® of “whole 1” is 

related to it in such « way that the relationship is another 

whole ("whole 2"), Now, to assert that whole 3 depends 

upon whole 1 and part is true but irrelevant to the question 

as to whether part depends upon whole i. 

Apparently Perry's argument is based on the aseumption that 

a relationehip ia e whole whose parte are terms. But in the 

argument he le no longer speaking of the wholes and parts 

(whole 1 and part) with which he began, but hae shifted the 

context and now is considering whole 1 not as a whole, but 

merely as a part. 6 

fo identify part with the relation part-hole implies an 

internal theory of relations which Perry does not seem to me 

to accept. If, since “part implies a whole of which it is 

@ part”, we admit the argument that part and part-related to 

whole sre logicaily the same, we are not dealing with part 

qua element, but rather qua term—in-relationship, Thus if 

there is a difference between part and element, this difference 

ie dependent on (caused or implied exclusively by) whole. 

S It may be objected that no one is able, then, to consider 
a whole ag it is. a whole, but must always consider it ae a part 
(of «& logical or grammatical whole), I have previously ad- 
mitted this, at least tecitly, in saying that a term is note 

pure logical whole (see above, p. 69). Sut the recognition of 
@ shift of categories from say biology to iogic and grammar 
does not impugn the wholeness of an object in the first 
Gutegorial scheme. horeover, we a re generally concerned 
with objects, not terms, 
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Part impiies “whole of which it is a part" ana this is 

equivalent to the tautology, "A part is a part." A whole 

_ ean be impliea by nothing but its parts; thus the whole is 

| dependent upon the parts in the sense of being exclusively 

implied by them. But the converse also obteins, and the 

parts depend upon the whole, for the relation of implication 

is ome of dependence, It must be admitted that thie is an 

extraordinary sense of dependence, being like the dependence 

Perry is forced to admit when on his own principles it is 

said that his arguments, if valid, depend on the conclusion 

he draws from them, 

An ekement, as here understood, is not caused by, implied 

by, or dependent in any other way upon a whole, nor coes it 

in any way imply a whole. But if it is true that a part im- 

plies a whole of which it is a part (otherwise it is an ele- 

ment), it is just as true that a whole implies parts to which 

it ie sa whole. Qua element a may be the seme in the various 

complexes (a,b,c), (@,d,e), (a,f,g), but qua part it is not 

logically the same -~ i.e. in each case its partiality is 

implicated by andimplicates a different whole. But the im-_ 

portant thing to notice is this: Existentially, a may be 

the same in each case and the same in all cases as it is 

when alone. This is an empirical question ema cannot be an- 

swered @ priori, and yet an answer is needea to valicate the 
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argument that a part is dependent on or independent of its 

whole, 

The reason for this is obvious; but can Perry ever con- 

sider an element not as a part? Ifa relationship is a 

whole of which its terms are parts, any entity not to be 

shown to be related to it by some relation of dependence 

must be wholly unrelated. The assumption that a relation- 

ship is a whole without qualification is fatal to Perry's 

theory unless it can be shown that there is some element 

conccivable which is not a part of eny relationship what- 

soever; and that the oart is independent of this logical 

whole or relationship, to which it belongs as a term. 

I submit that Perry has done neither. 

Once the question is treated as a logical, rather then 

an existential one, the attempt to claim independence is 

bound to fail, if a relationship is regarded as a "logical 

whole®, And when we turn to cosmology, we see the’ causal 

dependence of part on whole in biology, psychology, and 

even perhaps physics, for the emergent processes of the parts 

are unmistakable. Yet Perry treats any relationship as a 

whole. This just£fies us in saying empirically, as against 

his view, that parts depend upon wholes. Perhaps this is 

to say nothing more than that things act differently in 

different circumstances. But since Perry seems to treat 
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every relationship as a whole, this obvious fact seems to 

mé to refute his theory. What is said here for the effeetive 

relatedness of his wholes and for causal relationships in 

general is true a fortiori for individuals as conceived here. 

15. Having refuted, as I believe, Perry's argumente which 

would make synopsis as here described useless, for if he 

were correct a knowledge of an entity could be complete without 

reference to its partiality in a whole, we turn vo \eons ider 

the presuppositions of the assumption of the validity of 

synopsis as here defined. These presuppositions have’ been 

elaborated by Stern as the foundations of his hypostatic 

methods. | Mt 

The first dogma is a thesis concerning wholes sand is a 

statement of the grounds for the properties of wholes _ 

previously stated; "Zinheitliches Sein (bzw. Geschehen) und } 

einfaches Sein (baw. Geschehen) ist nicht identisch. Oder: 

Was in gewissen Beziehungen vielheitlich (analysierbar) ist, 

kann doch in enderer Beziehung eine reale Hinheit sein." 

The second dogma is: "Die Positionen schweben ther den 

Relationen. Alle synthetisch gegebenen Positionen bet&tigen 

ihr einheitliches Sein und Geschehen an ihren Teilen dedurch, 

dass sie zwischen deren Zustanden und Geschehnissen Beziech— 

ungen (der Vergleichbarkeit, der Gesetzm&ssigkeit) stiften." 7 

7 W. Stern, Person und Sache, i, 39, 40. The order of 

sentences has been changed. 
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ye These dogmas can best be applied to the synoptic prob- 

lem through a distinction which Lloyd Morgan has drawn, 6 

He distinguishes relatedness within a system or context 

under examination as intrinsic and the related_ness between 

systems as extrinsic; we must always name the context with 

which we are dealing when we say that any relation is either 

intrinsic or extrinsic. It follows that intrinsic relations 

obtain between entities considered as parts and in contexts 

or complexes as wholes, ani that between wholes Qua wholes 

there are no intrinsic relations; to assert an intrinsic 

relation between "wholes" is to assert that in this context 

they are parts of a wider whole. To iliustrate these reletions, 

“Let us take a book. ach page of the book is a physically 

given whole, and the relations among its parts are intrinsic 

to them and to it; but the relation of one page to another 

is an extrinsic relation so long as each page is regarded 

as @ whole, and this relation becomes intrinsic when the 

pages are seen as parts of a book, Then their relation, in 

the context of the wider whole, the book, is intrinsic to 

the pages and the book. The book, in its turn, is a whole 

ae A CELL NLA ALLELE LLL LLL LEAL ALLO AAO, 

8 9. Lu. Morgen, ‘Bmergent Svolution (N. ¥., 1926), pp. 69- 
78. Im any objective whole not a sum only, the theses here 

suppose thet there is an “effective relatedness", which means 

that there is "some change in the existing go of events." 

(P.20) This is in agreement with Stern (loc. eit.) and 

Morgen (p. 71). Without this supposition, parts would be 

exietentially the same as elements, and synopsis woulda be 

only a process of inference with words, a play with the notion 

of whole and part. 
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which may have extrinsic relations to the other books 

taken at random (as on e shelf); but if we suppose it is 

part of a set, then gua part it has some intrinsic relat ions. 

To Summarize, it may be said that the relations in a whole 

are intrinsic, and those between wholes are extrinsic, but 

at least some extrinsic relations can become intrinsic, and 

this regularly occurs in & process of synopsis which pro- 

gressively moves to ever larger wholes. Intrinsic relaions 

may become extrinsic when a process of analysis or dissection 

makes part into whole. 

Now, taking Stern's principles and Morgan's terminology, 

we can state the following thesis: The purpose of synopsis 

is to examine all the intrinsic relations of its object. 

The two principles of Stern give the metaphysical meaning of 

the word essentially in the definition of synopsis in 

chapter II, 

16. Since objects of perception are not isolated, but are 

portions of a connected whole, so the relations which we ze- 

gard as connecting one thing with another have an experiential 

basis with the relations among the parts of a complex object 

which we regard as a single thing. Thus extrinsic relations 

are given in experience with intrinsic relations, and it is 

demanded in synopsis that the seareh be directed to higher and 

more inclusive wholes so that extrinsic relations are progress~ 

ively made intrinsic. 
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This movement of thought gives the foundations for 

systems as types of synopses, as these were examined in 

chapter II. Quelities are replaced by relations in material 

ond formal systems, and we leave the bare particuler in its 

immediacy and conceptually change its extrinsic relations. to 

intrinsic ones by finding empirical or concepttlal wholes which 

comprehend them, 

In experience in which the sensuous element is prominent 

we are generally content not to correlate all qualities with 

relations, and hence we do not seek systematic synopses. 

Regulative synopsis predominates in those regions in which 

the chief interest is in structure. where discursive inter- 

ests predominate, the attempt is made to correlate qualities 

with quantities of a single sensuous quality such as length, 

weight, and the like. In any single perspective, that which 

is essential can, in the advanced stages of a science, be 

expressed as relations, Thus color as a sight-quality can 

be ordered only by @ cumbersome color-scheme or pyramid; 

the physicist, om the basis of his measurements, is able to 

correlate qualities of color with quantitative differences 

in wave-lengthe as shown by varietions in a single quality 

‘such as the movement of a pointer. Im physics, then, this 

system is substituted for its converse Gomain. Theodore 

de Laguna wrote, "While it is true that objects of our 

exoerience are never wholly anelyzable into relations -- 

—& 
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that our world is not a system of relations of relations 

in which nothing is related -- nevertheless it remains true 

that the clearer and clearer our conceptions of the world 

become -- the more nearly they approach the mathematical 

type +- the more largely they may be expressed in relational 

terms." 

“fhe last clause from de Laguna'ts statement indicates an 

important feature of formal systems as these have been 

illustrated in pure mathematics. The terms of mathematics 

have been seen, to be nothing apart from their relations. in 

pure wathewatics, a term is orginally defined only by Way 

of its relations and elements, and if in the latter ayy it 

is not simple. If it is simple and indefinable in this way, 

to be of any use in mathematics it must be amenable to a 

finel description according to its uses, that is, by the 

relations that it te entered. It is et eponginnd ¢ de— 

fined by its relations, which are intrinsic to the system 

of which it is @ part, + 

Previously the fact that the formal system is an ideal. of 

science has been emphasized; this is true within each 

ecience as well as among the sciences taken collectively. 

Tt follows, then, that the various sciences sim at more and 

" ?. de initigk "The fi tardad thy of Relations,” Philos. 
Review, 20, 1911, p. 614. 

10 See above, pp, 111-114. 
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inclusive wholes whose analytic structures (internal re- 

lations) comprehend more and more perticulars. il 4 formal 

System is preeminently a manifestation of internal relations. 12 

44 The entire development of modern science is interpreted 

as & growth of the use of internal relations by Cassirer, 

Substance and Function, passim. Of. aiso lihitehead, Science 
and the Modern porid, pp. 180-181; Lewis, Mind and the #orid 
Order; E. H. Hollanas, "The Externality of Heletions", Jour. 
Of Philos., 24, 589-608. The following chapter will continue 

to deal, in « critical way, with the problems of externality. 

is Before proceeding further I should indicate what I 

meen by an internal relation. I use the term only in reference 

+0 logical constructions, in a similar manner to my use of 

Morgan's term “intringic relation” in reference to existential 

data, By an internal rel=tion I mean any relation in which a 

ferm is different from what it would be outside that relation, 

i.e. Gifferent in some respect besides merely being in or out 

of this relation. If this limitation were not made, all re- 

lations would necesssrily be internal. The relations which 

I hold to be internal in this sense are identity, difference 

(from a stated term), similarity (to a stated term), impiica- 

tion, any relations to predicates which define @ term. In a@ 

definition there is no possibility of omitting any of the 

stated relations without changing the intension of the con- 

cept; thus the nature of the term is different in and out of 

a certain relation. Indeed, logically it is no longer the same 

term. It should be observed that G. B. Moore's essay (cf. 

Philosophical Studies, London, 19462, ch. ix) is not en attack 

On this simple form of internality. Russell's erguments for 

the externality of relations (Peincipses of Wathematics, sects 
213-215) is based on tleeprinciple the sense of relations 

@hich Gefine serial order and are thus asymmetrical (cf. 

introcue bon to Mathematical Philosophy, Lonoon, 1918, p. 60) 

nyvolves two terms ana cannot be exhaustively analyzed into 

internal complexities of cither term. (Cf, Pringipics ee 

vol. i, pp. 233~-224,) Russell, in his definition of internal 

relation as one imolying a complexity in at least one of its 

terms, does not claim that there are no internal relations. 

It seems evident to me, though I may be very much in the 

wrong, that as simple terms having no internal complexity 

by definition are otherwise indefinable except by the sig- 

nificance of their entry into some relations and their re- 

sistance to entry into others, in the end it is necessary to 

admit @ term to be just what it shows itseif to be in relations 

and the variety of relations it enters seems to depend on 
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‘Relations are neither mere “psychological accretions 

nor bridges between presentations which are independent of 

‘them and of each other, nor logical insertions between terms 

watch are independent of them; rather, they are included in 

the experiential continuum or the logical aveten } a which 

"separate things * and "“s3parate terms" are segregated. If 

ail rélations were extrinsic or external, in these senses 

in which the words are used here, all "things" would have 

to be simple... Thus the conception of intrinsic and internal 

_ Felations is 4 presupposition of ‘the assertion that there ure 

complex objects or wholes, and this assertion, it has been: 

shown, is presupposed in synopsis. This theory of intrinsic 

something "in*® the term. O 
As implication is an example of en intetfnal relation, s 

sO one might suppose that causality would be an intrinsic \ 
relation, in the sense used here. This is, in fact, the | 
view of Lotze, Stern, and others; and I have pointed out 
above that perhaps it follows from some of the details of 
Perry's argument, though it was certainly not intended by 

him. I have mot included it in the text here, gyre 
causal relations appear to hold between wholes. though 
I should agree to the metephysicsl orinciple that causation | 
implies & comprehending whole as its ground, the principle 

is too debatable to base on it, without more discussion 
than can de given here, an assertion that ail search for 
causal relations is realiy synoptic. Perhaps in so far 
as causality is thought of as real efficiency, the propo- 
sition might be granted, but the problem with all its diffi- 
culties may be included or excluded in the statement that 
synopsis is a search for all the intrinsic relations of an 
object. That efficient causality ae real entailment is 
in fact generally regarded as intrinsic, see J. E. Oreighton, 
"The Stendpoint of Experience," in his Stucies in *pecu- 

dative Philosophy, p. 99. 
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and internal relations is the Logieal meaning of the state- 

ment thet the object of synopsis must be seen essentially 

as a whole or @ part, the metaphysical meaning of which is 

given in Stern's two dogmas. In the beginning of chapter. 

II the full meaning of essential could not be given, as it 

has been delineated here, 

Rd. Synopsis and Acdnaintance 

17. Jd. Tt. Merz held that there were two theses of the 

synoptic view: (1) that synopsis everywhere precedes analysis 

and synthesis, and (8) that synopsis reveais or contains more 

than anelysis can ever discover or deal with. 4 Only 

the second he regarded as essential. The general trend of 

argument in the present work hes tended to put forward 

the first thesis , and to neglect, to some extent, the 

second. The second raises the question , "In what unique 

sense can synopsis claim to have knowledge which analysis 

cannot deal with?*® 

if by analysis one means dissection, then obviously 

gestelt-qualities disappear with the gestalt. Guided by 

synopsis, four lines may be put together to form a square; 

and at the moment the square is formed, the quality returns, 

1 5, 7, Merz, op. cit., Proc. Durh. U. Philos. Soc. 
5, 1913, p. 54. 
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but it was not put there by aynapewhes @ince real wholes 

heve- properties which parts and theie sums do not have, 

and eince pln. of the whole is et least part of syn- 

opsis, it seenis to follow that in synopsis we have anc eh 

ledge of emergent properties of wholes. 

| ‘This knowledge is undoubtedly given in @ synopsis, but 

ak ig like the acquaintance which one has of a simple sen- 

pation. An emergent or a gectalt-quality is as simple and 

unenalyzable as a simple sensation. No ultimate distinction 

can seg arawn, metaphysioally, between the formal natures of 

emergent properties of molecules, crystals, eelis, or 

orgenisms; for they are ell alike over-sumzative properties 

of wholes, no matter how much thie may differ in actual 

empirical quality. To know an energent quality it is | 

necessary to have direct acquaintance with it, and te know it 

is $e know something 48 a whole, because evory emergent is 

@ property of a whole. Thus color is an emergent property 

of certain vibrations integrated in certain ways. the , 

philosopher who holds synopsis to be necessary in knowledge 

cannot claim that synopsis is defined by any qualitative 

pooh. larity of the object aenane whdis unless he is willing 

to hold also that any acguaintance, even with the most simple 

sense SMLTSiee, which are not apparently correlated with 

or emergent aster ppg of experiential wholes, is also syn- 

Optic. But to extend the meaning of the word s synopsis this 
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widely is to lose ite meaning; synopsis becomes equivalent 

to %-opsis", 

18. Though gestalt-qualities, using this word in a broad 

sense to include all non-summative properties of complex 

objects, are given in an experience which is at ieast 

logically similar to an enp)203% synopsis, Since the object 

is not Simple and a whole is present, stiil the reiations 

of the parte are not given in an experience of acquaintance 

with all gestalt-qualities,. 

To make synopsis distinctive in meaning, it amet be en 

phasized thet the most characteristic thing about it is 

that its object is a gestalt and not that it is a gestalt- 

quality. A synopsis is necessary in cases even where there 

is no emergence in the object which appears to sense, as 

in the case of mathematical wholes; so the synoptic process 

must be defined by the ambivalence of compiexity anc unity 

in the object, rather than by any supposititious peculiarity 

of its sensuous auality. 

We may ounmat ee this as follows: One of the theses is 

that the peouliarity of wholes which are not sums of part- 

proper sies is an object of an act of synopsis, but in itself 

does not distinguish synopsis from any other kind of ac- 

quaintance. It is true thet there is in synopsis often an 

element of immediacy which is not exheusted in any discursive 
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consideration, but the experience of these gestalt~qualities 

in synopsis is not generically different from the experience 

of any other simple quality which cannot itself be edequately 

described but tiust be indicated in acquaintance, In other 

words, the element of immediacy does not distinguish syn- 

opsis from any other acquaintance ("-opsis"), 

What is taken to distinguish synopsis from other kinds 

of knowledge is the fect thet it is 4 unitary, if not simple, 

experience of an object which ies unitary bat not simple. 

The object owes its complexity to an intrinsic or internal 

relation to its parts and among its parts; and its extrinsic 

rélations which may be mace intrinsic to it account for its 

duality as both @ whole and a part. 

If this felation of partiality and wholeness is not taken 

into account, 1 do not call the act synoptic, for the pre- 

supposition of the synoptist is that an object cannot be 

understooag apart from these relations if it has them. A 

synopsis is a knowledge of a single complex object -+~- 

complex because it has many moments as its parts and many 

relations as determinative of it, and singie because the re- 

lations among the moments are not extrinsic connections 

among independent elements, but are rather internal modi-~ 

fications of a complex unity. 

In normal cogpition objects, especially spatial objects, 
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are hoturaily seen as parte and as wholes, or more often 

as wholes and as things in & medium. Synopsis is an exténeion 

of and emphasis on the whole-part relation and a search for 

real individuals instead of the hypostatization of any 

chance constellation of objects — significant metavohysioal 

individusl or whole, 

Synopsis ig the explication and delineation of the quali~ 
tative and xelationel complexity im integrity at least 
latent in oll commition in general. 

Synopsis does not base its claims exclusively on any 

alleged inadequacy of other methods of knowledge. The 

relations of some other methods to synopsis must now be 

considered. 
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OHAPTER IV 

ABSTRACTION, ANALYSIS, AND SYNTHESIS 

Lh. At the conclusion of the oreceding chapter the thesis 

wan offered that. cynopseis ie an explicit aperelans Lon of 

some features which are present in normal neive cognitive 

situations. The over-sumvetive property of a whole, whether 

e gestelt-qualityyor an emergent in a narrower sense, the 

complexity in unity of tie object, and the continuity of 

the cognitive act were shown to be charecteristic of cog- 

nition in general; and synopsis was regardec ae distinctive 

only in that the latent features of the ambivalence of 

partielity and totality were made salient and prominent. 

It is now necessary to pay attention to some other methods 

of knowing, methods which mey be uscd without recognition 

of synopsis, or at least like nsive experience in thet the 

synoptie features are not very prominent. 

in amanner which will become clear es the study ad= — 

vances, these methods of knowing which are not, at Leset 

nominally, synopticeal or syngnotical have been pushed to 
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re great: Lengths and have portormed remarkable services 

wet science. The service thus rendered has made some users 

of these uethode ingul ge in 4 “methodological imperislicm* 

no Lene aerious in ite imp] ications then some other ime 

perialistic attempts previous}y considered, In such im- 

perielien, methods are ellowed to determine kmowledge, and 

the nature of the object and the varying neede of knowledge 

are not allowed dominance and the use of methods as their 

mere ceuwashs. gone of those who use these so~called 

sirens wLesenschettliche methods have called other procedures, 
sihte 

including synopsis, "intuitive, * "poetic," , *neo-Hegelian 

imbecilities,” and “semi~mystical rubbish.* But that synopsis 

igs capable of 4 sufficiently rigorous and productive use, 

it in tovbe hoped, hes been shown. 

agthods which huve been characterized as specificaily dif- 

ferent rom synopsis are abstraction, description, analysis, 

and synthesis, By dealing with these methods end ways of 

knowing together and apart from the constructive consideration 

ef synopsis, I do not mean to indicate that these methods may 

not involve synopsis; ami by contrasting them with synopsis 

I» do not mean to deny their validity in as categorical a 

fashion as many of their defenders assert it. Ky purpose 

in this separation is to show that in these other methods 

the features qharseter Latio of aynonsi¢, are not prominent. 

It is also my purpose, however, to indicate thet these pro- 
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presvppose abe 

Geauren jAnowleage by synopsis or by cston pene which has 

much in common with synopsis, ae hase been shown; that they 

are in and by themselves inadequate to the demande one can 

legitimately make for a “full knowledge" of e thing; and that 

they must be supplemented by synopsis in order to meet these 

demands. fo use a statement of Bergeon's with a elight 

change (which, however, dees not destroy hie meaning, but 

rether includes 4%) my purpose is to show thet one can pares 

from synootis to abetraction and analysis, but from these 

alone one cannot page to cynopsis, t 

A. Abstraction 

2, In chapter II, sectione 26 and 27, abetraction was 

cone idered in a preliminary wey, There it was pointed out 

that abstrection represents the most elementary form of 

selecting a group of entities such thet all members of the 

group show at least one feature in common, and that the sec- 

ond grade of complexity is reached when the members of a 

group are arzanged under this universal aspect or feature 

in am order of cwantity or some other scymmetrical trensitive 

relation. It wee pointed out thet abstraction in thie 

. Gf. H. Bergson, J $row ot on to Ketaochysics Pp. 48, 
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neglects the specificity of knowledge by acquaintance with 

each member of the group and that the total complexity 

of the objects in the group is regarded as irrelevant, 

provided only the common feature ,ia present. 

it was further shown that the single object may be a mem- 

ber of various abstractive groups and that the adequacy of 

abstraction varies directly with the number of abstractions 

made from the object, that is, with the number of perspectives 

from which it is viewed; and that the ordering of these 

perspectives with regard to the manifold of properties of 

the objects, taking place through some acgueintence, is 4 

synopsis of perspectives, and is presented in a general 

description of a single item. 

Theee preliminary considerations haa to be presented 

in <he foregoing chapter in order to provide @ basis for the 

study of systems ag a type of synopsis. In the present 

chapter it is intended to subject the entire notion of 

abstraction to a thorough examination, but the preliminary 

results of the previous discussion will be presupposed. 

3. Abstraction isolates in thought that which cannot be 

or is not actually isolated in presentation or sensuous 

experience. 

Sometines ‘ the term “abstraction” is applied toa the 

4 Gf. F. Seifert, "Zur Psychologie der Abstraktion und 

der Gestaltauffassung,” Zgschr, £. Psychol., 78, 1917, 55-144. 
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seperation of concestual elelente. Several faate make 

mé doubt the validity of thie. Seifert is obviously re- 

ferring to “abstractions from abstractions", yet in every 

case the abstraction from an abstraction can be treated as 

an abstraction from presentation, only now not as & genus 

proximum but as 2 more distant concept. if referred merely 

to abstractions, we should not have 2 clear-cut case of 

abstraction, for the total complexity of an object of ab-— 

straction is not lost if it is concept from which abstraction 

is made. That is to say, to draw a contrast or a distinction 

within & genus as an ebstract whole is necessagy in making 

abstraction from a species or abstraction to a species; 

but in this “abstraction” not only the species put also the 

genus as a whole and its other species are mise determined, 

This is not characteristic of abstraction, but of analysis, 

as we shall see. It is interesting to observe that abstraction 

adoes not seem to have a place in & system of internal re~- 

lations at ali, for any distinction in & formal system Limits 

both the term and its context. | 

In cease abstraction isolates in thought that which cannot 

be isolated in presentation, it isolates that which is an 

adjective of a term, which is not presentabke eB bsolated 

and elle batbaenhj. “ and thue 4t- concerne- itself with 

* Some qualities can be presented in isolation, anc in 
these cases the distinetion is not sharp. But these qualities 
which may be presented as substantives are also predicates, 
and this is not the cése with things originally nouns. 
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intensions, It moves, for example, from one or many blue 

objects to a universal of blue which is not sensuously 

given. ‘+his type of abstraction may be referred to ae 

intensional or connotative abetraction, in order to show its 

cifference from a process of abstraction which conceptually 

isolates in an object or a group of objects that which might 

have been (but is not) sensuously presented apart from the 

complex object. This second type of abstraction is directed 

towards the isolation of nouns , and may be called denotative 

abstraction. ~ 

Let us observe the relationship between these two, The 

former deals with adjectives (connotations) which are 

properties (genera) of the object or objects; the latter 

deals with nouns (denotations) which are parts of the object 

hep 

3 The rather clumsy name "denotative" has to be used 
inet@wad of the more euphoniqows “extensionel” in order to 
avoid confusion with Whitehead's “extensive abstraction", 
which is quite different. Cf. The Goncept of Neture (cam- 
pridge, 1930), ch, iv. in tau eniece is quite right in 
saying that “extensive abstraction” is "a method which 
dispenses with abstraction", The abstraction we are con- 
eerned with is based on the classical logic of predication; 
Whitehead's procedure is based on the logie of asymmetrical 
reletions, and substitutes membership and routes of approxi- 
mation for common Qualities, whose hypostasis involves 
predication. Gf. Russell, ‘Logical Atomiem," Contemporar 
British Philosophy (2 vols., London, 1925), vol. i, p. 363, 
and Our Knowledge of the External World as a Field for gcient- 
ific method in eee p. 44, iixtemsive abstraction is 
used by 0. D. Breaa (Soientific Thought, N.Y., 1927, pp. 
49-50) to show the empirical reference of mathematical con- 
structions, and this cunnot be carried out without the aid 
of intuition of the goal of the process as giving direction 
to the route, and reference is needed to a notion such as 
the “inclusion of similars." The role of similarity in 
this scheme, however, is a very difficult question, 
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or objects. An adjective, qua adjective cannot be 

presented a@ione, while a noun has an st least probiematical 

presentability. These are the differences between the two 

types; they are similar, however, in that in intension 

the genus is a part of the species, and other adjectives 

must be added to the genus to define the species; and in 

extension, the part is not the entire whole but must be 

-eomplementea by other nouns to constitute it. 

Another dichotomous classification of moces of abstraction 

is important. If abstraction leacs to the conceptual iso- 

lation of some property or feature or part from the total 

complexity of the perception of a single complex object, 

‘the abstraction is called isolating. ‘The possibility of 

isolating abstraction lies in a distinction of some features 

of objects by comparing them, at least in memory, with other 

eimiler but not idemtical data; thus isolating abstraction 

presupposes a second type of abstraction which may be called 

“generalizing abstraviion. in this case we are dealing ex~ 

plicitiy with a series of objects, and generalizing abstraction 

involves a conceptual isolation and an assertion of the 

community of a plurality of objects under one universal. * 
Wyre eee He a he £ % 

‘ It was asserted that isolating abstraction presupposes 

generalizing abstraction when it is concerned with "some 

features of the object." This requires some’ limitation. 

Ig some features are spatial figures , such comparison is 
“probably at necessary, on Hecount of the relative unimportant 
influence of expectation and familiarity ac gestalt—factors, 

“Of. above, p. 51. Isolating intensional abstraction does 
presuppose generalizing intensional abstraction. Cf. Ribot, 

Essay on the Creative Imagination, (Engl. transl., Uhicago, 
> pe aw 
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In either case, it is characteristic of abstraction that it 

negiects the total complexity of the object or objects; | 

and generalizing abstrection neglects indeed ell individual 

peculierities., 

in denotative isolating ebstraction there are again two 

possibilities, In abstraction proper, the object is made to 

undergo the conceptual isolation of ite part; but if the 

part is actually separated from its canis os are no Longer 

using & procedure of strict ebstraction, as defined above, 

but extragtion, Latrection might be called empirical ab- 

Strection and contrasted with the other types as conceptual 

abstraction if one desires to show their relationships quite 

Clearly. In the conceptual cases, the abstraction is performed 

by the selective attention which isolatee one part or property 

which is of interest; in the empirical case, which will con- 

cern us in detail later, attention and interest are the 

ground of a@n empirical operation. Extrsection is not itself a 

process of knowing, but a physical operation. It becomes 

significant for the methodology of knowing when the “extract® 

is interpreted in 4 certain way, to be discussed later; ex- 

traction then becomes the first step in a procedure we may 

Gali empirical anelysis. 

4, It is obvious that in sensuous presentation many sim- 

ilar and many different things may be given, without a pre- 

sentation of their likenesses and differences being given 
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along with the similar and different items. A and B are 

different, but in the. most elementary form of presentation 

a difference of A from B is not given es an item or slement 

of presentation along with either A or B. Though common sense 

and many philosophers are perhaps toointellectualistic in 

their interpretation of sensuous experience, it is not to be 

doubted that the “perception" of similakity is due to memory 

and comparison of some sort, which are not on the same level 

of process as presentation. oat it cannot be thought that 

in A and B there gre not these similarities are differences 

apart from the process of attributing to them such relations 

by a knowing subject. To say that the relations are merely 

read into them by finite mind is metaphysically impossible if 

taken in a broad generality. ” 

Tet cane eaeniennneeneneenmeeeenmmmattneentineanemunneemninn mann anneal 

5 gome restiction is needed. If, for example, two tones 

are given within a short time-span, the psychological present, 

phenomenologically their difference or sameness is perceived 

immeciately. 

© The Aristotelian logic is based on a presupposition of 
a discontinuity between what is given and what is done with it 

in knowledge; Aristotle says that memory is the first stand 

of a umiversal. Between a real level of immediacy and @ real 

level of organization, Aristotle supposes there to be a break. 

That is, the Aristotelian subject-predicate logic involves 4 

subetantiality not reducible to a functional meeting point of 

relations. But the induction for 2 wiiversal demands simi- 

larity of elements. The relationship of similarity was not 

treated as 2 relation primarily between things or between com- 

pléxes of other relations, but rather as the ae of 

or participation in a genus formetly and experienticily identi- 

cal in all examples. A more positivistic logic rejects the 

notion of substantiality not exhausted in function, but in 

making its universa@le, similarity is necessary for the exten- 

sion of a class; but this similarity is supposeca not to obtain 

through pessession by two different substances of one identical 

substantial form, but rather in a general isomorphism between 
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Yet in @ very recl sense what relations of identity 

or Similarity we find among things depend: to a large extent 

upon the mind that knows, for the process of acknowledging 

similarities is not without motivation, and the abstraction 

of similerities among varioue objects presupposes a purposive 

standpoint from which the process is carried out. For the 

‘tired man, a throne and a rough boulder ere both places to 

git. In the process of making definitions, however, which 

may give what is "“eseential" in the object or what is most 

significent in our knowledge of it, we are not content to 

‘abetract just any property from various objects and call that 

their genus; if thet were so, we should be satisfied with the 

definition of man as a bird, eceing that he has but two legs. 

Aetually in our intellectual endeavors we attempt to make 

abstractions from standpoints which we suppose to be most 

generally fruitful and to reduire least revision as more and 

“more minute abstractions are meade; one may say that in ab- 

stracting, we try to be as little abstract as possibie, and 

we actually prefer the genus oroximun to any other. First 

of all we take socially accented standpoints, so that our 

-relationes That this isomorphism is implicit in the 
eens ugus has been shown at Length. The clementary in- 

mediacy presupposed in any disjunction between the formal 

ana the gensuous occurs only as itself a construction of 

two abstractions, and it is to commit the fallacy of "miss 
placed conereteness"to suppose that it is prior, and that 

experience is « product. 
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abstractions and the resulting classifications under 

generé may not be altogether personal, subjective, and 

incomprehensible to others. The throne and the rock are 

not generally classified together in some single group such 

2&8 "resting pluce", because of the pragmatic poverty of 

such classification, It is, however, one of the central 

features of originality of thought that new abstractions 

which are useful are made, and wit, perhaps, is chiefly 

characterized by an ability to make svartling ebstractions. 

Wevertheless, in abstractions even of such magnitude and 

universality ae that involved in the construction of a table 

of categories, the process cannot be carried out without some 

particular attitude and interest. But what is distinctive 

in thie case ie a more firm belief in the lasting significance 

of some points for abstraction &s contrasted with a momentary, 

opportunistic abs traction from some peculiar and relatively 

insignificant standpoint for some equally trivial purpose. 

The spectre of subjectivity does not renaer it impossible 

to assert sowe abstractions be be mors true to reality than 

others, though, if Mbrue to reality*® is not taken in a very 

formal and abstract sense; ail rational procedure bases 

itself off the assumption thet shet we must think when we are 

thinking at our "best" and most comprehensively is character- 

istic of the object of which we are thinking. The abstractions 

*subject" and "object" are supposed to give us an indication 
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of some character of the real world notwi thétanding the fact 

that they are made frou some standpoint which might, con- 

céivably, not be taken. 4 méaningful kind of abstraction, 

involved in some not primerily arbitrary definition , pré- 

supposes some criterion for determining the principal’ element 

of the object from which the abstraction is mace, and this 

particular standpoint is not determined by abstraction, 

but itself determines the procedure of abstraction. It in 

turn is determined by the particular purposes of the process 

of knowledge at that time, and it may change. That is’ to 

sey, &ostraction is not self-sufficient and an end in itself, 

but if bésed on something else and is performed for the 

sake of something else. 

5. On the object side, we find that abstraction. begins with 

& whole, either in extension or intension.. The process of 162 

abstraction begins with the knowlecge of & whole, for with- 

. out the whole it one nothing to work on, otherwise the object 

of knowledge would be an indivisible (Logically ecimple or 

having only ane empiricel feature) éntity from which e part, 

e*thee*a''to ct bat” odmbonent” of an empiricél component, could 

not be abstracted. we cannot abstract common par$s, or © * 

parte%os & single thing, unlese these objects do have parts 

or a variety of qualities. It should be noted that in any’ 

case we cannot boint to objecte which have only one property ©” 
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(sensations, for example, have attributes or dimensions) 

or which do not have at least spatial parts; where this 

is apparently not the case (e.g. points) we are actually 

dealing with @ proguct of a process of abstraction already 

performed. It is recognized, too, that the definition by 

genus anc differentia is inapplicable to the summum genus 

which is taken as the end point of a process of abstraction, 

Simple since it has no further logical components, and thus 

strictly undefined. 

To keep the object im knowledge from falling apart, as it 

were, into its parts end properties, to preserve it as a 

Single thing in spite of its manifoldness, is the role of 

synopsis ae it has been considered in the preceaing chapter. 

Synopsis is the methodologically prior etep to abstraction; 

and as such it means an assurance that our abstractions are 

made from and are regarded as oeing made from one or a number 

of Complex objects, In a word, synopsis assures us that we 

are dealing with abstractions and not the real thing-in-itself 

6 it is interesting to observe the fate of nouns and 

adjectives abstracted from @ complex object. In every act 

of abstraction, the parts or features distinguished are not 

placed in complete isolation; depending upon the purpose 

of the abstraction, they are subject to an hypostatization 

or construction which makes them parts. of something else. Thus 

the sensory dlue, on ebstraction from an object in which it 
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occurs, becomes an example of # universel of # color, and 

perhaps takes its piace in @ color-scheme. . This process. 

Cosreleiive with abstrection: may be called after Paulhen 

Yenedy tic synthesis", to distinguish it. from the explicit 

syniaesis which may be the real goal, of some knowing process, ¢ 

The type of enelytic synthesis desired in knowleuge is 

frequently. the determining ground for the making of an 

abstraction. That. ise to say, abstraction! is not) an end in 

itself but 2 means to an end, and frequently this end is 4 

form of ensiytic synthesis, The purpose of an ebpirection: | 

of a term from one, complex, when that termcoas mamecd, may be 

the illustration of a wuniversei ana the congeduent subsump- 

tion: of the complex under this universal as its genus. 

7. “Ye may indicate at least two levels in the complexity of 

the product of abstraction. Im pne cise, a cingle object is 

gr many objects are observed and @ single adjective (begs, 

color) is avskrnabed and universelized. This universeiization 

ond consequent transition from an adjective modifying 4 noun 

to A substantive (blue ae a adjective becomes & name, such as 

the blue) is the analytic synthesis of hypostatization. - 

Frecuently, however, ebstractions are not made for so simple 

an object as a single adjective, for we may be interested in 

; > Nr fs E 3 x, 
oe Ps 

Fr. Paulhan, Analystes et esprits synthétiques (Paris, 
1928); po. 329, 32; Les Sere rated de Ttabstraction (Paris, 
1928), p. 41. 
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& ‘complex of adjectives ‘and nouns ‘within a Lerger whole, 

or common to many wholes. This occurs, wnen, for exemple, 

“ine recognizes the species ‘of & flower, not by its mere 

“eolor ¢ or mere ahane | or any other ‘simple quality, nox by 

attending to the individual peculiarities of size, shape, 

shade, etc. Rather, abstraction is made for constellation 

‘of features which are regarded as collectively common and 

distinetive of a universal under which thie particular may 

be subsumed. 

We may GLSRIAgah es these two types of + pinbephagatit as itt - 

mate and proximate. This distinction —— useful cannot 

be unembiguously applied in some cases on account of the 

almost unavoidable difficulties in the meaning of the word 

simple. Whether any abstraction is ultimate will depend on 

tee criterion of ipa olin which is taken. Thus by Fae 0% 

ener, the -betraction of a genset ion may be considered an 

wi chante ebstraction; by Holt and uns terberg, who did not 

define simplicity in phenomenological terms, it would be 

regarded as only ® proximate abstraction. Generally, how 

ever, from the standpoint which is taken ‘as the priug. 

of abstraction the criterion of simpiicity can be inferred,' 

and what is simple for one science may be complex for another. 

In any one context, proximate abstractions are looked 

upon frequently as mere pants o2 aanas §hon, ko, the FeAl, 

desiderata, 2 set of it imate avueraittions. ‘Thie is san 
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always, the case, however; since a noun is, logically con- 

sidered, & complex of adjectives, it. dolliows that denotative 

abstraction can never be ultimate unless soue simple existent 

a8 a single substantial quality exhausting its nature con 

ve found. In studies of forms of organization, it is only 

& proximete abstraction which is wanted, if organization 

itself is not regarded as a simple term ina whole. Bogdanow 

lays great emphasis on this type of abstraction in his general 

theory of organization (tectology), Proximate abstraction as 

applied to organization per sé he calls "“tectological ab- 

straction." Um in das Gebiet der eigentlichen Textologie 

zu gelangen, muss man sich von dem konkreten physiologischen 

Gherakter der Hlemente abstrahiecren, sie durch ein absiraktes 

Schema ausdricken. Dieses Schema wollen wir mit anderen 

Ahniich gewonnenen Schemata vergieichen.una auf diese jieise 

tektologische Verallgemeinerungen eusarveiten, uie eine Vor=- 

stclluag von den Formen und Typen der Organisetionen geben." 8 

8. Tectological abstraction raises several problems of a 

terminological nature. One may ask, for example, how coes 

tectological abstraction difier from & synopsis or syngnosis, 

seeing that it deals with a part of a wider whole, and in turn 

observes its internal parts and organization? fhe chief dif- 

ORNL NA ALL LOO ALLE LLL AL ALAA ALCL A ALAA 

ye Bogdanow, Allgemeine Organisationsiehre: Tektolozie, 

(German transl. , Berlin, i906), i, 75. ' 
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ference is that ebetraction of whatever kind tends to + 

atid indeed “atteapta to +- direet attention away fromés — 

given whole to a part, #0 that the specificity of the 

original given whole, though acknowledged to exist, is 

inevitawly “aiakogaraed; The specific part, which in tecto- 

logical abetrattion ie en organization, is in ite turn 

exemined, but in this step our attention is again shifted 

from any givén whole or part and directed towards a general 

echema of organization comuon to all or many wholes. Tecto- 

logical abstraction and proximate abstraction in general 

aré not so much synopses as mere abstrections which have 

not gone to @ finel Limit. 

It ie not to be denied that tectological abetraction is 

more nearly adequate Knowledge of « whole than an ulti- 

wate andjecsives eon fers ph Sueh abstraction is closer 

to s7aeeeee * —— both, ite evar ting point and ite. pro- 

duet are” ‘complex objects, but it fuile “- be Syheptsans an 

the fullest Sense since the specific object it hypostatizes 

is obe tracted: from the epecificlty of any particular: existent 

organized’ whole, The Wd) lt with whien it ends is merely 

an abstract pte of maeree yy orgunization, not & partieular 

existent part of any whol. 

in any ebstraction whatsoever, the richness of any single 

“observation, whether this be due to an emer gens property or 

heal & specificity of orgenization, is negiceted, The produst 

if alweys an abstract universal defining a class of similar 
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things, even though it mey itself we complex and eubject 

to anzliysis. within the complex which hes becn abstracted 

the parte may have relationships of mutual implication so 

‘that it may be possible to speak of the universel age a 

concrete one, but the object with which the abstraction 

began, en individual or group of individuale, is neglected 

66 that it is not included in the universal in the way a 

concrete universal or a formal system of internal- relations 

includes its particulars. A tectological abstraction of a 

geometrical figure gould only give a statesient such thet 

“mere abstract definitions ere possible; but in e formal 

system of geometry the entire geometrical specificity of any 

possible figure is included, | 

Hans Heyse hes said, 

Die Grenzen [des Abstraktionsbegriffs] pestenen ; 
némlich darin, dess in ihm selbst die jegliche 
Erkenntnistragence Korrelation des Allgemeinen 
und des Besonderen nicht durchgeftnrt ist. enn 
in dieser Korreiation wird ... des Besondere in 
eeiner Werenheit als Besonderes vernachlaicsigt. 
ge wird nur euf des Aligemeine reflektiert, das 

ohme die Korrelation zu dem Sesonderen cu 
singuliren, ja zufdlligen Gesichtspunxten verengt 
wird. 80 beruht es in dem ureprtinglichen Wesen 
des Abstraktebegriff, dass in ihm der Rhekgeng zu 9 
der volien Konkretion des Besonderen unméglich ist. 

» The result of abstragtion is an assertion of « feature 

, Hans Heyee, Der Begriff der Ganzhelt und die sentische 
Phil osophi Es De 6. ; 
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or & part of the single whole AE omni: ébislay euch, so that 

the perticuler is now subsumed under some one of its aepects 

teken ase universal. 

Abetrecthess by. itself fails to be complete knowledge of 

a thing just because it neglects some of the features or parte 

of its object. If knowledge by abstraction aims at being com- 

prehensive, many abstractions must be taken, and these must 

be relateé or seen together if the whole is to’ be known at 

ell in abetract terms, “Thus the deecription of en object is 

@ peculiar ordering of abstract terms which severally apply 

to. many objects, whose epplicetion collectively is restricted 

to one object by thelr selétion end order,’ When abstractions 

are arranged im @ proper’ order-for giving’ a knowledge of the 

whole object, thie is possible by a process of synopsis cor- 

recting and guiding the arrangement of perspectives » &spects, 

properties, or parts; this description when complete will be 

tho report of a synopsis as acquaintance, ane, will be formally 

like a de eription of & complete analysis, if the parts and 

Karat ana the quality of the whole are supposed to 

be given in @11, these CASS. ane 

The chief. epistemolggical inadequacy in abstraction is 

10 The various interrelations of these methods will be 

considered in-detail below in sections 15 and 18. 
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found in the way it neglects order. For example, suppose 

we have three objects in their relations constituting a 

whole such that Ar(xR,yRz2). Abstraction will be incebted 

to synopsis for Ar, and it will Giscover in 4 K and y and Z 

and Ryend Rg. Jitim ate abstraction cannot ‘determine the 

order of terms and the way in which they are related, and it 

falsifies a whole since it changes relations into terms. a 

Proximete or tectological abstraction does not disintegrate 

‘the whole to this extent, but abstraction FORA ELBE on this 

Level is not as penetrating as it might ‘be or ac the sip ste 

(eliows ; where proximate abstraction is brought to a coneLusion 

“depends upon the need for preserving, even in @n adstract 

ition, the insight into the éraanination of a whole which 

“only synopsie can grant. 

©. In addition to she neglect of arrangement by sll com- 

plete abstraction, there is a serious inedequacy of all types 

of abe rection in that they fail to exhaust. the peculiarity of 

the indivicuel, and nomethetic determination is never complete 

in actual practice. This should be kept in,;wind when inter- 

preting scientific constructs and, concepts, though frequently 

it is forgotten with Bad consequences. for cosmology. The 

aegieot: of ere by abstraction which masqueraces 

1 az, bradley, “Qn Appearence, brror, and Contradiction," 

Mins, H.6. xix, 1910,'\p. 279 (neve ); Moore, Philosophical 

St Stucies, PP. 27973785, Russell, £ ples of Methomatics, 
i, T4i. ae 
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as complete knowledge, exhpusting its etiued has been called 

the "fallacy of misplaced agnor etenees* by Whitehead Les 

iS and the "error of abstraction" by Smuts. It is @ case 

of “abstractive imperialism," 

About thé turn of the century, in reaction to the 

current naturelism which was based on the attribution of con- 

ereteness and metephysical priority to abstract constructions 

age contracted with empirical data, the atomic theory, both in 

psychology and physics, came in for criticism on the basis 

of their abstractive Suter tsi ien, Ritter, a little later, 

characterized the whole movement which was found objectionable 

in saying of the elementarist, ‘Atoms are wore real to his 

mind than are lands and waters, plents and animals." ais 

liinsterberg, though an extreme atomist im his seientifiec 

work, wrote: 

Natural science considers the world as a mech- 
anism, and for thet purpose trensforms the reality 
in a most complicated and ingenious way. It puts 
in the place of the pereeivable objects unperceivable 
atoms which are merely oroducts of mathematical 
consiruction cuite unlike any known thing; and 
nevertheless these atoms are scientifically true, 
as their construction is necessary for that special 
logical purpose. 

In the same way, psychology is right, but the 

psychologism which considers the psychological 
elements and their mechanism ae reelity ir wrong 
from ite root to its top, and this psychologicm 

12 42.5. Whitehead, Science and the Modern World, pp. 84-85 

‘SJ, 0, Smuts, Holism and Ev@lution, p. 20. 
a W. E, Ritter, The Unity of the Organism, ii, 160, 
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is no&s bit, better, than materieliom, .,, The 
psychical méechenism hes’ nod advantage over the 
physical one; both mean 4 deac world without ends 
and values -- laws but no cuties; atiects but 
no purposes; cautes, but no ideals, * 

An@ of. physice, James... ard wrote, 

AS in other cases admitting of statistical: 

treatment, so here [in the problem of the uni- 
formity of molecules and implications for the 

problem of. freedom] the physicist is free to 
regard all molecules of 6 class as exactly 
like his mean or.average molecule. But he is 

not entitled to let thie avstract simplificction 

harden into,conerete fact. .2¢erhaps it may be 

thought. that such rigorism is pedantic. So far 

ae any particular, physicai inquiry is concerned 

it may be, but I am dOubtful even of this. avo 
all. events, if such unwarrantable concreting | 

of abetracte ie to lead logically “to a wmechanicel 

theory, gf, the universe, wedo well to take note of 
it. . he ' 

fhe danger of scientific imperialiem arises in its misplaced 

Goncreteness, end in its interpretction of the world as 

“though it were nothing but what svetractions In the various 

“eciences show 1t° tO be in part. A quotation from Stern 

may serve ag & summary of our ergument: 

Es war eine merkwirdige Seibsttauscoung 

der physikalisch-~mechénischen (impersonal- 

-igtischen) Betrachtungsweise, dass,sie das, wes 
nur unterster, nie realisierbarer Grenzbegriff 

des Denkens ist, das absolute Vergleichbere, 

gum alieinigten metaphysischen Seinsbrinzip 

"machen wollte. +" 

i) 

is Hugo Mimsterberg, Psychology and Lite (H.¥., 1899), 

1S Jemes Ward, Natural. 
and London, 1899), i, . 

(i? w, Stern, Person und Sache, i, $55. 

am ang Agnosticism | (4 vols. » Net 
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/otoleos> Be Extraction; Analysis as Procedure 

10, In the preceding section abetraction was considered 

ae a ‘geperation in thought of an extensionel or intensional 

part from a whole which ie not sepatated in oresentation, Under 

the names extraction and decompositi on it is napeenary to 

consider the cages in which extensional parts are separated 

in presenta thon itself, The means of this extraction are 

& partiel or complete decomposition of the whole, and it | 

occurs in an experiment in which “something is done to" the 

d¥iginal whole. There aré many degrees of violence done 

to a whole, and we may arrange ell extractions in an order 

with two »9l@s; one closer to abstraction in which a single 

part ie separated (e.¢.6 the filtering of a chemical compound) , 

and one closer to analysie , as in a carefully controlled 

chemical *anaiyeis® in which we learn of components and 

their relationships, | , 

First of all, let us give Eisler's definition: *Abstrabieren 

-- Dekowponieren: Die Treanung einer Sache von einer anderen, 

deren Teil ei¢ ist.” It should be noticed that much of what 

‘de called enalysie 1s eotually included under this definition, 

al also that decomposition may be considered a type of ab- 

straction, A The relations of abstrastion and extraction 

‘Bi 
f 

. fee, Bieler, a6 Ser Paliosopns : ife, i, 

p. &. | Heedless to sey, 1 Go not wocept the enust on of 
apstreetig in wita decomposition. But see above, p. 169. . 
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., eo analysis can be made clear onky.as we advance to 

\fbhe following sections. Here we ehali diiustrate ex-.. 

_ traction by refezence to two fields of seience -- psychology 

end chemistry, Holt. wrote, "«.s.?he analysis of conscious 

Qualities is precisely like the analysis of chemicals; 

if careful study yields an analysis, the phenomenon was 

o Mot Simple; if components are not) isolated, the phenomenon 

May be olmple, or it may yet be unelyeed by further study," 24 

» dle. Vaihinger says that abstractions,.and this includes ex- 

»-$ractions, are useful fictions, “"wem auch in der oft 

., @2folgenden Hypostasierung des Abetrakten zu Realem oder 

Selbst&ndigem Gefahren bestehen." © het this danger. has 

hot been withstood wae pointea out in the previous section 

in regard to abstrection by Atmseterverg, Ward, and Stern; 

in regard to extractions proper, it was not escaped in 

the classical experimental psychology. Mins terberg recog- 

nized. two things which were frequently neglested: “the 

_peychologionk, elements were not. given in experience as 

such pat x: were ‘constructions ef & Logical nature weeertems an 

hypostasi¢. of BOND. neceseary conditions of sensory experience, 

ana the methodological restrictions in the discovery or 

~quvention of theese elements “were sufficient proof of their 

f 3 By “ot, 4p The Hay. Reblisn, ¥s. 332, 
ve ibe’ Vatnanger, Die ghie des Ale-Ob (1911), p. 

sonny cited in Bisler, a Ger Philosophie. 
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artificiality and of the danger of substituting them or the 

— payehology. based on them for the facts of naive experience 

(Exleben, for Dilthey) and a more immediate knowledge of wan 

&B that is obtained in. unuerstanding. hen psychology 

wae limited merely toa study of these elements, however, it 

nust heave been seen to be an abortive science, or eine its 

elements mustohave been presumed to, be primary ana necessary 

for a general knowledge of man, as his real constituents. 

Needless to suy, the clagsical psychologists, if for \no sthex. 
\ 

reason than to save their own professional ekins, generally 

 ehose the iatter alternative. 

When the psychological elements are thought to be sensations, 

feelings, ana images, or reflexes, they are undoubtedly real; 

put, we ask, what is theiz significance? Koffka writes: 

The concept of sensation is the outcome of the 

analytic attitude, Sensations are real, but are — 

not equivalent to the realities of our everyday 

phenowenal world. Being a reality, being @ process 

producible under certain well~establishea condtions, 
sensation is worthy of study. The investigation of 

sensebion may even help us to understana better 

the laws of other end more natural phenomena, but it 

will not do so if thé sencetion is treated according 

to the te. ching of traditional psychology, @s & mental 

element. 

LMM LAA LNA NLL DELL ADL EL LD ANE, 

4 Kurt Koftfka, “Introspection and the #ethoa of Paychology", 

Brit. Jour. of Psych., ati 1924, pe 158. Quoted in G, Ww, Hart- 
PS a 
Analysisi A 

Mann, wi 3 ba.) u Sela Hele, 1935), pe mWQ. Te Of. also 

A. Jd. ii@rris, Contribution to Psychological Method, ® 

Psych. Rev. a 36, L92o,. pe 7. 
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| ‘fhe disintevration into « plurelity of simple contents, 
Pers eens 

the "becoming sensations", is one, and an important, pro~ 

cess which the sensory field undergoes, but this is not to 

assert that the brass-instrument psychology is giving us 

in isolation as an element the thing with which we began in 

naive experience, Lewin has reminded us that the descent 

from « synopsis to & specialization or isolation cannot always 

be regarded as a mere separation of some of the objects 

present in the synopsis, 

Die Spezialisierung darf nicht vergessen lassen, 
sondern muss ¢s um so mehr deutlicher bewusst machen, 
dass der einzeine Untersuchungsgsgenstand so, wie 
6v Konkret uuftritt, eingebettet ist in ein 
erkenntnistheoretiscaes Umfeld. Ja nicht selten 
stellt er ein unselbst&ndiges Moment in einem um~- 
fassenuen Ganzen ... dar, aus der er nicht béliebig 
herausgélést werden kenn, ohne sich von Grund aus 
zu dndern. 

That the parts are changed in the process of specialization, 

a6 Lewin calls it, or isolation, which is the highly complex 

method of introspection as performed by the classicel school 

of psychology, can no ionger be doubted. While no doubt 

the discoveries of this school are valuable in showing what 

the field becomes when choppec into little bits, they do 

. Kurt Lewin, “Idee und Aufgabe der vergheichenden 
Wiissenscheftslehre”, Sympocion, 2. Heft, 1926, p. 84. 
Lewin uses the words "umfessende Zusammenschan"® for what 
I refer to as synopsis, 
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process, has been performed, the method cannot legitimately 

188 
, Rot, show whet the ficld is, or, that the little bite are the 

same when scen through n&ive and Wundtian eyes, or what 

efiect, if any, the fiela exerts on the parts later isolated. 

Unless the elements can be shown to be unaffected by the 

process of discovery, or unless a. check-up can be made so 

thet.2. correction can be, introduced conceptually after the 

be used in inferring the "real" (i.e. not. due to the 

"stimukus, fallacy" of Titchener or the "propensity to feign" 

of Hume ) élements of normal experience to be the same as, 

those which have been gotten out of it by decomposition, 

And the necessity of introducing some conceptual correction 

“after the fact", though it saves the psychology, condemns 

the artifiociel. introspective methods. 

it is well. to indicate a few recent, discoveries which show 

the effect. of a fleld on some smaller parts of it, which 

effects, of course, are Lost, when, the, field is not phenomenally 

presént, as in the case of the classical introspective 

technique for the discovery of,elements. Rubin discovered 

that color constancy is higher on figure than on ground; 

Gelb and Granit discovered that the color limen was higher 

en, the figure; Frank pointed out, the greater vividness of 

after images when thrown on figure than when thrown on ground.® 

re & The: Koehler, Gestalt Psycho Logy » PP. 820-821. 
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‘George W, Hartmann, in his Gestalt Psychology, to which 

reference hes already been made, summarizes much research 

in this field. He points out that a contour, whether black 

or white, makes the color within the figure darker (p.111); 

the response to a note in a melody is not the same as the 

response to the note alone or in @ mass of tones not harmon- 

ieally releted (p. 137); there are pathological cases in which 

én "element" is not seen uniess it is contained in @ con- 

figuration. ” Kutz's law states that the color, quality of 

objects uncer non-normal illumination approaches the color- 

Quality of the objects’ appearance under normal illumine tion 

in proportion to the inorease of area of the visible field 

affected by the non-normal illumination (p. 423). A striking 

example is that in which a figure is completed though pext 

of it is szxposed to the blindspot, so that pert of it is not 

seen unless it is seen as a part of « figure. Another example 

is the fact that the color of an object will be changed if it 

is regarded successively as 6 part of various geatelten with 

@ifferent color schemes. Ali cases of coler and brighiness 

contrast belong here, too. Extraction must necessarily neg- 

lect these differences; if the correction is made it is on 

the basie of a comperison of the results of introspection with 

: Hartmann, op. cit., p. 245. This result is citec from 

Fuchs, but William James pointed out the same thing. of. 
Principles. of of Psychology, vol. ii, p. S08. 
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the data of “direct eaperience" or Exleben; yet the difference 

between the date of direct experience and tae results of 

introspection were regarded by Titehener 2s due to a stim- 

ulus fallacy and a misapplication of meaning in direct ex- 

perience. It is possible to say, though, that the belief 

that the stimulus fallacy is a fallacy is cue to litchener's 

own “fallacy of misplaced concreteness. * 

12. For other examples of the same dangers in extraction 

we may tura to chemistry. ere, however, we are faced with 

the further technical difficulty that we cannot compare 

the “element” ° we have extracted with what was the original 

"noart” we wished to determine, for extraction of some kind is 

Our OnLy “Méthdd Of Knowing whet might be a part to stabt 

off with; our onhy check on extraction is another extraction. 

This is of no consequence in most cases, for the oniy thing 

which interests the chemist is what a chemical compound 

becouies, mot what it ie in itcelf; our sole knowledge’ af 

chemicel substance is a knowl edge of chemical function, and 

to the chemist ¢ question as to what @ stuff is appears 

meaningless if it @ske for more than a statement of the 

wey this stuff becomes some other stuff. 

The chemist's report as to what the organism is, or what 

is in the organism, is merely a statement of what he has 

e Ca aes Oe ee eer 

8 Hot element in the chemical sense | exclusively; cf. 
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gotten cut of it. "That these meptte tin come near setting 

forth what the organicm actually is the naturalist is 

bound to recognize cannot be the case.” 9 ano chemical 

gompounds as complex as the natural proteins are found 

eleewhere in nature [enan in living bodies | » or have yet 

been made artifictally in the laboratory. And tae etill 

more complex combinationa in which thease occur in the living 

@ell axré as yet not even fully kmown, as our methods of 

extracting them break wp these umstable cemplexcs." a 

Sometimes 1t is stated thet chemical exciueieas im. tae orgen- 

ism are the sane s those out of it; in fact this is a, 

i 
tautology, 4 and many vitaliets recognize the conditions, 

9 .. wi 0 ek ries 
Bitter, The of The Organism, 1, 75. Gf. W. 5 

Gannon, fhe ‘iuaos Q ee CNS Leg 1938), po R027. ade 

H, Woodger, “Some Problems 0 Blologice] Sethodology*, Prog. 

ees SOG. » Nats, 99, Dp, S54, Needham refers to the 

Ghanges which také place in protoplasm cue to the conditions 

under which it is studiéd es the “thanatological limitation", 

ana points out how these are being overcome through new 

methods of research. See Order gnd Life, pe lua etc, 

10 Plunkett, Hlewents of oder ohokved, (No Fo5:3950), 
p. 47. & similar situation is present in modern physics since 

the instrument of research has an appreciable anc incorrigible 

effect on the electron. It is oresent, out oorrigible,’ in 

other fields of physics, euch as in en experiment in which 

@ circuit is tapped to determine its chare¢,. 

iL agenn ia geviesem Sinne mit Recht gesagt wird, Gas 

wixkiicne Geschehen verlauft nicht nur nach cen obetrakten 

S@setzen der Mechanik, sondern wird durch andere Paktoren 

mitbestiuut, co derf doch diese behsuptung nichs so inter- 

pretiert werden, als ob #te des uechanische Geschehen an 

@ich schon @in ~ Ceschehen wire, des tn seinem 

Leufe durch ane r he ergeordnete Erafte modifiziert 

eraen Kénnte." - Richard Kroner, Zweck und Yesetz in der 

Biologie fabingen, 1913), pe 42. 
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put also the limitetions of chewical explanation of bio- 
3 

logical processes, ** But nave we any way to show that © > 

the tautology involved in saying that chemiecel vrocesses. 

in the ‘organism are explicable scoording to the laws of 

Ghemistry is significant for science? In & word, is our 

tautology on expression that is meaningful for physiology? 

What is anulyzed is killed, and sometimes tae whole organ- 

jem is Killed in the process, But, says Yilliams, 

It is possible for the chemist to kill living 
-@atter or protoplagm for analysis, using means 
which should not bring about caanges of a etrictiy 

‘> ‘Ghemi¢al nature, Thus if a live theeue is frozen. 
sudcenly, using idesiiy Liquid belium, the temper 

we eture*would be auch tnat chemical changes would be — 
immedisteLy arrested and the chemical components of 
the frozgén Gevd mass should be the same as those of 
the original Living protoplasm. «+s 

fhe Kliiing of iiving matter may ve likened to 
the destruction of & painting, If @ painting is 
torn to shreds ite existence as a painting ends, yet 
the chemical substances which enter into the compo- 
sition of the piguentg,.and the canvas way remain 
entice ely _ LUETOu. 

It aust be observed, however, thet even with the process of 

aregzing, waica Siiiiams mentions, we cannot ve sure that our 

anelysis is correct, though no one would Claim, I @uppose, 

that Life is due to some particuler "living chemical substance"; 

it is the organization of chemical and colleidal substances 

42°92, for ‘example, The dorld a8 Will ang Idea, pt. 41, sect. 

is Roger d. uiiiieme, £8 Labrocueties to Biochemistry, 
(i. or 1921), PPRe LS7-1 ® 

B7o_ 
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‘which is perhaps the reul object of Our search}: colloids 

would be radicelly changed through such treatment. But are 

‘we eny better protected from mistakes on the purely chemi-. 

961 Level? The method of ohewioal analysis depends upon 

‘the possibility of chemical reactions which cannot be carried 

‘out &t the temperature of Viquid helium; anc the ohealosal 

‘ehangee which ere immediately arrested at death must be 

get in action egain before we ean snslys¢ the dead wase. 

‘fR thie point we have no way of knowing that the chemical 

“@onetitution of the mekting masse is the sane es thes of the 

original living protoplasm, The act of violence done to” 

the Living tissue probably only adds to the epistemological 

diffieulties in chemical analysis in general, which must 

‘be examined, 

oF The objection which ie made to Wittens! ‘defense of ‘the 

wethod of ohyeioloegieal chemistry, though, ie not unique, 

but obtains Likewise for the fundamental principles of | 

-ghemioal analysis in general, or 

: ye ohemiee analysis also involves Acoing something" 

. an object. The pages ge apn synthesic which wes found 

‘to be an inatrument am abstraction is Likewise & menne ‘in 

“decomposition, Thus in chenioal enalysis it is not usual 

‘thet ‘e ,coupound ABO oon pe  SAmply etelprearesec into ite : 

| elements Ay By and , The ususl fom of chemicul enalysis. 

woulé ae te ada | compounds: to ABO which have he . higher ofzinity 
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for the severe] elements than they heve among themselves, 

with the résvlt that ABG> omen ‘the dompounds be ena FG 

are addei, is transforticd intd ADE, BPG, end o. In general, 

the process of chemicel unalyYdis into élements te carried 

on in this way. it tain we wish now to Wsolate A, Suppose 

then thet ABC regete with De eo that AE and BOD are formed; 

the particuler compound pe is chosen such thet the ion -3d 

will heve a greater affinity for D than it has for A, end 

such that AZ is @ relatively unstable combination ond one— 

easily separable from BOD, Now by treating AE with xy, 

whieh has @ high affinity for E, « compound BAY «ill be formed, 

and n atoms of A will form themselves into n/v molecules of 

A, W being « periodic function of the clement. These molecules 

will be removed from the field of action by voletilization, 

or precipitation, eo that thoy cannot react with EAY and 

Wpeverne the reaction, * 

if ® similar process is carried out with reference to B and 

G, itis finally poesible to say that in @ compound, whose 

composition we did mot know, there were A, B, ana 6, if we 

ean identify the end product as these elements, The procers 

oon be be pertorasa ae to show the relative amounts of Sheee 

elenents, so that we cen say poe the compound woe pres: scl 

— » AoBGge 

“Chemists (maw a distinction between “proximate* and *ulti~ 

mate". analysis; the former oes only eo far az to proauce 

some compound which is easily recognized so thet it is not 
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necessary to go “all the way to elements in order to cay - 

what the original compound was, Here one may note « similar- 

ity to types of abstraction already an 

.. The determinate way in which compound A becowes compounds 

Band G, whose composition, constitution, and quantity we 

know, may give us evidence of the conetittion a6 well as 

the Composition of A. This vrocedure is of utmost importance 

in organic chemistry, and most nearly reaches, in ite achieve~ 

‘ment, the analytiio ideal of knowledge of structure und compo- 

sition, i 

L Bhs ‘But three features of this vrocedure require ori tical 

comment. First, the violence done te the ster ting point 

Leade us to say that the compoune Hae 80 end 80. He ao not 

know what Lt — or at least we know gj ariord it cannot be 

on what. we say it was, for it hae ehown itself to have been 

one hess by becoming a different etusy in & distinctive 

wey. If we heave @ grins of & compound, analyse halé of it 

and find that thie uss hydrochloric aoid, we concaude that 

the other haLfegran ig hydrochloric anh Fins pane ‘conclusion 

it pritenabe ul see Stiegl iss. the cistia sangut shea chemist 
of the University of Chicago, writing in the few York és 
for November 22, 1936, says that one of “the gost significant 
points of view #hicn éhemintry hae to 6ffer the modern world* 

is "2 critical parallel between the methods, ane processes, of 
analysis in mente processes (Logic) and and the ch mi ati methods 
ofanalysis of. the garth! ‘5 matter," . , 

“15 
the value of proximate analyses im specs age 

largely upon the theory of adivles, Pérhaps here \we are 

dealing with a kind of “tectologieal" anulysie or extraction, 
working with common forms of chemical orgenization,| 

i 

| 
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~ reached not by the preecess we are here conetaasing wut 

by were induction, depending upon the assumption of ‘tne 

original homogeneity of the sample with the remainder, aa 

also on tho assumption that the remainder is stable. “That 

we peanet assume either in many types of work is obvious. 
‘4 

| in other words, emalysis of this xind givee ue knowledge 

of what hae been, but it alone says nothing sbout wat is, 

for when it goes to work, the is is Ghangea into « Was. 

second, we have supposed that analysis aiffers from abe 

straction, either denotative or connotative, in that the 

abstraction worke with or at least supposer & generalization 

involving many objeote with similar or iaentieal parte or 

properties. This ls the cuse in the abstractions meade in 

& study of chemical or physical properties, for mony objects 

are compared and subjected to classifications eccording to 

specific heats, eleetro-wotive constents, solubilities, etc. 

In chemical analysis, however, we are not, of course, analyzing 

one wolecule ot e time. ° 

The first recult of an ‘enalysis in chemistry is a state- 

ment that in a given wass of material taere was, by weight, 

@ certain ratio of different elements. taking these ratios 

and correlating them with the specific (atomic) weight of 

the several elements, we reach a conciusion that in a single 

moleoule there are eo many atoms of this end so mony é&toms 

of that. But agein, we are desiling only witha generalizations, 

for we gue the complete homogeneity of the sample and the 
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qualitative ieentity of all "¢he ‘nolecusee. Or af we are too 

aritioc) to nake these assumptions, we stute. that ‘the ‘Formula 

given sired ae the composition of "the average woleouie® . 

in BRP given materiale 
ih ae vues 

a Tniza, & modicum of eyntaes is te iavoived in ovety ‘hemical 

enslysis, The exemple above iilentesdce this; for ‘aver ‘the 

free form te an “eLenont, with waioh we ended, is not atomte 

(except ny e “few ‘pecul lar eases), for atomic forus have . such 

be valence t set if no other element or compound is present, they 

synthecize t) thenaclves into hpi of elements. von Hse 

is not the guse, BS in the inactive grey of coured, there 

hee been ro anelysis in this sense taking place. “In cpitrecting 

wae noble gases from the atmosphere » for example, we are 

extracting, but the proses is not iormally Like the sy Nes 

of. chemical Venelysis® discussed nere, in- thesé cases, Ene 

lytic eyntheste: te Noeyorh eyes in ‘triviel seneen. hy 

OU RR 6) 04): Hx fin \ x 

iN 

| 
ory * pesexiption | 

. - 7’ p Pah 

bo 1B. 1% ie necessary now to survey briefly ;vhe ground. we 

have traversed end to point outosomporelatienshing, which may 

not be. immediately apparent. | id, Gomer ol) a 

\ Abstraction is restricted to the seperation in jeeaception: 

Ler whet is not cotually seperated in pnepente tions, but Ave 

*G@ivieton into conrotative ond denotctive cepende ypon the 
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impossibility or the, postibility, réspectively, or « sepe- 

rate presentation of the element abetreetéd as « substantive. 

» Af the separation in presentation ie wade, the srocedute” 
ig 6h cmapirioal abetraction or an extraction. The results 

of this may be used es cluds to the nature of the material 

on which the process is performed , and in: this case extraction 

ia regarded 4s a step: in a yrogese of anclysis. 

bow & Gesortption of an object is a verbal or symbolic re- 

presentation or communication of ite fexvuree, the object ac 

& eouplex unity ae subjected to & procese of abstraction of 

ife parte cud properties which ure thea "trensivted® one by 

one into words, and these words are then ordered in 4 certain 

Way so thet certain adjectives end prepositions go with certain 

AVURS; in this way & momothetio Ggevermination of the objece 

asi gingle: is poseible. Thie determinatibn is called’s de~ 

sckiption, and it ieacs ue to resognize am object which has 

been described or nomothetically determined. - | 

but description may involve more than this report of an 

acquaintance, in which the subject ie reletively pacsive, 

that. is, in which he dees mothing to the objeet whioh he is 

deseribing. 4% may be a report of the nature and character 

of the process, perhaps instigated and controlled by the — 

subject in an eaperiment, by which ‘this object becomes other; 

in a word, the report of A proeses of acted may be part 

of a description. RYee ae OS 348 

> ay 
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& deecription may vary in nature in many ways, dependine 

upon the object and the purpoces of the comaunication. The 

moet abstrect form of deseription, regarded from the stand- 

point of amount of information comaunicated, is one which 

takes the genera «nd species of objeots im euch universality 

as to constitute definitions of the objects or concepts, 

Previously we have considered analysie as a process or 

procedwre; but it may be considered in & somewhat different 

eontext, namely os an achievement, Analysis as an echieve~ 

ment, rather than a prececs (though a sharp dich@tomy is 

not porsible) ie « form of description which represents the 

(witimete) comatituents and their relationships in a complex 

Object or concept. Amalysis as an achievement has recourse 

hg such fundementéle that, inelucing terns and relsetione from 

abe trecting procedures and inferring irom the proces 6 Of an 

analyeis to what may lie at the ground of the observed ahanges 

in the decomposed object, it attempts to give a iain Em ave 

systematic knowl eage of a complex ‘object. | 

in on analysis we are not generally content bo rei dn at 

the level of mere phenomenology, but we include reference 

! to puch universal principles that our deseription abhadies 

to ‘the Level of ordexLinees anc ul timecy characteristie of 

what may be calied explen Then one ,ives an anslysis 

of & ourve dn geouetzy, he dose not describe the way the 

curve Looks or behaves &o much as he finds some eouation 

which gives the “yenson why" it bahkvae in the way it does. 
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io eharp line can be arawn between description end 

analysis of this kind ana explanation, however; but what 

is oprpntial is that analyats hes reference to parte and 

relations, and to claim that i% deals with more than these 

deg. with emergent properties) is to fail to draw any 

_distinetion vetwen description as an achievement end ena- 

lysis as an achievement, or indeed between @ebsetraction as 

procedure and enelysis as procedure, tie shell have occasion 

in the following seetvion-to.see the. dangers im this confusion. 

vane. FORT 

‘D, Analysis ae Achievement 

16. Analysis must be vegexrged under two aspects - 

first as @ procedure end second 4s an achievement, It musé 

- be. seen 4e@ method and as result. Mere, ag elsewhere in 

methodolo SY» thouga, no very sharp Lines of ivision can be 

»y ARAwn, . abstraction fades into amagy 856 as & method, or egain 

it seems one. phase of gesertotion; then deseristion is seen 

+9 be Siui tex to analysis as an achievement, and ‘finally it 

can be shoen. that ali these methods involve similar synthetical 

* see syngnoticsl, procedures. — 

But the distinction between procedure and result ‘4s: a very 

. useful ones, 4A, can euppore. that anslysis: &s te ater! 

"characterized and ebstraction are cupable of giving know- 

“Leage of some of the parts and relations whtoh cone ti tute 
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things, but no one of these processes gives us 4 complete 

Knowledge of the components and their Organization into a 

whole. Many of these steps must be taken, and it is the 

integrated result of these which ig the achievement of 

amélysis. Thus it is these results and the general methods 

of their organization and interpretation which now call 

fo¥ critical attention. 1 

17. ‘wo types of analytic achievement can be distingushed, 

and these we shail eall formal and empirical analysis, 

The former may occur in a pure form without the latter, but 

the latter is never without some basis in the former, just be- 

cause description of a process of abstraction or analysis 

involves terms and rules elucidated in formal analysis. 

Formal analysis is en expression of the relation of parts 

to pid so heed other in merely a logical, inferential sense, 

That is to say, within the schema of logical or syntactical 

rules, movement is made from intensional wholes.to intensional 

parts; and this procedure is non-empirical, & priori within 

1 Attention should be called to an article by &. J. Harris, 
“Analysis; A Contribution to psychological Method", Psychol. 
Review, 36, 1929, pp, l-le. By giving an unsatisfactory de- 
finition of analysis as the consideration of angt¢hing in detail 
be is led to the recognition of five types of analysis in 
psychology: deductive, meaningful, aspective, constitutive, 
and relational. The first corresponds to our formal analysis 
as achievement, the second to empirical analysis as achieve- 
ment, the third to our perspectival synopsis, the fourth to 
empirical analysis as procedure, and the last epparently to 
our constructive synopsis. My distinction between process and 
achievement was suggested by Spearman, The Nature of "‘Intelli- 
gence’ and the Principles of Cognition, p. 140; but he does 
& develop the notion at all. 
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the logical region expitettly defined by the rules of the 

Logical Lenguage. Forma. te aaa is sometines Called 

*pnilosophical®, as by Sehliok, in the following passages 

das Wesen der sat édepndesnen Analyse (im 
Gesensetz Zur wissenschaftlichen Forschung) sehe . 
ich nimlich darin, dass sie nicht unmittelbar 
wirksichkelteerkenntnis liefert, nicht cie Tate 
sachen velbet ausirhoxt, sondern sich dartiber 
klar gu werden sucht, a welche Weise wir denn 
die Tatedenen ausdracken. | na ulese 
bildet die Vorbedingung duftr, dase man die 
fateachen richtig auedrteken xann.) wif anderen 
werten, Sie stellt Ginnfragen, wahrend cie 

“s*S S Hlesenschaft«sich auf “Tateachenfragen richtet. : 
Die meleten Unzlarheiten una schelaprobleme 
entetéehen dedurch, dues man beides verwechseit, 
Gaes man far eine Gachfrage halt, war eine Frags 
Ges Ausdrucke, der logischen Grammtatik ist. 

In analysis which is supposed to be purely formal, we are 

not speaking of truth or of realities, put of forms of 

MOLAGLEY 5 Lee Of.types.of possibility. Thus Bagel writes, 

In philosophical enalysis, as distinct from 
otiér kinds, we pete from one level of ebstraction 
to a lével at least one degree iower, * aiming 
finally at reference to bare particulars ena the 
explicit mode of their configuration. rhilosophical 
analyeis khexefore hae a direction; its intentiis 

“4 Moritz Schlick, "Das Problem der Ganzheit", ‘Bertont 

&. dle. I. Vorkongress £. Einhelt g. Wiesenochett, p. 
* Lowe in this statement, I believe, must be inter- 

iuiteonee sense of “lower in the sealé of abstracé 

tion from possibility®, and this is equivalent to hicher™ 
in the séale of "abstraction from actuslity®, the common 
Sense scele of abstractness, 
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to reveal the structure of facts expressed by 
sentences reférring to them indirectly, by 
eshibiting directly their component elements 
and their interreistione. It is, consequently, 
ah &cknowledged presupposition of the whole 
proceaure that there ghould be ‘basic' or -ulti- 
mate facts, i.¢6. facts «hich are absolutely epe« 
gific and simple, not containing any elements. . 
which ere themselves complexes of other elements. © 

Philosophical analysie, with a somewhat different purpose, 

it must be admitted, had its origin in mathematics, and one 

of its best expreseions in the history of philosophy in the 

writings of Descartes. + Lescartese wrote, “Analysis shows 

the true way by which 4 thing was methodically discovered 

oF derived, 46 it were from effect to cuuee, 30 that, if the 

reader cure to follow it amd give sufficient attention to any~ 

thing, he underetands the matter no less oerfeetly and makes 

S ernest Nagel, “Impressions and Appraisals of Amalytic 
Philosophy in Zurope", Jour. of Phil., 33, 1936, p. 13, 

4 As & mathematical method, of course, mathematics ie 
much older. Pappus, Bynacoge, bk. vii: “Anelyeis, then, takes 
that which is sought 4@e if it were ecmittied and pasees throuch 
its various consequences to something which is admitted as 
® result of synthesis." (Ency. Brit., 14th ed., vol. 1, p. 865.) 
Of. *‘Analysis*® in G. G. Robertson's Phijoso ah Hemaing, 
(London, 1894), pp. 82-93, Also: F,. HK. corniord, “Mathematics 
and Dialectic in Republic, vi-vii", Hind, n.s. 41, pp. 43~47 
(n.v.)° Gnd a full criticism by Richarcé Robinson, ‘Analysis in 
Greek Geometry", ibid., 45, 464-475, The "reciprocity" be- 
tween analytic ana synthetic methods demanded to prevent the 
fullecy of effirming the contequent indicates a kind of syn- 
Optic guide. A Logieal complex is given and enalyzed, and 
from the analyticaliy founc elcoments the whole must be syn- 
thesized, and the elements wust have some Giain to reality 
other than their discovery in this anslysis. Psychologically, 
the convergence of axiome to & particular whole (theorem) 
ie determined by the enalysis of the whole, 
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i¥ Ge much his own ee (f ne“hewa Giecovered it.¥ % © cant 

ie perhaps cuite right in efiticising the name of this 

method, though it Goes fell under the nawe ghulysit as under- 

stood now, though not under Kant'ts use of the term, He 

seys, “The anclytic¢el method, so far 4s it is oppesed to the 

synthetivul, is very different from that which constitutes 

the Wesence of the anclytic propoeitions: it eipnifies only 

that we etart from whet is ®ought, ae if it were given, and 

asdend to the necereary conditions under which it is possible. 

TH thik’ method we often use nothing but eynthetied)’ vropositions, 

avin’ tethemationl enalyete, end it were better to term in 

the regreesive method, in contradistinction to the synthetic 

or bropreshive.* & Ae best lilustrations of thebe methods 

in'philosophy, one might point to some works euch as Desoartes' 

Weed te ibhe’ ane’ Kanes Prolegomens as exemplé@e of thé use of 

anélytical method; and Kant in the first goo tigue and &pino za 

in the Ethics use the syntheticel or progressive we thod. 

There are three features of formal analysis which must be 

emphasized in’ conclusion, (1) The analysic of 4 logloal 

whole into ite parte (g.g. a theorem into ite component terms, 

relations, und their syntactical connections) creates no- 

ee (4 vole. Cambridge, 

lid Prolegomene to Any Future Metaphysic ..+, 800%. Se 
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peprney sion as to the WALAGA CY of the whahe unless Lt is 

‘poseiple to reverse the process of analysis and derive the 

whole from the parts. “to assert the Val 1di ty of the whole 

on the basis of the validity ef its eneiytically discovered 

gonditions is to comuit the fallacy of affirming the con- 

sequent. | 

(2) If, however, we were given only the elements we should 

have no. guide for. their integration and connection thet is 

necesaury Tor their convergence towards a proof er the 

conairuction\ of a Logical complex, Thet is to say, a theorem 

in Buolid may contein all .the exioms and cefinitione, but 

if only the amiome and the definitions were given, the gen- 

eration of complex theorems in geometry would be without: 

the directness which ia present when eynthesia can merely re-" 

verse the direction of inference towards that which the ana- 

ligtical procedure began with, *eocuming what was to de proved 

as though 1% were true,* 

(3) in formal amalysie we are ride deuling with empirical 

facte, but with their forns of configurations ae theee appear 

in the language which is to exprese them velidly. Thus 

in the purest type of forwal aliely ote ae thie ie found in 

Logical syntax, the terms are not empiricelly indicabie, but 

are variables heaving en intencional meaning only so fer as” 

this ie determined by the syntactical relations they enter, 

That ic, their meaning is a relational eesence only. The 
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ws bes 4, 
_e bie as ed : 

=—* formal ‘analysis. “then, is. ‘conoerted with formal systems, 

and ‘formal eystous we have found to be synoptical wholes 

. of a rogulative “type when seen in relation (a6 they ust be) — 

to ‘their. parts. Analysis and eynthesis appear as panave of 

a regulative, « constructive eynonsis. 

vol@. If we consider amalysia stil, a6 a gohlevewent, even 

wheh we point to objecte in en ¢wpirical anclysis we are 

referring to e set of propositions end judgments, not.to a 

get of changing chemicel incicatone ott a, diseectea COLpER. 

ke a set of propositions anda judgments it wilt be Like « formas 

anelysie, ef course, but here no longer are “6 enalaniie 

Stenguages” ox arguments, but we exe referring vo objects, & 

referanoe which Gchlick has warnéa againet in Lormet Onely ELS» 

Yet when one. eaves foruah unalysis and goes into eapriosd 

anelysie, as deea not, oF at ieast he should not, ieave the 

model, of formal presentation behind. in @ word, if we are 

going to mean enything at all distinctive by analysis, different 

from the achievement of © desoetiption, , the distinctivengss must 

be found in the type of cate which ere, symbolized in the 

achievement of ap analyeis,, That, one aoe not menn precisely 

the same by am enalysis and a degeription is obvious, but whet 

differences there ere between them are not so obvious. There 

are several pointe of variance, though none of them Heke & 

sharp line of demarestion pospible,., These differences relate 
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tothe fact that analysic ie a more "rigorous" preecntation 
than description, end &¢ @ consequence the achievement of an 

@nelysis is orderea in such & wey to « larger body of {nformation 

that the facts stated in an analysis have on explanatory 

Value not to be found in mere deseription, Let us take, for 

Sxumple, @ novel, 4& deseription of the sau will perhaps 

relate the etory, tell how, when, and by whee it was written; 

put én analysis will bé a etatement of ‘the inner nature of 

“what the description oresente: thie climax” results from 

“this feature of charecter A and thet from event B, etc. 

Ag @ result of enalyete we neve whet may rigntly be celled an 

“explanation inateAd of 4 description, bectuse we have Left 

“the surfece of the events and, by relating them to more fanda- 

“mental principles and types of evente (abetrections, aesthetic 

jaws, etc.) , we can show why,certein thinge being given, 

the stofy is as it is, for in 4 good novel the events follow 

‘“dnevitebly from character and from one another. Our antlyais 

“ie & statement of the logical genesis cf the parte from the: 

“goneeptione of the whole and of each other. Another difference 

is to be ound in the fact thet deseription’ har no special 

“goncern with parts snd their relatibne unless these ere im- 

‘Nnediately gi Wn; but knclysis; which, es & process’ concerned 

t with partes in their relations, is as an achievement concerned 

“with the orderly presentation of “donetituente. Here again, 

“Nowever, there Le perheps only & differonée of degree of 
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"fundamentaiity" of the wwo wehLevements; ae¢tcription oun 

give a reporé of a process of extraction and GLecomposition, but 

for extrection to be @kenificant for our knowLedgo of the: 

subsiance which has been decomposed, the data or facta of 

extrection must be interpreted as the necessary. products of 

just this and no other structure end composition, 

ag, in analyses whioh are to be of use to Salsaee, the 

analytic achievenent must be eapressed in terms having a 

general validity in solence #0 that it may be possible to 

attribute such universality to the expression thet it will 

| have precictive value, Insteed of a merely logical (i.e. 

merely &ccoraing to the laws of logic or uo language) movement 

frou one level of abstreetion to enother, ae in formal analyete, 

what is a decideratum in eolence ie that the analytieal di-~ 

rection shall be determined by the ewoirieal jaws and principles 

of the particular ecience, beving reference to objects. In . 

this, if we wieh to Gali the realm of discourse é "Language", 

the rules of the language ax agvel oped. along with the Gis- 

covery of Lbs ‘vooabulary, as it were. Thus in anclysis “s | 

try to mov tows POR general LawB, Laws which frequently have 

in them no reference aumeGhe tely apparent to the empirigal 

data from which they may have been discovered anc for which 

they are specifica end. finally substituted. The most useful 

analynes ‘for ecience are not those which sg phenotypic but 

th. ievers) plead % iw 
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vthose which axe genotypic; and here again we meet a difgerance 
between Snaiysis and ceseription, A deseripvion, properly 

Apesking, ie alweys phenotypic, while anvlyses are, at their 

‘best, genotypic, going to the "invisible insides” of thinge, 

@ven if the alleged “invisible insides" are mere fietdions. 

ve ft is quite usual to distinguish between knowledge by 

geoquaintance and knowledge by description. At every stage. 

of, the progedures of abstraction, analysie, and deseription 

there 18 soquaintance or direct awareness, am. often Synopis; 

thus. Gireet avareness of some kind gives the data on, which 

these methods are exergicec, and synopsis guices the organi~. 

vé%ion of. abgtrsoeuions..into desgud ations... the Giscursive nature 

of the cesulte of these procecures makes, these zeouLia 

Bnowiedge vy ceseription, bul in their cole as procejures 

@iving. ompixziea), material for the crderly presentation in 

results, they are analogous to Knowlaige by acquaintance of 

the, object. . The procedure is acquaintence-Lixe, the achievement 

ip, desoription=lhke. , Chie is eppreseud. by, saying bhat the... 

procedures ang their description ere, phenotypic, whhle analysis 

@rApreccos geno lypes.,. In the latter. case, too, tusre is te ., 

be seen the guiding hand of aynopei#® which gives direction 

to the enalytie synthesis which the.data,or che faete of 
the ahoiytic processes undergo when they are inverpreted in 

jnterrelutionships which are not iixemise eimple data. 
ot hed Meal” BEML ns Souves oe thie heehee Th Eke pean 
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necessary to maxe use of & term suggested by Paulhan, art 

“analytic synthesis”, By analytic synthesis is ian’ the 

elementary reconstruction of any Gistinguishec part inte a 

eyninetical structure, Such analysice, ayntheses are essentiad 

because & complete isolation of &@ distinguished baa rey or 

pert is imposciole. ve have seen previoucly how thie is 

is impossible in abstraction; & standpoint of weetraction is 

the prius of @ process of abstraction, and the property of 

an object abetracted must be subsumed under an idea of a 

property or in a larger waole. In formai abetfactiion, @ 

proper ty BUCK ae par tiosiar calee is ae aren do from “2 complex 

of objects; but thie property does not remain alone, for 

in losing sensory immediacy it mast be put under a more 

abstract Universal and verhaps pempipee-vre by being given a place 

in @ eolor syaten. 

In anuLyticahl procedures, such as the decomposition of a 

chemical compound, usually the producte of the extraction are 

not eléewents, but parte of other compounds, Thus in the ane- 

lysis of & compound &, ite parte @ und a! are generally not 

produced in an isolated form, but as parte of other compounds 

Band g. 

‘Im analysis ae an achievement, judgments made concerning the 

nature of 4 whole loan be BOG $0. be both analytical und 6yn~ 

thetical, Bradley's example is that the analytic operation 

of % shows it to be b,¢,d. But since the separateness and 
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inner distinction among b, og, and @ wae not explicit in 4,” 

the anclytical process te expressed eyntheticelly. In 

synthesis, on the other hand, we move from the reletionality 

of the parts severally to the suppression of seperatenes® and | 

the assertion of the integrity of the whole; we'move from 

Arb ana Brg‘to arg;*and if x Le trensitive, the synthesis ie 

exorecsed in on anklytical judgment. “Analysis is vhe syn- 

thesis of the shole which it divider, and synthesis ie the 

dnelytis Of the whole which it constructs.” ” mA judgment 

which is anclytie#l in form mey be synthetic in effect, when 

one Bide of the identity expresses an analysie of what is © 

resréesented on the ‘other sice without anc lyeie (or through a 

different anulysis).* 

Tails syntheticel incorporation into judgment is generally 

charecteristic of analysis @s an achievement and where it 

does not obtain, we suppose thet we hove come te « natural 

Limit,of ansly eis. the necertion of an analytic eynthesis 

in terms of significent synthetical propositions which are 

anaiytie within the wider context of the categorie s of the 

analysie, is characteristic of anglysis, but not of ceeoription, 

The ueual form of anslytic synthesis, es it appeare in 

2 yi, ‘Bradley, iples (2nd eG. 4: reviced 

and corr® ae Lon bn Be. sagee OF sab ite | ii, pp. 470-471. 

8 2, Me Baton, gymbolisw and Trybt,. yp 126, 
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analysie as an achievewent, is the construction of & general- 

ized relationship. In the presentation of results, ‘the nomo= 

thetic generality of terms gives at Least a formal ‘universality 

of relationships which axe aeserted, ‘The attempt of the scient- 

ist is to move from particular empircally determingd function- 

ally expreaeed relations between partiquier empirical data 

to @ generalized relationship betwecs types of events. As 

j& Consenuence, tho further analycis is adwanced, the further 

it moves &@way from mere description, which ie confined to the 

pheno typicaliy. given particulars, the ‘analytic. synthesis of 

which is “imto merely “abatrect universals whioh express no 

funotions\ aeunyerity,, ia the abject.. 

Sl. this orgenization of data in an adhievement, of an 

explanuidon OF “wader ataading of 2. thing 16 algo. fi *oon- 

structive” ‘synopste*” ‘of ites empiricel parts or “elements” 

Glecoverea in the process of inuly sis} they axe no fully 

seen in their ro.e as DErbs. “Dex Sinn der Teile liegt im 

Genzen, "  PRERRERSBE Bc lentists ae weld &S perngee}cgiate, 

oud 

‘here pha aaah ‘thie, ‘Poincers, a eae wrote, 

} 

a ‘ie Miegutt ba denoadteatton oe simple. 
Bee TE: of ¢ iat Flbe “it ‘Le sylicgtems' 

Seer? TRad the order in which ~~ 
ese clements are wpiseed ie much more importent’ 

se tile ‘than: the elements % ives. If I heve the 
i feeling ‘the. intuition, so to speak, of this ae? 

rie: Menace: aly 54 perceive ata glence, the recconing ae 
6 te" ahole, 1, eed no tonger” fear lost I forget one’ 

of the Glements, for eath of them will*take its 
allotted place in the array, and that without effort 
on my part. 
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Now, what are the mathematical entities to 
which we attribute the charicter of beauty «nd 
elegance, and which ere capable of developing 
in us @ sort of aesthetic emotion? They are those 
whole clements which are harmoniously disposéd 
to thet the mind without effort can embrace. 
their totality while realizing the details. This 
harmony is at onge a satisfaction of our aesthetic 
neeus aad an aid to the mind, sustaining and 
guicing. Av the same time, in putting under 

_Our,-eyes a well orderec whole, it wakes us able 
to foresec & wathematical iaw, 

In biology, Kurt Golstein writes; 

wir Leugnen dass die Mbgliehxeit.vestenht, 
diologisches Besenn bass givein aur Grund 
GGr Hit G6M Snelytischen sethouen feststellbaren 
Erscheinungen gewinnen cu kénnen. amit ver- 
gcnnen wir die Bedeutung Gaieser Arecaeinungen 
keineswegs. ir nehmen sie nur nicht so ohne 
weiteres ele Vorgémge des Organmismue iuin. Sie 
haben sich erst in ihrer ‘Bedeutung’ fir das 
Geschehen im Orgenismus zu erwiesen. Sie sind 
2war das Material, von Gem wir ausgehen mtssen, 
elie erfahren aber inre Bewertung eret aurch ges 
Bild des Orgenismus selost. 

@eeeoeeeteoeee ew ve eer er et erteeeoese 

Das Bild das wir uns von Organismus machen, ist 

8 Henri Poincare, “Science and “ethod", in The Foundctions 
of Science, pp. 385, S91-352, Cf, Adolph Meyer, Die Idee 
Gée Holiemus", Scientia, 43, p. 26, for a similar statement 
from Hi.ibert. may soy that, with one exception, I have 
never found any essential cisagreement concerning the role 
of this intuition in mathematics. The ene excevtion is CG, 
R, Morris's Jcealistic bogic, pp. 300 ff., who, in emphasizing 
the incorrigibility of mathematical judgments gives mathe- 
matics, it seems to me, a serial or iinear rather than synoptic 
structure. But this writer does not consider in eny detail 
the procedure of proof, and 4s @ consequence mathematical 
judgments seem to be endowed by him with a specious independence 
‘from the system which alone maxes them possible. 
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keine Synthese aus den gewonnenen hinzel- 
_erscheinungen, .... ir kénnen zu diesem Bilae, , 
nur durch einen sch8pferischen Akt gelangen. 

Schelling, who according to Merz 11 was. the most syn 

optic of the transcendentalists,. wrote; 

Es gibt nur wenige Merkmale, aus welchen in 
iissenschaften sich auf Genie schliessen ldsst. 
Es, ist, 2. B., sicherlich da nicht, wo ein. 
Ganzes, dergleichen ein System ist, theilweise 
und gleichsam durch Zusammensetzung, chteteht. 
Man misste also wagekehrt Genie da voraussetzen, 
wo offenbar die Idee dee Ganzen den einzelinen 
Theilen vorangegangen ist. Denn da die Idee des 
Genzen doch nicht deutiich werden kann, als 
dadurch, dass sie in den einzelnen Theilen sich 
entwickelt und doch hinwiedérum die einzeinen 
Theile mur durch die Idee des Ganzen méglich 
ist, so scheint hier ein Widerspruch zu seyn, der 
nur durch einen Akt des Genies, d. bh. durch 
ein unerwartetes Zusammentreffen der bewusstj}osen 
mit der bewussten Thdtigkeit, mbglich ist. 

88. Analysis is sometimes claimed to be the only adeouate 

“method of knowing, put we cre seldom told what constitutes 

10 Kuet Goldstein, Der Aufbau det Organismus (Haag, 1934), 
ES 

“pp. B41, 648. Some of the most interesting expressions of 
\this are to be found in Goethe's writings. See varticulerly 
the introdvetion to Die Metamorphose des Prlanzen, Geschichte aaer aaa” Wes Vee 

NN ee ee ee eee teen 
“meinee botanipehen Studiume, Versuch als Vérmittler 
Won Objekt una Subjekt. ! a a he ee 

li J. 1, Merz, History of Suropean Thought, iii, 350, 465 

A en des transzendentalen Idealismus, 623-624, This 
“must be unaergtood in reference to Kant's denial that genius 
ie possibie in science, Gritique of Judgment, seets. 46-50. 
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the adequacy of knowledge. Here it is not intended to mini- 

mize the value or deny the velidity of analysis as 4 procédures 

or achievement, but it is necessary to exemine the claims 

to the self-sufficiency for the procedures end accomplishments 

Called analytic. Pirst let us note two points which are 

relevant, but which have alreacy been brought out. 

(1) Analysis and abstraction presuppose a e tandpoint or a 

purpose from which they ere made; they are not ends in them- 

sélves, and we aim to know objects by abstraction and analysis 

instead of knowing abstractions and analysands. thus the 

point to which we try to push them is not determined by the 

processes themselves, but pragmatically, oy the purposes to 

which we wish to put our knowledge. We cannot ecy a priort 

how far our analysis can go. ” We carry it as far ar we 

can at any time, and we use the most elementary terms ae 

"elements" or simplices; but the progrese of science has often 

shown that whet is an element for one gencration is & problem 

for the next to amalyse. More immediately bmporte nt, however, 

is the fact that simplicity is generally to be understood 

only in some relstion or purposeful context which at least 

implicitly determines the criterion of simpiicity. Thus for 

sociology a pereon is an element, or rether a simplex, though 

1s Actually there is a Limit beyond which we do not. go, 
namely, the point at which all propositions become analytic 

in effect. Cf. p. eli. 
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for payohology he is & s complex whole. A Sensation is simple 

fae te CR UE bay 

for peychologicts using one set id categories (TMtchene ex) 

but it is comp iex for others with other purpos eS ana cate- 

gories (ittnsterverg). The pragmatic limit, depending upon 

the needs and ores prow’ ht One of knowledge in any sphere, 

id “8 
has deen stated in the following etriking torn: "he prin- 

elple civide | ot iOS e is of iin ited veLiad ty; men may be 
the owuryen ar 

ruled oy dividing then into fections, oat if you . divide pale 

into Limbs and ow there #114 be no men to ruie.# 14 
Bick 

The enclytic knowledge of a whole, showeh, vhen consicered 

quite genereily, foliows the "all gemeines Gesetz, dase aie. 

Klerheit ei ines umfessenderen Ganzen, eines Ganzen héherer 

sture sap hat der Carung der eing geitgicn Biedaren 

Genzhei ten notwendig bedarf. In der Regel gibt ellerdings 
' ansas 3 : ‘ 

die néchstniedere ature noch entscheidence Aurklaruag. " is 
Le 

ee analysip and ebetraction begin with an acqueintaence 

Ms te 

or @ eynopsie of | be whole, ang deeeription and BneLy 6.8 as 

an achievement owe their orgenization to Fa] Bynopeis which 
ry Les Ss i. 

guises phe. enelytical ey nhban tie. the reconstitution of this 

eme in symboli si. 
"An. 4x 

83. “& Defense of Anelyeis"® by Professor Edward Glecson 

oy BeOS b Hallett,’ Agternites, De 195. 
“16°" yilnelm Burkemp, Die § gtruktur ‘Ger Gan ghe iten, D. L141, 

P 7 he -ke 4 rs “ ° 4 : e 4 = yey 7 Y y es ha . 
MS oF BB Th de F i Na Aa . By WB. au 7 Wa a ® pe a hod a # ~ aie 4 ” . " ih 
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Speulding, in the collective work, The New Realism, is a 

detalled study and defense of the sole validity of analytic 

procedure end achievement. An examination of Profeesor 

Spaulding's paper will furnish, however, further evidence of 

eome limitations and in&écequacies of analysis. 

In moving from a whole to its parts end their relations, 

the ewergent proverties of @ whole are lost; they may be in- 

cluded in 4 description of the whole object, but just as 

they are lost in the emoiricsl process of analysis, so also 

ere they lost to an achievement of analysis which meves to 

parts and relations and away from sensuous acquaintance or its 

report in a simple description using the data of abstraction. 

But, Spaulding writes, “Gonsider both terms and relations 

and the properties of the whole which may be left over, but 

which are reveeled by anslysie, and the enalycis becomes 

adequate ...." (p. 168.) 

One can Bigntly object that while Speulding was civing 

his wany definitions, he failed to define either analysis 

or ade uaey; in regard to the first, he seye only thet 

WAn exact and precise logic 1 definition may not be necessary, 

Everyone understands in a general way what anelysis is, what 

it means, and what it does." (p. 157.) And he does sey that 

by analysis (American) realists understand “the discovery in 

a whole of elements which exist or subsist independently 

dt ansiveta and @iscovery.*® (p. 159) I am not sure that 
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Gwe ae | eT = PY } ae F les: be F ry Pty ine i ah . , 
one can shire Professor Spaulding'’s optimism that “everyone 
ay e disvctvered¢ tua! vs of anclvn rt ‘+ uncerstands ... whet it mesns," seeing already that there 

are such differences in Nis “and my understanding of it. 
% ‘ , KBs ; esd , ; a ’ F oe 
whet does &anilysis mean for hiky ~ Obviously it weans hothing 

more nor less than cchipleve description; it is not reverenee 

to parts clone, nor in their-relations (his “and* is yard 

‘ictilerly ill-advised), but iso to ehergont properties of 

the whole which are not known in any anciytic procedure at 

‘ell,’ wut’ omy “in edguatnitixice. th ‘go ‘fae de enelysis is 

‘deseription, no objctividn is being made to it. ‘But Spauldingls 

defence of its acequacy, if énalysis is other than were 

description, ae I-have urged, takes the following simple 

form: a whole is enelyzed into its verts in (or end) thetr 

“relations, and the discrepancy between this Hohiévement ‘of 

an Enalysis and 2 deseriptioca of ths unanalyzed whole (this 

diserépancy being equal to the emergent property) is noted 

and adaéd on to the strictly analytic result to reconstitute 

“a GOmplete description of the whole and ite parts. In‘shert, 

‘he Saye that an andlytic procedure becomes aascquate when that 

which it does not procuce “is added to Lt asa #kimd:of per-+ 

"quisite, fhe inadequacy of the andlytical procedure or aéhieve~ 

ment is recognized only on the ‘basis of a comderison of a 

synopsis or en acquaintance #ith the original unenalyzed 

whole (acquaintance for an emergent property, a synopsis for 

‘the “organizing relation" -= p. 163)” with the achievement of 
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the analysis. The overeutinative properties and relations 

are not diecovered ina process of analysis but are’ "stélen" 

from description by Spaulding's statement. It is necessary 

to ask, according to the one “definition” he does give, 

whether ke emet pent property of @ whole and its organization 

are themselves ndite or Siements of the whole. If they are 

not, as Stems Feasoneble, then hie analysis as cefined fails 

on his own edmise ion Cer. 4p; 163) to be adequate. If one 

risks the af fitmative anewer, thencam “organizing reletion" 

as @ part of an organized whole among other perte uust be 

organized inte the whole by an “organizing relation", and this 

by another, ad infini twa. Therefore it mist be denied that 

organization tole part of the otgentzed whole, and therefore 

analysie ae Spaulding definés it {p. 159) does not give know- 

ledge of it. +s it ia Anedequate to a full knowledge of the 

object. | 

It has does ceueien 2) recognized that a progess of empirical 

analysis sometimes is & cause of actual qualitative changes 

in the perts. Iwo theories ure suggested by Spauiding to 

anevunt for thie: when parts are wrens uate out, their properties 

are changes, ‘oF the parts rewain the s ome in anc out of combi- 

netion, pit re union new oroper ties accrue to the whole. (pp. 

241-242) From serry'’s alleged proof of the independence of 

part frou hole it ‘seems. likely thet the American i a ai 

would favor the satter aS a patephysical view, but Spaulding 
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exys that analysis is fren ac of ain | the differences 

regerdless of what metephysicel view is taken. Thus he cp 

writes: 

¥, Ady Gach Stage im. thée,eynthesio of whoies, out 
of parts waich are in turn wheles until we get 
to, the intensity polnte of. that fieic, of force 
which is the electron, there are properties of the 
whole. which are not found in the propertice of 
the parts. But analysis reveals wheat these wholes 
are, what their. parte are,,.what the, properties . 
of @ach are, and whet the orgenizing relations 
at encna Level are. It ellows for 2a whole which 
i8 not merely the sum of its parts, and which, with 

its, properties, cannot at the present pEeee of 
science be deduced from these parts, * 

“More partioularly in reference to. time he says; 

The terns by themselves [instante] seem to 
\~-be the contradictory of the originelly given 
“whole. But actueliy they are terms in a certain 
Pels.tion,), As, terms in this relation, they pre- 
pent no contradiction with the properties of - 
the whole. In fact, oniy through them ae termes 
in relation is the whole what it is -- continuous, 
‘infinite, extenuea -—-unless these attributes be 
left wholly vague and undefined. ... There is 
no characteristic of the empiricaiiy given whole 
over ana above whet these terms in relation are. 1? 

The neo-realisiic theory of relations based en, Russell's 

"Logical etomisa"” must hola that simple terms {terms with 

ie io Op. git., Dp. 839. The iast Gisuse indicates thet this 
ie suppoped to be empiricel rather than formal analysis. 

ay ib ay 196-193.. Here, he, seene,, bo be confusec es to 
whet eOrt of anéhysie it 4es*-He taike ae though it were 
emsirical: analysis of something. wiven (the.ompiricelly given 
whole,.as he calle time) but.he is concerned with the properties 
ot abstract wethematical, or physical Time, not time as 

“{tis given @msiricelly, for it is not infinite snd not 
continuous in the sense that he cefines continuity. 
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no internal complexity) are possible, and if analysis 

“is complete and valic, it must be the resolution of “logical 

compounds” into logical atoms. It is just this, though, that 

‘Spaulding'’s analysis does not do if it does the other things 

he claims it can. If parte have properties. which slements 

Go not have, as is at least phenomenally true, then the 

analysis whiten discovere that which exists independently 

of discovery (p. 159) cannot discover elements, but only 

parts which owesome of their cuelitative nature to the wholes 

of which they sre parts. The parts which are different when 

they are wembers of a whole from what they are when not in 

the whole (i.¢6.¢lements) have an inner compiexity «es in- 

tPinsically singleithings, depending in part for their partic~ 

wlar nature on the whole, - 

AM internal relation, one that “makee a difference® to its 

19 implies an internal complexity in at least one of 

#0 

terms, 

ite terms, the one it is said to be internel to. This 

being the case, “the relation of part to whole makes a cifference 

to the part" implies, as pointed out in our discussion of 

PHEAY » that the relation of part to whole is internal (at 
~ ee 

least to part). ie This, in turn, implies that "part is 

148 og, above, p. 148, 

tite hoore, Ebilesophienk Studies, p. 331 

“O- guseell, Principles of Mathematics, i, ch. xvi. 
i "The relation. of part to whole makes a difference to 

part" means eimply that an element is different from a part. 
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not Binple” but has internal ' esaprent ty", which inpiiee that 

the analysis “has” aot been complete, that is, that it hes not 

led to Logical or cosmologi¢el ateme. ~ The internal bompiexity 

of the end-product of analysie, which is’ the metaphyseal 

oresupporition, then, implicit in’ “peulding's mOrene that 

the parts must be considered in their relations, prevente the 

Validity of the assertion of the completeness of onslysiay deg 

that it reaches absolutely simple constituents which are | ; 

theoretically amenable to no further analysis. - x 

4 simple etatement of this rather technical objection is 

parallel to the former objection that analysis is not eble 

legitimately to desl with the qualitative feavures of the 

whole; here it is seen that the qualitative aifference between 

an entity as an element and as a part is a problem which 

SrAulaine’s study does not soive. This parallelism is most 

eleerly seen in his own analysis of time and space. At the 

end of his analysis be has no way of distinguishing betwean 

a "point of space" and an "instant of time", He simply makes 

yh Ta 

t% If the reader refers to the srevious, discussion of 

Perry, he will see that this argument is not altogether uni-~- 

versal, any more than the view it sete gut te refute. On 

p. 148 1 pointed out that in ony argument concerning the 

Gnternality of the part-whole relation it is necessary actually 

te see if the relation does “make a difference" to the pert. 

It would be as wromg for me to assert, om the basis of. my 

argument, that all varte depend, in Perry's ianguage, on the 

whole as I have shown it to be for him to assert that none 

of them ure dependent. 
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the whole do service in interpreting the qualitative n-ture 

of the part; he simply says thet the one has sowe thing 

"spatial" about it, and that the other is "temporal", Yet 

itis just spatiabity ano temporality which he is supposed 

to be analyzing. (Gf. pp. 182, 190.) 

2h. A closing word eho rae be Be ty ‘about ; the evalus tion 

to be nede of nelyeis, rr by enslyeie we mean Speulding 

form of it, “ oudoad 3 thet enclyete ie "Whe expression of 

& maciate 3 synop pets, a cogni tion ‘thet parts are related to 

@ whole. * I Sut in 80 far “ae Maaeute ‘Le , desoriptive, or 2 

common ‘it scursive yates. tits element of sensory {nnedi acy 

ig lost, : 80 thet enalysis: must be ‘supplementea by acquaintance 
_ 

“gyno opecs, on * the other hand, ‘have | th aircursive fore only 

implicit in them, and the expreosion of Pr seg ll must ta ke 

the form or expression appropriste ed by anclysis, Wi © Ss symbolism 

ie tucwledec cw. Take | deserintive moment in synopsis, 

which corresponds Go the ®syn-*, expresses the relational 

complexity, of the object in synopsis; end it is the “syn-# © 

monent of synopsis which, when symbolized, is syabolized in 

the. seme vay en anelysie as expressed. 

in oO far us. the mediate, constructive, and perspectival’ 

Lapis heave in them & formal structure which makes propo» 

sitional. expression possible, end in so far’. ac the eynoptic 

functions thensslver. are nothing more than normal cognition 
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with an accent en compheaity in unity ag sensucusly pre-.. 

sented, ome can say that formal anelysis and empixical vi 

 anulyeis and deseription presuypose ¢ synopsis of some Ba | 

kind (often am immediate synopsis), ana synopsis ie an | | 

incomplete form of knowledge if it cogs not have format 

anaiybic stzucture 60 that 16 may be countinicable, fac _ 

systematic, atructural element ("eyn-") in symopeie wey, ve 

callec the symboiicel ox the “sywbolizable” , ong with sefer- 

ence to the feet that, systematic idewis are often culied 

analytic, with seme propriety it might be culled the ona 

-«lybieel moment in synopsis. These concessions of the syn~ 
optiet, to the, anslyst, however, must not bling us to the 

feet thet systems, themseives, #s shown in our ewudcies in. 

chapter Ii, are subject to 4 synopsis in which both they ama _ 

their parts are put in their proper internal relavions and | ut 

seen es wholes in which the inference ie not uni-~cirectional, 

% ‘ Be “gynthesis in Knowledge 

6S. in the foregoing section It hee often been ieceseary 

to neabion synthesis ‘as a ‘prodess Gurrelalive, in bome ways 

opposite, but wise complementary, to umaly tic drévedures, as 

& moment in “tne | proves of avatrection and ue lytic, whether 

empizigal or formal, a wae seen tat nd éXériont Yaken out 

of : more Lex “te placed in ei thes contgeptuar ‘Teolation ox 

cosmologiead ‘seoks tions ‘he ‘You ical term abstracted bécomes 

synthesized da 2 , univeredl, end ah organ removed from” 
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& living body ie by that fect placed th’ Ae environment. 

The process of anulyticel synthesis, us it’ hae been Calica, 
is an expression of the fact that iseaningful propogitions 

are both analytical and synthetical. for the process of 

anbiysis of the subject to discover the explicitive predicate 

always refere beyond the expressed to the general principles 

of ite inteneions ahd meaning which heve their being not 

solely or originaliy in the expressed Logical subject 4s an 

abetraet universal of proper neue, 

“Similarly, synthecic has been indicated as the tnverse 

process to unalysie in argument. Decovartes used the term sor 

the process of deriving whut we’ know from the dseumptiéne which 

make it possible, whertis enalysle starts with what is given 

and’ refleoth the actual process of disouvery of its necessary 

conditions, Thus Kuclid used Bynthetical judgment. Descartec 

said that anclént géouetry had been éynthetical, though this 

ig generally true of ite manne? of presentation, it must be 

atitted thatthe Keduotié da’ dbeurdua is an analytiosl 
argument == ahd, moreover, &0 ahalytioal argument which is 

velic without the necescity for 4 subsequent syutheeis oF 

even: tor" the peciprocity® or eymnetvry ‘of the argument, as 

ig the 2 80 ‘dn Other forms of Laaly tical argument. 

‘pizrthebiiote: ® syithes ib” OS ath empiridel process hag been 

touched ‘upon; ‘if "an achievement of anulyéis shows theze she 

parto in these rel@tions, it should be possible to tuke 
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jbheee parte anc put them im these relations erud thus 

reproduce the original whole; a compericon of the un- 
Abeiyzed etarting—volnt or rew stuff with the fabricated, 

syntheeized product gives « oriterion of the correctness 

of the process of analysis, providing a can be sure thet 

_bhe synthesis has reproduced, in reverse order, the eteps 

of the cneiysle. This couperison ig of utmost importance 

Am cheniistry, for exemple, for hau the process of aynbheate 

GL Way & resulted in the fame prouvets ag those which were 

decomooser, we should have supposed either that oniy one 

Bet of relotions for each set of elements was possible, or 

that the relations were irrelevent to the nature of the 

(COlLOUNG. ft is aque to the fuot that it is only under 

wery carefully controlied conditions that a eyntbhegis re~ 

prowuces a row pROUUet that organic Ghémiete were made to 

Asy wore etipheasis on constitution than on composition, 

AGtuaily it ig quite @usy $O make wure that nothing 1,086 

inte e compound except what was got out of it; put it is 

Wery aiiscicult to preserve the relationships emong the 

components, As previously pointed out, it le only because 

of the existence of radicles which preserve their internal 

“organi tation att! ebapowt Stow th +4ne Moet Varied chemical. 

chanpes that it is possible at all} and there radicles can 

bullt up into Compounde whose structures are easily inferred 
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by ‘analogy to ‘simpler raaicle~systems. The relationships 

gon be fixed in a “compound which is being eyntneni zed by 

building it up “from Stable chemical compounds whieh have | 

features of their structure Like the structure we suppose 

the desired compound to heve. The cheniet is Like the 

mason who uses large stones instead of small tiles in his 

puileing) Yor he” builds’ with vadicles that “stick together® 

instead of with thelr constituent atoms. — T 

‘he anélysis of organic compounds is generelly proaiuete, 

rather then ultimate, for from the elements we can tell 

next to nothing about the neture of the compound Be @ whole; 

and’ the limit of analy ais ie here determined by the aeabl onde 

of the parts for synthesia. A complicated chemical cou- 

poula canbe broken into two or s féw chemiced compounds. 

wh6sé stable atructure we have learned in a long eeries ‘of 

ober proximate analysce into com qunds which are so simple 

that pérhaps they have only one posrible atructure; and from 

these series of analyses we can infer the necessary conditions 

fo® a synthesie. . 

26. “donetructive synopsis designates the knowledge 

in which en ‘object is compréhendes conceptually or actually 

subordinited to » larger, mora inclusive whole whien unifies 

it. with otners-ae- certs of a system or another complex object. 

ke have already considered the relation of & single clement, 
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ey 4 eprops to @ whole, such ea & soientific language © 
+s a 4 

“or systeu; ‘and ‘oanphex systems with ‘mituar ‘gdp endenag of 
% 

Past on part ave veen diecuseed both ae Objects of symopsis 

(as. & aoholar may hove a synopsis of Xani's philocophy)') and 

as the fora in which é “get of facte téuch their fullest” 
¥ ar 

rations) development “(as in & nathematiaai syetenm’or ina 

sd eye tem of philosophy). gut how are thess complidx objéete”’ 

‘and sets of representations ‘aequired in knowledge? The answer 

is, through a! process of synthesia, Synthesis does not mean 
i? 

_the nev Ls ota wnole in experience (this'is synopsis) but 

‘a mov enent of cnowledge from an unorganized hetetogeneity of 

" Judguente to that which comprehends them, or $46 ectual pro- ” 

ese of the empirical establishment of an objective unity 

“having such an extensional content. “®ne former if iilus- 

trates in the construction of a Prater evrrn ns gh a which 

“teubes facts, judgment, preferences, and wt latter 

tn the construction of an ‘oo ject such &e & oioture. 

a7. Hither of these cases is an example of @ greation, 

whether 1t ve the planning of « Grama or the finging of & 

miseinmg premise in an enthymeme. Oreations are of the nature 

of problem-solving, amd the problem to be solved oud supposed 

a + Wilnclm Burkemp, Die Struktur dex Genzheiten, pp. 1213. 
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a8 solved is the ideal, of the oreation.” "..,The ideal is 
the construction in ‘images’ that should become a ree ity.” 

In the origination of and the initictive derived from the 
idewl, the mind is eeting eynoticaily; eynthesic woves from 

the whole it has to the whole “hich comprehends it, reduces _ 
it to order, makes it intelligiple; it involves the correetion, 

dietortion, end supplementation of the given mags to make it 

fulfil ite role in the new whole, | : 

‘Thies ideal, thie construction in images, gives creations 

their orgenio cherneter; without it the changes in the given 

content would be haphazard, without direction, and disintegrate 

ive, Just as a men needs some puryore in life in order to __ 

govern his cote effeetively, and to keep them from being | 

random, s0 alse his thinking on a problem requires a hypo- 

theeis, generated in hie oresent knowledge but, as imagination, 

extending fax beyond it. the ereations of imagination must 

be eubjecied to criticiom, though: oes this hypothesis _ 

explain the facts T now heave? If this hypothesis ie true, 

then that will occur if I do this; now, does it actually 

eocur when I do ‘this? A firet hypothesis may be inadequate, 

but nonetheless express & partial truth; the next hypothesis, 

which it and ite failure may suggeet, must take up that truth 

3 Ribot, Zssey on the greutive, Lmay 
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into itselz edhe POMPE PROAG tall, WOLG» _ s@ ate beck at. 

a, Gisleetical (processes Kekulé wants to find a eiructure 

ines iad Pulfit certein conditions, ang be tries many. 
before, in @ arowsy moment, his great dicoovery, comes te 

tim like & drecm, sent vents to find that which comprehends 

Tautlona.iiom eg Supiricisu, Poincaré, tries vo fine some 

generoi meaning in his equations and aiscovers it when 

Sbepping on & bus, after wany other isboxiously performed 

aGGenl ts hac falied,.parwin's iuense informevion becomes 
orderly the moment he euGs8 hei thus, fhe ideel, 45 not often 

ELYER ORCP | ene tor bd 80. that b only the. pax te thi tee Simply 

written Out; when this is the case wG have the great artistic 

genius iixe Goethe, For otners, the synopsis which finally 

@AVes Girechion to the patisiactory, synthesie is won only 

after a hard Struggle, if &% all; one bypothesis gives way | 

to snother, ana so on through yesrs end,years of work. One 

Bince this inh the wrestled-for truths of the difficult dialogues 

of Plato's old age, or in Shrlich's 605 failures. 

* The guiding synopsis has & complex role, It must be 

RemnEns 206, that the pRporas of introducing order into @ com 

plex body of faoke © will ve meade under the conditions laid | 

down’ firet, of, ell by these facts, themseiyes; in a word, the 

success of an hypothesia which will lead to a Syntheeis 

resulting im 4 synopsis of a new whole ae 4 fait aecompli 

(and a constructive synopsis of esch part) depends in part 
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upon its not doing violence to the parts. The ideal of 

speculation in philosophy has been said to be, "Maximum 

der Bewlltigung Ger Welt, Minimum der Vergewaltigung der 

Welt.* - Thus the synopsis or intuition of the whole 

is necessarily conditioned by the parte which are given, 

and during the course of tae synthesis 1t aust often 

be modified, unleds, happily, it is the perfect one; the 

test of &@ synopsis is the pessibilaty of synthesizing +o 

it. Actually, however, the process is reciprocal. ie 

all know of these whos¢ synopeis of the worid (Welten~ 

schauung) is eo derk that they shut out the actually bright 

spots, the whole a6 an idesl is given the authority to 

legislate the banishment of some parte, "Never eecept a” 

theory until it is verified by fact" is an exoression of 

one tendency of the mind, out the other says: "Never accept 

& fact until it is verified by theory,* 

i, Storm, Zorgon und geghe, i, pp. 5, Gy 
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“ned aynthesia, wut preowies, avcompe mies , msidgen, and | 
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obures , ewh Bax gucam a RAYS SPPELLAG bo niotke 

inteLioguwnl ints pom 28 UO BLVOTEAtLVS oO anelyeie 

on in this Sveuy 1% Hes been shuren tHak oynepelie dos 

not appeel, io *intubtion’® in any uniques senwe, ond thet 

4% use io nok seo tebekes GOygOoyns & Lom in which Ghere is 
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ie, Feghnigsl end polemical problems thet it may be diffi~ 

cult fo, bakes synoptic view of) thems,,..fo fagilitete this. 
‘eypopiis, go thot sll of the pertscen oe, geen ip saedz., 

‘PRRRPE Felatigns,c®, ghort.gummery, is appropedetes., one 

| pShere Le du.gombomparery cue zeeeat, philgpopnicah md 
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and synthesis, but orecedes, accompanies, guides, and 

correote them. Previous criticisms of analytic pro- 

ceqaures, such as Bergson's, have appesled to a non- 

intellectual intuition as the alternstive to analysis. 

But in this essay it has been shown that synopsis does 

not appeal to “intuition” in any umique sense, and that 

its use is not restricted to cognition in which there is 

& salience of acquaintance of intuition. Furthermore, 

it has been shown that within the retional schene in 

which analysis takes piace, there is ground for the criti- 

cism of analysis. In part, our oriticism of analysis has 

been internal rather than external, like Bergson's and 

perhaps Merz‘'s. 

Synopsis is, or is like, the normal mode of self-con- 

sciousness Sad of sensory experience, The togetherness 

and continuity of experience is a fundamental fact, and 

from it particular items of experience arise through 

differentiation, It, that is, experience itself, does 

nes arise, as some have held, from the concretion of iso- 

lated and independent states through association or 

asSimilation. | 

Synopsis is thus originally present in our empirical — 

cognition of wholes and their oarts. But knowledge 

itself is amenable to organization into wholes or systems, 
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and this EY hes gered of knowleage falle uncer the defini- 

tion of Bynopeis as 6 a ease, name 1y "regulative" 

as pas Sens See with "conetitutives eynopeis. 

The metaphysical supposition on which the claims to 

validity ta pperers are pased is that there are real complex 

objects, both on the bs evtiee and on the objective sides: 

of the epiptenological occasion, eT that in theese complex 

objects there are some intrinsic and: internal relations 

such that the whole and the oarts are mutually effective, 

synopsis as & valid moce of mmowledge | has oeen illustrated 

in its use in pee fields of knowledge os biology, psycho= 

logy, gharaoterology, mathematics, historiog staphy , aestaeties, 

logic, etc. | The word svaspate, though, hae been oniy ine 

frequently &ppl ied in Some of chess Sih ggatay ol -_ the apenanentve 

features of synoptic me thodolo; vy are to be found in come of 

the methods of qome of these sciences ana . others, AS a merely 

terminologicel contribution, I propose the name eynopeis 

to Gesignate all of the ver ious > pe dei of science which are 

not uni-c irectionally inferential and which are, &s it were, 

perpendicular to ye paneok fox horizontal, Linear funek ious 

such as ¢cé& usality considered aS mere hietorical succession 
hy Se ae wm oP eat ft iy 

or entailuent (whe ther the direction of ‘4naference is ‘& tergo 

oz & fronte). | ee rR 
er conéiusion, the’ impl icationg ie synoptic wetnodol ogy 

t 

vs > 3 € 

for ethics and for a general philosophy may be shown. 
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8. Ethical thought should be subject to evaluation with 

reference to the canons of a valid method as criteria, If 

synopsis ie @ complete ana valid method of knowing, ethics 

should exhibit three eharacteristios: (a) It will not be 

abstract; (b) It wili not be merely anelyticel-synthetical, 

| based on an elementar ism of values; and (ce) It will be 

byetenasic and “philosophicai", i.e. mot divorced from an 

attitude towards the worldas a whole. If, on the other hand, 

abstractive and analytic methods are sabladels adcavnte, 

ethics need not have these characteristics. Assuming,now, 

that the inadequacy of aostraction and enalysis has been 

shown, let us delineate the “synoptic ethics" which claims 

validity. | 

(a) Ethies should not be abstract. ‘the type of abstract-~ 

ness to be avoided refers (i) to the type of value acknow- 

ledged and (ii) to the nature and occurrence of the moral 

judgment. | 

(i) The predicate of moral judgments should not be lim- 

ited & priori by an abstraction from the total diversity of 

acts which are naively called good. If the predicate of 

every moréi judgment is good, the ethical thinker should 

not make an abstraction from the particular phases of the 

meaning of the word as it appears in many moral judgments 

and then simply substitute this abstraction for the original 
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predicate in the various judgments. This procedure, if | 

Supposed to result ina Gefinition of the term Limits from 
the peginning the scope of ethical inouiry, making it 

in one case (hedonism) a mere ex iouiue af pleasures or 

in another (rigorism) a mere regimen for temperance. I+ 

ig conceivable, put not necessary (indeed, it is unlikely) 

that during the course of ethical inquiry some one quality 

(e.g. pleasure) could be found to bear such a relation be 

goodness that it could be shown that all moral judgments 

implicitly refer to some predicate which is not stated (@.2. 

productive of pleasure); but this would be an & posteriori 

discovery in ethics, not a neoeesary sannwecs ade bt & method 

of reasoning. i 

Even then, however, it would not be legitimate to sub~ 

stitute (in our example! "oroductive of visasure® for "good" 

a8 @ predicate in ali judgments unless it could be shown 

that not merely the eatensions of the terms overlap but also 

that thetr intensions are the same. That is to say, " >TO- 

ductive of pleasure” would have to be equivalent to “Rees 

in order to validate this aubsti tution. 

Actually it is very unlikely that good can be shown to 

be the equiv:lent of any other conc: pein. This is not to 

deny that there may be some features or qualities which are 

always included in the mganing of the term good. That this 

is the case, and that there is some simple quantitative 
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relation between this part and the whole of which it is 

& pert (i.e. the cova), is presupposed in all theories of 

ethics which seek a scele or gradient of values with one 

variable (e.g. pleasure, im the hedonistic calculus), 

Against ény single scale of values it is to be urged that the 

order of Velues it oresents is dependent upon the abstraction 

taken as the principle of evaluation. Previously it has 

been shown that abstractions always involve some arbitrariness 

in the choice of « standpoint, and that it is possible 

eQuaily well to make many abstractions, gach of these 

abstractions might result ina different hierarchical 

arrengement of particular values and judgments, and on 

account of the erbitruriness of the principle of order, 

each would be beyond criticism from the standpoints of the 

other abstractions and their consequent sealees of value. 

Values when arranged in any scale of worthfulness, 

whatever it’ may be, Lose their particularity ana uniqueness, 

for what ie wiique in each falis beyond the intension of 

the principle of order and so is irrelevant. The general 

implication of a quantification of values is the abstract 

principle mentioned above, namely, that there is but one 

type of real value, which eopears in varying degrees of 

| adequacy and purity in meny forms (dee. "“yalues"® recognized 

in “naive” experience). 
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A 

(11) A moral judgment should not be considered without 

reference to the total situation, past, present, and 

(for some types of ethical theory, knowable) future in 

which it arises. This situation includes the present 

historical contingency in which a man finds himself faced 

with @ problem; and his behavior should be judged according 

ae it conforms to the requirements of this. But not merely 

the present "visible" situation demands attention( opportunism) ; 

rather, broader aspects of this situation (its place in the 

life history of & man, its effect on his principles, its 

social reference, etc.) likewise must be referred to. The 

higher the morality, the more inclusive the situation which 

is legislative in evaluation. 

The moral judgment end the conduct resulting from it should 

be regerded a8 moments in an inclusive system of gudgmwents 

atid’ a "plan of life”, An ethical evaluation should depend 

not on.y on the “intrinsic” nature of the object of evaluation 

(as “accuracy” is supposed to be present in “verecity"), but 

died on the relations it has to the total complex in which 

it oceurs. These two references to the "intrinsic" goodness 

end the “extrinsic* rightness of an act must be considered 

in all moral choice. The totel complex which is the con- 

text of a morsel judgment must inwiwdd wieteve? @an be Called 

& condition or exemple of moral value (e.g. satisfaction, 
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oral intention, prudence, altruistic reference), for to 

dimit @ priord the context within which valuation is supposed 

to occur is to be guilty of abstractionism. 

(bo) Ethics should not be merely analy ticai-synthetical, 

regarding vaiues from the standpoint of elementarism., The 

ethical value of a whole cannot be said a priori to be the 

sum of the ethical values of the parts. For example, the 

parts of a complex act may not have value if they are per- 

formed as parts of another whole. An intention and an act 

take on various moral values according to the complex whole 

which includes them. 

The moralist is enjoined ta analyze moral jucgments and 

acts as completely as possible, but it is invalid for him 

to deny moral value to the whole because he fails to find 

it in the perts (the naturalist’s version of the fallacy of 

- composition) or to attribute it to every part of the whole 

because he finds it in the whole (the sentimentalist's version 

of the fallacy of Givision). The shift from moral to psycho- 

Logical categories in the analysis of « complex situstion 

gives evidence of real ethical. wholes which are not mere 

sums of their perts,. 

Sut the parts may have ethical value, that is, the parts 

of @ moral act may themselves be moral ects. The merely 

analytie proceaure which begins with an act and refers to 
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the moral Values of the parts is not an adequate eveluation 

Ot this ect ifthe act is @ part of) some more: inclusive. 
whole in. relation to which it mey gain some of its value. 
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bo, be, moral should be ‘dependent upon the ‘total structure of 

personality. (Butler), not upon some abstraction from it 

(Kant) 7 NOt merely ‘the vhole individual personality 

‘$houkd ve regerded, though; -ersonality “as a part ofsa 

Wider whole ‘should be considered as o bearer of moral 

Va.ues (Aristotie), and morality depends im part upon thé 
~. 

histrionic ability. of the. individual to actvhis \#ele: 
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4thical rightness or wrongness arises from the tyves 

ana forms of configuration of objects (acts, intentions, 

satisfactions, obligations, etc.) in their relations to 

more pervasive structures of value in which they occur. Thus 

én act which is morally right in times of prosperity may 

be wrong in times of disaster; and the wrong of one age may 

be the right of another. S%thical good consists in part in 

the intrinsic value-quality of an act, which is perhaps 

indefinable, and in part in the regulation of its performance 

in conformity with an assumed obligation of the agent to 

sustain and to enhance the greatest possible good, whatever 

it may be. . Ethical evil consists in part in the positive 

possession of an indefinable quality of badness, in the ex- 

clusion of &@ quality of ethical goodness, and in the leck of 

conformity with an acknowledged configuration of value. 

et only the last condition obtains, there is a sin of 

Omission; if the first, or an active hindrance to the 

promotion of the highest possible good, the evil is a sin 

of commission. Thus for moral excellence in a problematical 

® assume that in any situation an agent is obligated 
_at least to achieve the highest possible walue, or a 
system of the "best possible*®, This seems to me to be an 
unavoidable aaa proposition, inherent in the notions 
of value and of obligation. The last clause, "whatever it 
may be", however, should prevent the misinterpretation of 
my view as an advocacy of any particular type of ethics of 
Guty. This form of obligation seems to be no less 4 
constituent in hedonism or ethical nihilism than in Kant, 
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utlook in the synoptic evaluation of the single acts 

veo amd @Rh ene 2%, Pailosapny 4. Pam, * palkitex 5 We Se 
of @ single man. In these broader synopses and visions... 

pap Leky: wai tied keowlecges ama 4s pa Lomo ny SE eae ‘Wros 
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any morelists have propounded ethicel ay kena apie 
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ween, Moore, Rashdall, Stern Bosanquet, end " as 
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3. What these browcer systems, these fel tenechauunge Dy ‘i 

will be depends sargely on %he_ actual gontent of ethical 

evaluation and on knowledge in general, and so they will 

vary from thinker to thin«er and from age to age. But 

that there should be 4 comprehensive metaphysical qulmi~ 

nation to ethical,,thought is inevitable if one of the : 

conditions of valid ethicol evaluetion is. reference beyond 

Hn the particulers to, wholes which are supposed to comprehend 

them. These comprehensive wholes consti tute the indigenous 

anda primary subject matter of metaphysics. 

jdetapaysics has reference not merely to the value-worid of 

éthics, but also to the existence-worla of science. In the 

game way that o metaphysical answer is sought for certain 

ethical auestions, so also & metaphy side. system is needed 

for the fundemental problems of the sciences. The supreme 

task of the metephysicien , however, is the iasegretion of 

walue end existene.. Philosophy, seid Spencer, is com- 

pletely unified knowledge, sna. if philosophy is to be true 

phalosephy, that is, if itis to integrate the parts of the 

world into a whole without doing vioence to some of them 

and neglecting others, he. philosopher cannot afford to be 

even as abstract 48 the synoptic moralist and attend only 

to values. Value alone and existence alone are eostractions; 

afd the” philosopher cennot-use abstractions ag though they 

exhausted FoeLLeyy for heal mua’ BOF, be reality 
trom which 

abstractions are originally 
made. A false philosophy is 

one which seeks to emorace the world with e principle ade= 
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Guate only to 4 part of.itj.e@ true philosopher "sees 

odife steacily: and sees it: whole, “ ? 

Tous ip integrating “worids", the philosopher mediates 

between the scientist and the artist. “te task is like 

‘oo the scientiet'e in that it must. account for given facts 

Lo. eRe provide a basis for the expectation of more, but it 

| differs. from the scientist's in thet the philosopher is 

4% {faced with a totality of experience, while the scientist 

oo hes abstreeted: some facts from this totelity. The cate- 

‘oongeries which the scientist bas used ac a basis for his 

construction must be supplemented before they can be 

\regorded as legitimate metaphysicai principles, 

the philosopher is also Like the artist, in that the 

needs he serves are not merely intellectual, but are 

morel, sesthetic, and religious too. With a metaphysical 

'idewl of completeness, the philosopher synthesizes towards 

his synopsis. Thus Hegel speake of the Absolute as a 

wow'PTESULE OF AGtual Gislectic; "Only at the end is it what 

Hat is in very truth. * Ms A moments melee wheir appearance 

| prior to ‘the whole tn its Gompleve fulfilment; the move-— 

ements ér' these moments is: the process by which the whole 

‘Gomes into being. ® But, he says, “In consciousness, on 

i 6 Andrew Seth. Pringle-Pattison elo t from 
ee to deseh mts Stechert reprint, ; 
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the other hand, the whole <= but not as comprehended 

conceptually -~ is prior to the parts." 6 

In the highest form of philosophizing, perhaps the intuition 

of the whole which guides our dealings with its parte is of 

the nature of mysticism, 4 comprehending noetic emotion of 

loss of segregation, of the unity and integration of the. 

teria and the self into the universe as a whole. * oa. ae 

it is the destiny of mysticism to.lose its,life in philo- 
sophy, it is the destiny of philosophy to recover its hold 

upon its object by a renewal of the mystic vision. Of each 

we can say, He was Himself the slayer and shall Himself be 

Slain, The iife-in-death and death-in-life of these 

two movements constitute the metaboliem of mind," % 

i pp. 82, 779-780. See also 
smaston transi., 4 vols., London, 

» Be os . McTaggart's statement that the 
movement of the dialectic "from lower to higher is reconstruction 
and not construction." ( J. M. E. McTaggart, Studies in Hegelian 

Dialectic, 2nd ed., oT ae ie é, 1922, p. 160.) See also Hegel's 
The Philosophy of Fine g~rt (Osmaston transl., 4 vols., London, 
1920), FOL. Li hDn Be. 

i "The way of unity." Cf. Rudolf Otto, Mysticism, Hast and 
West, (tranel. ,'m,.%.,°1982)';) pps 41 ff. 

8 charles A. Bennett, A Philosophical Study of Mysticism, p. 
110. 
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